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Problem
Through the experiences of the writer as a local church
treasurer for seven years in the Seventh-day Adventist Church of
Nigeria, he became aware that this church does not have viable
finances at the local church level, the local field level, and at the
union field level.

The purpose of this project was therefore to

survey the patterns of giving, particularly tithing, as practiced in
the SDA Church in Nigeria, in order to discover possible weaknesses,
and to find ways of overcoming such weaknesses.

Method
The project was conducted by means of three different types
of questionnaires.

The first type of questionnaire was sent to the

presidents of the following SDA organizations:

the West African

Union Field, the Nigerian Union Field, the West Nigerian Field, the
East Nigerian Field, the North Nigerian Field, and the Rivers State
Field,

The second and third types of questionnaires were sent to

the pastors of the largest local field, the East Nigerian Field,
through its president.
The three types of questionnaires yielded information on
various aspects of church giving from all the respondents.

The total

percentage of returns on all the questionnaires was 82.1 per cent.

Results
There was a strong evidence that an overwhelming percentage
of church officers and church members in the Nigerian SDA Church
do

not give the tithe regularly.

The pastors give the tithe

automatically and impersonally by having it deducted from their
wages.

In several instances, without asking their consent, the

pastors’ tithe is deducted before their wages are paid.
Apart from the tithe, which seems plain to the church members
they tend to distribute their other offerings so disproportionately
that the local churches and their activities are neglected, while the
foreign mission of the world-wide SDA Church is very well supported.
The responses to the questionnaires show that pastors
promote church giving more through sermons than through visits to

the members’ homes.

The instructions which the pastors give on

church giving seem weak because they emphasize the unscriptural
landlord-tenant relationship between God and man, while the
scriptural and much more important love-redemption relationship is
taken for granted by them.
The educational level of the pastors was found to be low
with 83 per cent of them having completed the primary school or
less; only 17 per cent of them completed secondary school, college,
or graduate school education.

Conclusions
The financial difficulties of the SDA Church of Nigeria
seem to spring considerably from lapses in church nurture and church
administration.

The low educational standard of the pastors seems

to contribute in no small degree to the failings in church nurture
and church administration.
The most immediate way to strengthen the finances of the
SDA Church of Nigeria might lie in the proportionate distribution, by
the church members, of their offerings, so that more of these offerings
may go to build up their own (members') local churches.

Also,

liberality should be promoted more systematically in the local churches
by the pastors.
In the long run, a vigorous pastoral visiting program (like
the undershepherd plan) and a strong drive .to adequately educate the
ministry who lead the church members, are likely to improve church
nurture and church administration immeasurably.

Eventually, the

local churches will become financially stable, and the SDA Church of
Nigeria will be able to support itself financially with little
assistance from the world-wide SDA Church.
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PREFACE

While it is not always true that a wealthy church is a
spiritual church, the degree*' to which individual church members
regularly support their local church financially is an indication
of their spiritual growth.

In this project, the financial support

pf the local churches of the Seventh-day Adventist Church of Nigeria
is dealt with.
Church giving is a scriptural practice which provides the
Church with its principal source of funds.

It is beneficial to

the giver, to the needy, and to the cause of the gospel.

Although

liberality is voluntary, yet it may not be neglected by the Christian
since Christ commanded it.
Financial stability is achieved in a local church when its
members are adequately taught the principles which govern liberality,
and when planned giving is coupled with planned spending.

The

Seventh-day Adventist Church of Nigeria seems to be in need of these
lessons in order to be able to accomplish the task that lies
before it.
The political awakening which swept through Africa in the late
1950s has grown to such proportions as are affecting every activity
on the continent in this seventh decade of the twentieth century.
The struggle for independence that has characterized the political
arena is increasingly felt on the religious plane too.
vii

Consequently,

the Christian religion which had been quite closely allied with
colonialism in Africa seems to be experiencing the pains of its
re-evaluation by Africans.
This project examines the difficult financial trends in the
Seventh-day Adventist Church of Nigeria and suggests solutions which
take into consideration not only the underlying tenets of
Christianity, but also the present political climate in Nigeria.
The suggestions, it is hoped, would keep the denomination intact
and virile, but largely indigenous.
One of the basic principles emphasized in this project is
"What have you that you did not receive?" (1 Cor 4:7).

Accordingly,

the writer expresses his indebtedness to many sources, only some of
which it was possible for him to acknowledge in the project report.
He is grateful to his professors, Drs. S. Kubo and W. B. T. Douglas
who painstakingly guided him through every step of this project, and
especially to Dr. S. P. Vitrano, his project supervisor.
Special mention needs to be made of the writer's wife,
Felicia, who provided him not only with a comfortable and peaceful
home, but also with an invaluable financial assistance.

His two

small children, Tonna and Kenechi, were particularly helpful in
caring for Nneka, the new baby of the family, whenever their mother
was away from home working.
What has God wrought!
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose
As a treasurer of the Seventh-day Adventist"*" Church in
Lagos, Nigeria's capital city, for five years and as a leader and
treasurer of a church "company" in Maiduguri, a second city, for
two years, the writer observed that there were instructional and
administrative lapses that could contribute to financial stress
in the work of the denomination in Nigeria.

The suspicion and

concern were fortified especially by two factors:

first, each of the

four local missions that comprise the Nigerian Union Mission of
SDAs has a different wage scale for its workers; second, even in
one of the local missions where the wage scale is comparatively
high, some congregations almost consistently do not give enough
to pay their pastors' wages.
While it may be normal for a congregation to occasionally
r

fall below its expectation in giving, there is cause for concern
when it remains consistently in that state.

There is likewise con

cern for the Nigerian Union because it cannot maintain a uniform wage
scale in all the local missions within its jurisdiction.

^Hereafter "Seventh-day Adventist" may be referred to as
"SDA," and "Seventh-day Adventists" as "SDAs" or "Adventists."
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The source of the financial dilemma in the Nigerian Union
Mission seems traceable to the local churches.

This project is

therefore designed to investigate closely, the patterns of giving in the
local churches, with particular reference to the tithe, in order to
discover more fully the financial weaknesses and their causes, and
to study and devise ways to overcome them.
It is hoped that as this project report is studied and as the
remedies it proposes are applied in the Nigerian Union Mission of SDAs,
the weaknesses discovered would be rectified and the spiritual character
of Nigerian Adventists would be strengthened.

One of the results of

this awakening would, of course, be improved church giving.

When this

occurs> the SDA Church of Nigeria would become far more financially
stable.

Scope
The Nigerian Union Mission of SDAs comprises four local
missions:

West Nigerian Mission, East Nigerian Mission, North Nigerian

Mission, and Rivers State Mission.

The project examines each of,

these local mission's church giving records for 1970 to 1974, but deals
more specifically with the giving practices of the largest of them,
the East Nigerian Mission.

Method
The project commences with a description of the administrative
and instructional lapses which the writer observed in the SDA Church in
Nigeria.

Subsequently, three sets of questionnaires were developed

and used to ascertain whether the lapses still existed.' One set of

3
questionnaires was, sent to the presidents of the four local
missions, the president of the Nigerian Union Mission, and the president
of the West African Union Mission, which included the SDA Church in
Nigeria until the end of 1972.

These have provided tan overall picture

of the growth in church giving among Nigerian Adventists.
In order to obtain a more detailed knowledge of the patterns
of giving at the local congregational levels, two sets of question
naires were sent to the pastors of the largest local mission, the
East Nigerian Mission, through its president; provision was made
for these questionnaires to be completed and returned anonymously in
order to allow full scope for the free expression of views by the
pastors.

When the questionnaires returned by the individual pastors

of this local mission
as a feedback

had been analyzed, the result was sent again

to them, and they were requested to send in their

comments on the analysis, as they saw fit.

This feedback

to the

pastors served as the first step in the evaluation of the whole
project.
Realizing that it will be several years before this project
could be fully evaluated as to its success in achieving the purpose
stated above, copies of this project report were made available to
the Nigerian Union Mission, the East Nigerian Mission, and the
Adventist College of West Africa in Nigeria (the only SDA senior
college in West Africa), in order to prepare the ground for the
achievement of this purpose.

The writer himself will eventually be

personally involved in helping to carry out the programs of the SDA
Church of Nigeria, and in helping to implement the findings of this
project.

CHAPTER II

PROJECT MOTIVATION

The Twin Factors
The nurture and administration of the local church congre
gation were the factors which sparked this investigation into the
patterns of giving as practiced in the SDA Church in Nigeria.

The

writer first became aware of these factors in 1959 when he was elected
treasurer of the SDA Church, Yaba, Lagos, Nigeria's capital city.

He

was subsequently re-elected to the same office annually until 1964,
when he left Lagos for another city, Maiduguri.
At Maiduguri, the writer found a very small group of Adventists
which was meeting in a member's home, and joined them with his family.
It was then that a church "company" was formally organized and the
writer was elected its leader and treasurer.

The "company" soon after

rented and furnished a room where it began to meet regularly.

The

writer remained the leader and treasurer of this "company" through
annual elections, until 1966 when he left the city.
The descriptions of church nurture and church administration
which follow are limited to what the writer experienced in the SDA
Church in Yaba, Lagos and in the SDA Church "company" in Maiduguri.
These descriptions, however, are mainly those of practices in Yaba,
Lagos where the writer was introduced to church nurture and church
administration in the SDA Church, and from where he learned what he
4
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put into effect in Maiduguri.

The two subjects of church nurture and

church administration will be examined separately below for the sake
of lucidity, even though in practice, each blended into the other.

Church Nurture in the Experience of the
Writer in Nigeria
A college-trained, black, American preacher won the writer
over to the SDA Church during an evangelistic campaign in Lagos.
When the writer joined the local church, the first thing that caught
his attention was that the church pastor did not appear, from
his diction, to have completed primary school education.

When this

first, local, SDA pastor whom the writer knew left, the second one
who took his place, seemed to have had full, primary school education,
but did not attend the secondary school.

This second pastor remained

the local church pastor from 1959 until the writer left Lagos.

In

the preaching and teaching of these two pastors, it was difficult to
understand their explanations of Adventist doctrines.
When the writer got acquainted with the members of the local
church in Lagos, he found that they consisted largely of poor, illiterate,
and half-literate people.

It also dawned on him that were it not for

the college-trained, foreign preacher who brought him into the SDA
Church, he might never have become an Adventist, since none of the
two local pastors mentioned above could have been able to explain
clearly the Adventist understanding of Scripture to him.
Although the church pastors in Lagos preached Bible doctrines,
yet, it appeared that their sermons were more general than specific in
their thrust.

For instance, apart from the time he was being brought
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into the SDA Church, the writer never again heard a sermon in
Nigeria explaining and urging tithing.

Only occasionally did the

Sabbath School lesson deal with that subject; otherwise, it seemed
that it was a forbidden topic in the pulpit.
As a church officer in the Lagos Church during the ministry
of the second pastor referred to above, the writer noticed that the
pastor never prepared church officers to aid him in discharging the
responsibilities which their offices demanded.

For this reason, all

that the church officers did was to officiate during church services.
They did not visit members to encourage them in matters like tithing.
Because the pastor bore almost all the burdens of church nurture,
he was able to accomplish little, thus he almost neglected such
aspects as visiting church members.
The writer, as a church treasurer in Lagos, did not once
receive any tithe from any church-employed worker like the pastor or
church school teacher.

The writer always felt that a living example

on the part of this group of church members, especially the pastor, was
lacking, but understood that their tithes were deducted at the local
mission headquarters before their wages were paid.
Some church officers in Lagos gave the tithe very irregularly,
and many church members never cared to give the tithe at all during
the tenure of office of the writer as treasurer.

The result was that

only for a few months in the year did the total tithes turned in
amount to what was the pastor's fair monthly wages.
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Church Administration in the Experience
of the Writer in Nigeria
Before the writer became the treasurer of the SDA Church in
Yaba, Lagos he often wondered why he was not issued a receipt for any
tithe he gave.

As a new member of the denomination, however, he

remained silent, hoping that he would understand the church procedure
in that regard as time went by.

When he was later made the church

treasurer, he endeavored to obtain official receipt books from the
pastor, but was told that there was none available.
As a member of the SDA Church in Lagos, the writer did not
know of any of the many church members he visited, who owned the
Seventh^day Adventist Church Manual.

This manual was infrequently

referred to by the pastor during some local church board meetings.
Whether any other church member had read it, was also not known;to
the writer, but he could not remember that he read it.
Throughout the six years that the writer was a member of the
SDA Church in Lagos, not once was any membership transfer made, in
spite of the fact that many Adventists came from other towns to live in
Lagos.

Instead, "companies" were organized for those of them who

lived far from the parent church.

The writer did not receive any tithe

from any of these new arrivals, and he noticed that they did not
attend church services regularly.
As far as church membership record was concerned, the only
occurrence pertaining to it in the Lagos Church came rather casually.
At one church board meeting, the pastor was requested to produce the
membership record.

When the board met on another occasion, the
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members,oof whom the writer was one, were astonished at some of the
\

names read from the list of members which the pastor brought with
him, for they realized that they did not know those members at all.
That revealed that the list was compiled several years back when many
of the board members were not even in Lagos; however, no action was
taken to up-date it.
One Lagos "church member" who began to attend the SDA Church
at the same time as the writer, had been baptized by immersion in
another Christian denomination.

This information the writer obtained

from him because the writer wondered why that man was not also

baptized

into the Adventist Church. The man was, however, not admitted

into

church membership by the votes of the members on his profession of
faith; even then, he was made a member of the church board, and used
to be given preaching appointments by the pastor.

This "member"

gave the tithe for only six months in all the period of the writer's
treasurership; the man also attended church services irregularly.
Although all the church officers did not give the tithe
regularly in Lagos, they were all always returned to office, with no
church member dissenting, during the elections each year.

One problem

which the church members always had to contend with was that there
was a constant lack of suitable members to choose church officers from.
The SDA Church in Lagos did not prepare any annual church
budgets when the writer had his membership there.

To make repairs on

the church property and pay bills for public utility, the writer as
treasurer depended on the loose change received as offering (apart
from the tithe, the Sabbath School offering, or any other special
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offering) during the worship service.

This resulted in church

programs suffering much neglect after the regular monthly bills
were paid.

A Note of Explanation
It might intrigue the reader that the writer is discussing
these failings in church nurture and church administration in 1975,
instead of when he functioned as a church officer, since he could have
helped to correct them then before they got worse.
observation.

This is a valid

The fact, however, was that the writer did not know

them as failings then; rather, he saw some of them as questionable
\

happenings, and the others as mere happenings.

For instance, when

he left Lagos for Maiduguri, he did not know that he was to transfer
his membership, and so, let it remain in Lagos.

Even then, while in

Lagos, he encouraged many members whom he visited to be faithful in
giving the tithe, but succeeded partly in some.

He asked that

receipts be issued to tithers, but failed in that the issuance of
receipts never materialized during his treasurership.
Another fact was that the writer could not remember that he
read any part of the Church Manual while in Nigeria.

He knew only that

the manual existed because of occasional references made to it by the
pastor 'at some church board meetings.^ In fact, it seemed to the
writer, at that time, that the manual was for the exclusive use of the
church pastor.

The descriptions above are, therefore, a reflection

on the writer's experiences in the SDA Church in Nigeria, based on
his subsequent theological training in England and the United States
of America.
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As regards church nurture and church administration, the
homogeneous nature of the Nigerian scene has made it possible for their
effect to be felt to a considerable degree, from the local congre
gational level to the local mission level, and then, to the union
mission level.

Therefore the church nurture and the church admins

istration of the local SDA congregation in Nigeria have contributed
immeasurably in determining the status of the Nigerian Union Mission

-

in the world-wide SDA denomination.
The above reflection on the writer’s experiences of church
nurture and church administration in the SDA Church in Nigeria
sequentially leads on to the examination of the status of the
Nigerian Union Mission in the world-wide organization of the denomin
ation.

This examination, which follows, is pertinent because it will

confirm or negate the writer's concern about the financial strength
of the SDA Church in Nigeria.

The Status of the SDA Church of Nigeria in the
World Denominational Structure
The Seventh-day Adventist Church has a representative form of
church government,^- and there are five steps in the denominational
organization which lead from the individual member to the world-wide
church.

O

The Seventh-day Adventist Church of Nigeria is otherwise

known as the Nigerian Union Mission of Seventh-day Adventists.

The

latter name gives a more accurate status description in that it

-*-Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual (Washington, D.C.:
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1971), p. 46.
2Ibid., p. 47.

General
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shows that the Nigerian church is in the third of the five steps.
This third step is either a union conference or a union field
(mission), but the Nigerian church is the latter.

The difference

between the two is that while the union conference is able largely
to pay its way and provide itself with adequate personnel and facilities,
the union field (mission) is not and has to depend considerably on help
from the parent church.
The foregoing details of the organization of the world-wide
Seyenth-day Adventist Church show clearly that the Nigerian church is
not pulling its weight financially.

The work of Seventh-day Adventists

began in Nigeria in 1914,^ that is, sixty-one years ago; the church
membership is more than 30,000; and indigenous workers have been
elected to almost all positions of leadership.3

In the Northern

Europe-West Africa Division of Seventh-day Adventists (the next higher
Step beyond the union conference or union mission in the organizational
structure) the Nigerian Union Mission has the highest number of members
and the highest number of local churches.

In the same division, the

only two African unions are "union missions" each of which has over
25,000 church members.
in Europe:

The other six unions are "union conferences"

three of them each has less than 5,000 church members, two

of them each has less than 10,000 church members, and the last one
has 12,461 church members.3

Another important fact is that it does not

^-Seventh-day Adventist Encyclopedia, s.v. "Nigeria:
ment of SDA Work."

Develops

^Seventh-day Adventist Yearbook 1975 (Washington, D.C.:
and Herald Publishing Assn., 1975), pp. 210r:224.

3Ibid.

Review
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appear that any of the European union conferences took as many as even
twenty years to reach conference status— it took the Swedish church,
for instance, only eighteen months to attain it.-*-

The Basis for Study
The statistics and the experiences of the writer which are given
above, provide food for thought.

As a result, the following hypotheses

are derived from them:
A.

The finances of the SDA Church in Nigeria, based upon the
income from tithes and offerings, are not consistent with
its large membership.

B.

The Nigerian pastors do not pay sufficient attention to the
teaching of faithfulness in church giving.

C.

The Nigerian pastors lack the academic training that their
duty requires, and this could detract from their ability
to reach all classes of people..in and out of the church.

D.

The Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual is not being
followed closely in Nigeria, especially as regards faithful
ness in the church giving of church officers.

E.

A small minority of Nigerian Adventists have read the Church
Manual; for that reason, a majority of them have but a
partial knowledge of official church processes which
strengthen both the membership and the finances of the
local church.

l"Long Life-span," Light: Northern Europe— West Africa
Seventh-day Adventist Church, Vol. 25, No. 2 (1975): 6.
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F.

The organizational structure of the world-wide SDA
Church which reflects the financial and institutional
maturity of its component parts is not sufficiently
understood by a large number of Nigerian Adventists.

The questionnaires employed for this project are based on the
above hypotheses.

Whether these hypotheses represent the facts as

they are at present in the SDA Church of Nigeria, will be ascertained
from the analyses of the completed and returned questionnaires which
follow in the succeeding chapters.

CHAPTER III

THE QUESTIONNAIRES AND THEIR ANALYSES

Types of Questionnaires
Three types of questionnaires were drafted and used for the
purpose of eliciting information from the pastors in the Nigerian
Union Mission of Seventh-day Adventists.

The contents of the

questionnaires were based on the seventeen-year experience of the
writer in the Seventh-day Adventist Church as a new member and then as
a local church officer in Nigeria, as a theological student in England,
and as a theological student in the United States of America.
The first type of questionnaire was sent to the six presidents
of the following SDA organizations:

West African Union Mission,

Nigerian Union Mission, West Nigerian Mission, East Nigerian Mission,
North Nigerian Mission, and Rivers State Mission.

Each of these six

questionnaires contained only four questions, except that to the West
African Union Mission which contained only the one which dealt with
the Nigerian Union when it was a part of the West African Union.

All

the questions were the same, and dealt with statistical figures.

The

three questions left out of the questionnaire to the West African
Union did not apply there in the year 1974 under consideration in them,
because the Nigerian Union had been carved out of the West African
Union in 1973.

All the six questionnaires were completed and returned—

a 100 per cent return on them.
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The second type of questionnaire was sent to eighteen selected
pastors in the East Nigeria Mission.

The selection was based on the

number of members in the churches under the leadership of the pastors,
thus:

nine of the questionnaires were sent to pastors of churches

with 250 members or less, and the other nine were sent to pastors of
churches with more than 250 members.
six identical questions:

Each questionnaire contained

some of them dealt with church giving

statistics, and the others dealt with the pastor's ministerial
experience with his church members in connection with church giving.
Thirteen of the eighteen questionnaires, or 72 per cent of them, were
completed and returned.

The pastors seemed to have misunderstood

some of the questions, so that it was impossible to determine from
their answers, how many of the thirteen questionnaires came from
churches with up to 250 members, and how many came from those with
more than 250 members.
The third type of questionnaire was sixty in number and was
sent to all the pastors in the East Nigerian Mission.

This questionnaire

contained thirty-one questions which dealt with church giving practices,
church nurture, and church administration.

Fifty-three of the sixty

questionnaires, or 88 per cent of them, were completed and returned,
but only fifty of them which were returned before the cut-off date
for processing in the computer, or 83 per cent, were used in this
study.
On the whole, eighty-four questionnaires of the three types
prepared were sent out, and seventy-two were completed and returned
by the pastors.

This represents a return of 86 per cent of the
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questionnaires; however, because three were returned after the cut-off
date, only sixty-nine out of the eighty-four sent out or 82 per cent
returned before that cut-off date were used in this study (see Fig. 1).
In each of the three types of questionnaires, no returns before the
cut-off date were below 72 per cent; therefore, the minimum per
centage (50 per cent to 60 per cent) of returned questionnaires usually
considered sufficient to validate a research project conducted through
questionnaires'*" has been greatly exceeded for this project.
Onlyvthe fifty returned questionnaires of the third type were
processed in the Xerox Sigma 6 Computer at Andrews University Computing
Center because this third type was prepared in such a format as to
allow for processing through the computer.

The first and second types

of questionnaires were not of the nature to allow for computer
processing, therefore they were analyzed personally by the writer.
Copies of the three types of questionnaires employed for this project
are in the Appendix.

Question and Answer Analysis of
Type I Questionnaire
This questionnaire was designed to gather general statistical
data pertaining to church giving in the SDA Church of Nigeria.

Question

A asked about the figures of membership, tithes, and offerings from
1970 to 1974 for the Nigerian Union Mission as a whole and for each of
its component local missions:

The answers given follow below.

•*-John Guenther and Jon Paden, "The Effectiveness of Personalized
Computer Follow-Up Letters in Securing Questionnaire Return From ‘Reluctant1
Subjects," in Educational Technology Research Nos. 1-15 (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Educational Technology Publications, 1971), 1:1.
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Nigerian Union Mission.

Church membership rose from 24,976 to

33,449 and Sabbath School membership, while more than twice the church
membership, fluctuated during the period.

There were no tithe and

offering figures given for 1970 because of unstable conditions in
Nigeria after the civil war that ended that year.

Between 1971 and

1974, the tithes given by church members rose from M72j456.52 to
M144,841.26^ and Sabbath School offerings rose from N21,234.78 to
N41,809.95 (see Fig. 3).
West Nigerian Mission.

Church membership increased from 6,000

to 8,138; Sabbath School membership increased from 21,906 to 25,925;
tithes increased from N26,434.00 to N53,536.00; and Sabbath School
offerings increased from N5,416.00 to N9,283.00 (see Fig. 4).
East Nigerian Mission.

In 1970 church membership was 16,766.

When the mission was broken up into East Central Mission and RiversSoutheast Mission in 1971, the membership of the core of the former
East Nigerian Mission (the East Central Mission) fell to 14,184.

In

1973 when the Southeast wing of the Rivers-Southeast Mission rejoined
the East Central Mission to form the present East Nigerian Mission
(about two-thirds the former East Nigerian Mission), the membership
rose to 16,180.

In 1974 the membership of this reconstituted East

Nigerian Mission grew to 18,200.

In spite of all the organizational

changes in the East Nigerian Mission between 1970 and 1974, the Sabbath
School membership did not fluctuate like the church membership; instead,
it increased steadily from 38,279 to 43,117.

The tithes for 1970 were

unbelievably low at N10,701.84 because this eastern part of Nigeria

^Nl.00 equals $1.60.
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was the battle zone of the civil war which ended that year, and the
church members, like all other dwellers in that section of the country,
were rebuilding their fortunes from war devastations.
tithes recovered from N32,103.40 to 865,589.81.

After 1970 the

The Sabbath School

offerings were low at N4,943.07 in 1970,. but increased later from
N8,012,10 to Ni3,482,45 between 1971 and 1974 (see Fig. 5).
North Nigerian Mission.
incomplete.

The answer to this question was

However, the authoritative Annual Statistical Report

compiled by the world-wide Seventh-day Adventist Church showed that
the church membership increased from 1,898 in 1970 to 2,652 in 1973.
The figures for 1974 were not yet available at the time of this
writing.

From 1970 to 1973 Sabbath School membership fluctuated from

3,199 to 7,100 and then 2,800.

The tithes rose from N915.75 in 1970

t

to N8,658.71 in 1972, fell in 1973 and rose again to N9,522.46 in
1974.

The Sabbath School offering was lowest at N951.06 in 1971,

and highest at N2,584.59 in 1974 (see Fig. 6).
Rivers State Mission.

In 1971 when the Rivers-Southeast

Mission was created, there were 3,291 members.

Although in 1972 there

was a membership increase, the 1973 figure of 3,569 was less because
of the excision of its Southeast wing that year.
stood at 3,708.

The 1974 membership

The Sabbath School membership, even though thrice

the church membership, did not follow the organizational trend above,
but fluctuated between 1971 and 1974.

The tithes rose from N9,582.39,

fell in 1973, and recovered to N12,761.00 in 1974.
offerings showed some fluctuation too (see Fig. 7).

The Sabbath School
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Question B requested information about the number of pastors
in 1974 in the Nigerian Union Mission as a whole and in each of the
constituent local missions.

The answers given follow below.

Nigerian Union Mission.

There were 117 pastors of whom

seventy-three were ordained and forty-four were not.
West Nigerian Mission.

Of a total of forty pastors, fifteen

were ordained and twenty-five were not.
East Nigerian Mission.

Thirty-nine ordained pastors and

twenty-two unordained pastors comprised the sixty-one-member pastoral
working force.
North Nigerian Mission.

The break-down of its twenty-three

pastors was eight ordained and fifteen unordained.
Rivers State Mission.

The pastors were nineteen in number

with eight ordained and eleven not ordained.
Question C concerned the academic qualifications of the 1974
pastoral staff of the Nigerian Union Mission as a whole and of those
in its local missions.
Nigerian Union Mission.

This information was not available

in the union mission office (see Fig. 8 for the composite picture
provided by the local missions below).
West Nigerian Mission.

Two of the fifteen ordained pastors

completed graduate studies, one completed college, one completed
secondary school, and the others only had primary education.

Five

of the fifteen unordained pastors completed college while the rest
had only primary education.
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East Nigerian Mission.

Only five of the thirty-nine ordained

pastors completed college, two completed secondary school, and the
rest had only primary education.

Two of the twenty-two unordained

pastors completed college, and the rest had primary education.
North Nigerian Mission.
but primary education.

All the eight ordained pastors had

Two of the fifteen unordained pastors

completed college, three completed secondary education, and the rest
had but primary education.
Rivers State Mission.

One of the eight ordained pastors

completed college and the others had but primary education.

Three

of the unordained pastors completed college and the rest had but
primary education.
Question D solicited information concerning the number of
years served by all the 1974 pastors of the Nigerian Union Mission and
its component missions.

The answers received were as given below.

Nigerian Union Mission.

The information was unavailable at

the union mission office.
West Nigerian Mission.

The question was not answered and no

reason was given for the omission.
East Nigerian Mission.

Thirty-five of the thirty-nine

ordained pastors had served for over twenty years, three had served
for between fourteen and nineteen years, and one had served for
seven years.

Of the twenty-two unordained pastors, four had served

for over twenty years, two served for between fifteen and nineteen
years, two for seven years, and the rest for from two to five years.
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North Nigerian Mission.

Six of the eight ordained pastors

had served for over twenty years, one for nineteen years, and the
other one for seventeen years.

One of the fifteen unordained pastors

had served for over twenty years, five for between eleven and seventeen
years, two for six and seven years, and the rest for from two to five
years.
Rivers State Mission.

Six of the eight ordained pastors had

served for over twenty years and the other two for sixteen years.
One of the eleven unordained pastors had served for eleven years and
the rest had served for from one to four years.

Question and Answer Analysis of
Type II Questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire was to obtain directly from
selected pastors certain specific information about the instructions
on church giving received by their church members and the effect of
such instructions on them.
Question A asked only the name of the town in which the SDA
Church is situated.
expected were:

The thirteen names returned out of the eighteen

Umuahia, Ekwereazu Ngwa, Ovom District, Umuocha

District, Aba Township, Umuahia, Calabar, Okigwe, Amuzu-Mbaise,
Osusu Okpuala Ngwa District, Okpuhie, Ugulangu District, and Enugu.
Since only names of towns were asked for, the supply of names of
districts in four cases meant that the records that went with them
dealt with more than one town.

There were also two towns given as

"Umuahia," and these made for confusion in their use.
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Questions B, C, and D are tied in together.

If Question B

was correctly answered, Questions C and D would in all likelihood
be correctly answered also; but if Question B was not correctly
answered, Questions C and D could not be correctly answered.

Two

examples will suffice to illustrate this.
The first example is the questionnaire completed by the Ovom
District pastor.

In answer to Question B, under 1973, the number of

members baptized before January 1973 was given as 455, and the
number baptized after December 1972 was given as 455.
membership for 1973 was not given.

The total

Under 1974, the number of members

baptized before January 1973 was given as 458, and the number baptized
after December 1972 was given as 458.

Again, the total membership

of the district for 1974 was not given.

It appears odd that all the

church members baptized before 1973 were 455 in 1973, and 458 in
1974; but all the church members baptized in 1973 alone were 455, and
those baptized in 1973 and 1974 were 458!

This implies that only 3

members were baptized in 1974!
All the members baptized before January 1973 are regarded in
this questionnaire as "seasoned church members," and all the members
baptized after December 1972 are regarded as "new church members."
Therefore, the "seasoned members" were 455 and 458 in 1973 and 1974
respectively, and the "new members" were 455 and 458 in 1973 and
1974 respectively.
When Question C which asked about the number of "seasoned
members" who handed in tithe money in every month of 1973 and 1974
was considered, the numbers which the pastor gave for November and
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December 1973 and for every month of 1974 were found to be higher than
455 and 458, the total number of "seasoned members" in 1973 and 1974
respectively.

These numbers, which the pastor gave, ranged from 552

to 633!
When Question D which asked about the number of "new members"
who handed in tithe money in every month of 1973 and 1974 was con
sidered, the numbers given by the pastor were found to be exactly
the same as for Question C!

Thus, all the figures which this pastor

gave in answer to Questions B, C, and D were unreliable.
The second example is the questionnaire completed at Aba
Township church.

For Question B, the "seasoned members" were given

as 811 and 913 in 1973 and 1974 respectively, and the "new members"
were given as 811 and 1005 in 1973 and 1974 respectively.

This

implies that 811 new members were baptized in this single church in
1973 alone, and 194 were baptized in 1974!

But the church pastor

commented, at the end of this questionnaire, that only 194 new members
were baptized in 1973 and 1974.

Yet, the total membership of the church

was given as 1,622 and 1,918 in 1973 and 1974 respectively.

If only

194 members were added to the church in 1973 and 1974, then the total
membership for those two years would be about 911 and 1107 respectively.
These figures of 911 and 1107 were arrived at by adding 100 new members
to the 811 "seasoned members" of 1973, and adding 194 new members to
the 913 "seasoned members" of 1974.

The figures 911 and 1,107 are

far below the 1,622 and 1,918 respectively, given by the pastor!
Just as in the example from Ovom District above, When Question
B was not correctly answered it became very difficult to know what to
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do with the figures given in answer to Questions C and D, so the
answers to Questions C and D given by the pastor of the Aba Township
Church pose an insoluble problem.
Of the thirteen pastors who returned Type II Questionnaire,
ten did not complete some part of Questions B, C, or D; the three
pastors who completed them did not seem to have understood the questions
as the two examples above have showed.

It follows therefore that all

the answers which the thirteen pastors gave to Questions B, C, and D
were unreliable.
Question E had four parts and inquired into the attitude of
pastors and church members regarding tithing.

All the thirteen pastors

answered the question.
The first part of the question asked how often the pastor
preached on faithfulness in tithing and 77 per cent of the respondents
circled "once a quarter," 15 per cent circled "once a month" and 8
per cent did not answer this part.
The second part asked what fraction of the pastor's new
members start handing in tithe before being baptized.

Among the

respondents, 38.5 per cent circled "more than three-quarters," 38.5 per
cent circled "half to three-quarters," 15 per cent circled "all,"
and 8 per cent circled "less than one-quarter."
The third part of the question asked how often the pastor
visited church members who were weak in tithing in order to encourage
them.

Among the respondents, 31 per cent circled "regularly," and

69 per cent circled "occasionally."
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The fourth part asked what fraction of members weak in tithing
started to tithe as a result of the pastor's visits.

Among the

responding pastors, 46 per cent circled "more than three-quarters," 38
per cent circled "half to three-quarters," 8 per cent circled "all,"
and 8 per cent circled "one-quarter to half."
Question F requested a copy of the notes of one of the
pastor's sermons on tithing or a copy of one of his instructions on
tithing, or both if available.
question:

Only three pastors attended to this

two of them enclosed both their sermon and instruction

notes with the questionnaires and the one remaining sent only his
sermon notes with the questionnaire.
At the end of the questionnaire, a space was left for the
pastor's comments.

Eight pastors made comments and the remaining

five did not.
The answers to Questions B, C, and D would have been quite
helpful for this project, but their unreliability, as explained
previously, made them unusable.

\
usable.

The answers to Question A are partly

Only the answers to Questions E and F and the final comments

of the respondents would contribute considerably to the results of
the project.

Question and Answer Analysis of
Type III Questionnaire
This questionnaire was drafted with the intention of making
a close investigation of church giving practices among church members,
the nurture of the church members by the pastors, and the manner in
which the pastors administer and organize the churches to achieve a
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stronger spiritual result in the lives of all the members.

The format

of the questionnaire permitted processing its answers in the computer.
There were thirty-one questions in the questionnaire and they were
arranged into three groups.

The nine questions in Group I dealt with

the proportion of church members who reacted to different aspects
of church giving.

The three questions in Group II dealt with the time

factor in the administration of the church by the pastor.

The nineteen

questions in Group III dealt with the attitudes and practices of church
members and pastors in connection with church nurture, church adminis
tration, and church giving.

Fifty out of the sixty of this Type III

Questionnaire were returned in time for use in this project.

All

questions were answered by pastors.
Group I began with Question 1 which asked about the proportion
of the pastor's present church officers who

hand, in tithe regularly.

Among the respondents, 30 per cent answered "all;" 68 per cent
signified that less than all doo

so; 2 per cent did not answer the

question.
Question 2 asked about the proportion of the pastor's past
church officers who -■ handed in tithe regularly.

Among the

responding pastors, 16 per cent indicated "all;" 76 per cent indi
cated that less than all did so; 8 per cent did not answer the question.
Question 3 asked about tithing among church members.

Among

the respondents, 14 per cent answered "more than 75 per cent" or "all,"
76 per cent signified that 75 per cent or less of the members tithe ,
regularly; 10 per cent did not answer.
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Question 4 asked about tithing in kind rather than in cash
among church members.

Among the responding pastors, 2 per cent

answered "all;" 14 per cent answered "50 per cent to 75 per cent"
and "25 per cent to 50 per cent;" 80 per cent signified that less
than 25 per cent do-

so; and 4 per cent did not answer.

Question 5 asked about the practice of tithing among
candidates for baptism into the SDA Church.
40 per cent gave the answer

Among the respondents,

"all" or "more than 75 per cent;"

56 per cent signified that less than 75 per cent do ><■. so; 4 per cent
did not answer.
Question 6 concerned church officers who own the SDA Church
Manual.

Among the responding pastors, 6 per cent indicated "more

than 75 per cent" and "50 per cent to 75 per cent;" 90 per cent
indicated that less than 25 per cent own< it; 4 per cent did not
answer.
Question 7 dealt with church officers who had read the
Church Manual at all.

Among the respondents, 12 per cent gave the

answer "more than 75 per cent" or "all;" 86 per cent signified that
less than 75 per cent had done so; 2 per cent did not answer.
Question 8 inquired into the proportion of church officers to
whose awareness the Church Manual had been brought.

Among the

responding pastors, 84 per cent gave the answer "all" or "more than
75 per cent;" 12 per cent signified that less than 75 per cent had
that awareness; 4 per cent did not answer.
Question 9 concerned church members who are aware of the
existence of the Church Manual.

Among the respondents, 64 per cent
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gave the answer "all" or "more than 75 per cent;" 34 per cent
signified that less than 75 per cent have that awareness; 2 per
cent did not answer.
Group II began with Question 10 which dealt with the time
receipts are issued to those members who give the tithe.
the responding pastors, 86 per cent gave the answer
"monthly;" 14 per cent gave the answer'

Among

"weekly" or

"seldom"’ or "never."

Question 11 asked when printed information about the tithes
and offerings received is passed to church members.

Among the

respondents, 32 per cent indicated "weekly" or "monthly;" 30 per cent
indicated "quarterly;" 38 per cent indicated "seldom" or "never."
Question 12 dealt with notices about church giving posted
on notice-boards for the regular information of members.

Among the

responding pastors, 8 per cent answered "weekly" or "monthly;" 52
per cent answered "quarterly;" 40 per cent answered "seldom" or
"never."
Group III began with Question 13 which asked about the
frequency of passing financial information to members via announce
ments in church.

Among the respondents, 56 per cent signified

"regularly;" 34 per cent signified "occasionally;" 10 per cent
signified "never."
Question 14 concerned the frequency of the setting of
financial goals to meet local church needs for the on-coming year.
Among the responding pastors, 58 per cent and 14 per cent indicated
"occasionally" and "never" respectively; only 26 per cent indicated
"regularly;" 2 per cent did not answer.
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Question 15 asked whether the financial goals set are frequently
reached.

Among the respondents, 46 per cent and 18 per cent indicated

"occasionally" and "never" respectively; only 32 per cent indicated
"regularly;" 4 per cent did not respond.
Question 16 inquired into how often a church member is
assigned a quota to contribute towards the church's annual financial
goal.

Among the responding pastors, 12 per cent answered "reqularly;"

22 per cent answered "never;" 64 per cent answered "occasionally;"
2 per cent did not respond.
Question 17 inquired about the frequency of the preaching of
sermons on tithing.

Among the respondents, 48 per cent indicated

"regularly;" 50 per cent indicated "occasionally;" 2 per cent did
not respond.
Question 18 dealt with how often the pastor instructs on
tithing.

Among the responding pastors,^72 per cent answered "regularly;"

26 per cent answered "occasionally;" 2 per cent did not respond.
Question 19 concerned the pastor's encouraging of non-tithers
through visits.

Among the respondents, 38 per cent indicated

"regularly;" 54 per cent indicated "occasionally;" 8 per cent
indicated "never."
Question 20 dealt with bringing church membership record
up to date.

Among the responding pastors, 70 per cent answered

"regularly;" 30 per cent answered "occasionally."
Question 21 concerned how promptly membership transfer is
carried out.

Among the respondents, 30 per cent indicated "regularly;"

62 per cent indicated "occasionally;" 6 per cent indicated "never;"
l
2 per cent did not respond.
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Question 22 asked about the frequent effort made to locate
missing members.

Among the responding pastors, 52 per cent answered

"regularly;" 48 per cent answered "occasionally."
Question 23 inquired into the frequency of nominating an
irregular tither or non-tither to church office.

Among the

respondents, 4 per cent indicated "regularly;" 34 per cent indicated
"occasionally;" 60 per cent indicated "never;" 2 per cent did not
answer.
Question 24 dealt with whether the pastor gives his tithe
after receiving his wages.

Among the responding pastors 76 per cent

indicated "regularly;" 6 per cent indicated "occasionally;" 16 per
cent indicated "never;" 2 per cent did not respond.
Question 25 asked whether the pastor gave prior consent for
his tithe to be deducted from his wages.

Among the respondents,

88 per cent answered "regularly;" 2 per cent answered "occasionally;"
8 per cent answered "never;" 2 per cent gave no answer.
Question 26 asked whether the pastor's tithe is deducted
without his prior consent.

Among the responding pastors 38 per cent

indicated "regularly;" 6 per cent indicated "occasionally;" 46
per cent indicated "never;" 10 per cent gave no response.
Question 27 inquired into the frequency with which church
members are given information about the finances of the local mission
and of the Nigerian Union.

Among the respondents 36 ,per cent indicated

"regularly;" 42 per cent indicated "occasionally;" 16 per cent indicated
"never;" 6 per cent did not respond.
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Question 28 concerned the frequency with which church members
are kept informed of the financial goals of the local mission and
of the Nigerian Union.

Among the responding pastors, 42 per cent

answered "regularly;" 30 per cent answered "occasionally;" 22 per
cent answered "never;" 6 per cent gave no answer.
Question 29 dealt with how often the pastor receives in
formation on the finances of his local mission and of the Nigerian
Union.

Among the respondents, 38 per cent answered "regularly;"

36 per cent answered "occasionally;" 20 per cent answered "never;"
6 per cent did not answer.
Question 30 concerned how regularly the pastor receives in
formation about the financial goals of his mission and of the Nigerian
Union.

Among the responding pastors, 42 per cent indicated "regularly;"

30 per cent indicated "occasionally;" 24 per cent indicated "never;"
4 per cent gave no indication.
Question 31 asked about the frequency with which the pastor
makes church members aware that their local mission and the Nigerian
Union need to be financially self-supporting to become a "conference"
rather than a "mission."

Among the respondents, 56 per cent answered

"regularly;" 34 per cent answered "occasionally;" 6 per cent answered
"never;" 4 per cent did not respond.
At the end of the questionnaire, comments were invited.

Among

the responding pastors, 64 per cent entered their comments and 36 per
cent did not comment.
In the next chapter an attempt will be made to interpret the
information which the above analyses of the questionnaires have
provided.

CHAPTER IV

CURRENT PATTERNS OF CHURCH GIVING AS DERIVED
FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRES

Patterns Obtained from Type I Questionnaire
Nigerian Union Mission.

Between 1971 and 1974 church member

ship increased by 34 per cent, tithes by 100 per cent, Sabbath School
offerings by 97 per cent, but Sabbath School membership fell by 19
per cent.

Of the pastoral staff in 1974, 62 per cent were ordained

and 38 per cent were not; also 15 per cent had full college education
or more, while 85 per cent had no college education.
West Nigerian Mission.

Between 1970 and 1974 church membership

grew by 36 per cent, tithes by 103 per cent, Sabbath School membership
by 18 per cent, and Sabbath School offerings by 71 per cent.

Of the

pastoral staff in 1974, 37 per cent were ordained and 63 per cent were
not; 20 per cent had full college education or more, but 80 per cent
had no college education.
East Nigerian Mission.

Between 1971 and 1974 church membership

increased by 28 per cent, tithes by 104 per cent, Sabbath School
c

membership by 7 per cent, and Sabbath School offerings by 68 per cent.
Of the pastoral staff in 1974, 64 per cent were ordained and 36 per
cent were not; 12 per cent had full college education, while 88 per
cent had no college education.
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North Nigerian Mission.

Between 1970 and 1973 church membership

grew by 40 per cent, tithes by 321 per cent, Sabbath School offerings
by 7 per cent, but Sabbath School membership decreased by 12 per cent.
Of the pastoral staff in 1974, 35 per cent were ordained and 65 per
cent were not; also, 9 per cent had full college education, but 91
per cent had no college education.
Rivers State Mission.

Between 1971 and 1974 church membership

increased by 13 per cent, tithes by 33 per cent, Sabbath School
offerings by 218 per cent, but Sabbath School membership decreased
by 8 per cent.

Of the pastoral staff in 1974, 42 per cent were

ordained and 58 per cent were not; 21 per cent had full college edu
cation while 79 per cent had no college education.
As far as the length of service of the pastors was concerned,
only the East Nigerian Mission, the North Nigerian Mission, and the
Rivers State Mission provided this information.

The pattern which

these three missions have provided shows that the more professionally
experienced pastors have put in long years of service but have no
college education, while the more academically qualified pastors
have served for only a few years.

It is safe to conclude that this

same pattern prevails in the West Nigerian Mission, and therefore,
in the whole of the Nigerian Union Mission, since the Adventist
College of West Africa where all the more highly qualified Nigerian
pastors trained, was opened only in 1959.
The record for 1970 could not be used for the Nigerian
Union Mission and the East Nigerian Mission because of the breach
in it caused by the Nigerian Civil War.

The complete records of
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1974 for the North Nigerian Mission were not received, so it was
partly not included.
1971.

The Rivers State Mission came into being in

Only the West Nigerian Mission maintained an unbroken record

from 1970 to 1974.

The loss of one year's record in the other

three missions of the Nigerian Union Mission does not seem to have
altered the general patterns described above in any noticeable degree.

Patterns Obtained from Type II Questionnaire
The answers to Questions A to D which would have afforded
the means for measuring the difference between the church giving
practices of "seasoned" church members and "new" church members, and
thereby, the effectiveness of the pastor’s efforts at teaching
faithfulness in church giving, were unreliable, as explained in
Chapter III.

For that reason, they were not used for this project.

The answers to Question E will be compared with those in Type III
Questionnaire similar to them.

Only Question F which dealt with the

samples of the pastors' teachings on tithing can be dealt with here.
Sample; Sermon I.

The title of this sermon was "The In

escapable Debt," and the main Scripture text was Mai

1:6, 14.

The

first verse spoke to priests about their not exalting God so that
He might receive honor as a father or a master among the people of
Israel.

The second verse was addressed to the people of Israel

who were therefore cursed because they offered sacrifices with
blemishes to the Lord contrary to their vows.
The first step in the development of the sermon brought out
the need to support the Gospel ministry and the civil authorities
appropriately and separately according to Christ in Mk^ 12:13-17.
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The second step was a repetition of the same thought in Paul's words
in Rom. 13:1-7.
The third step emphasized that greater honor is due to God
because, as the creator of all things, He owns them (Ps
50:10-12; Rev. 14:6, 7; Hag. 2:8).

24:1;

Thus human beings are "tenants"

to God, and their "rental" is one-seventh of their time (Ex, 20:9,
10) and one-tenth of their income (Ps
8:11-18).

24:1; Hag

2:8; 1 Ti

6:7; Dt

For these reasons, the great challenge to prove whether

God would not abundantly bless the faithful tither was given the be
liever in Mai

3:10-12.

The fourth step deduced from the above that the tithing
system is biblical.

The tithing examples of Abraham, the father

of the faithful, and Jacob as contained in Gn. 14:14-20; 28:22
were cited.
The fifth step mentioned Christ's commendation of tithing
as a part of the believer's religious duty (Mt, 23:23).
The sixth step reminds the hearers that God is liberal and
unselfish as portrayed in Jn- 3:16 and Gn
the tithe could be paid in kind (Lev

1:29, 30, and that

27:30-32).

A sub-title "Refusal is Robbery" begins the seventh step.
Then the question about how many of the hearers had seen a convicted
thief was asked.

From the answer

given by the audience, the

comparison between that convicted thief and a non-tither was made,
and the position of a non-tither as a robber was arrived at as
Mai

3:8, 9 points out.

The responding pastor concluded that the

title of the sermon, "The Inescapable Debt" emanated from here.
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The eighth step presents what this pastor called "the only
way out" for any believer who had failed to return tithes.

This way

out he suggested to be the acceptance and practice of tithing; and
in support of this, he referred to Pr

3:5, 6, 9 and the book,

Testimony to Ministers, p. 306.
The ninth step brings out the assurance to the believer that
God multiplies what he (the believer) has as he gives.

The experience

of the widow of Zarephath confirms this (1 Ki. 17:12-16).
The sermon appeal begins with the tenth step.

The audience is

reminded that the civil authorities receive taxes in order to carry
out their functions, and that this plan of taxation was borrowed
from God's original plan for the support of the ministry (1 Corv 9:13,
14; Num

18:21).

To neglect or to reject the heavenly plan was

therefore tantamount to neglecting or rejecting the God of heaven— a
thing none in the audience would choose to do.
The eleventh step stressed that it was love which caused
Jesus to give His life for the believer (Jn_ 3:16), that giving
always brings more blessings than receiving, and that whoever fails
to return to God His due for the support of the ministry is still
inescapably in debt.
The twelfth and concluding step of this sermon is a call upon
all those in the audience who accept that the tithing system is biblical,
and who accept that a person who neglects or rejects tithing is a
robber, to stand up for a dedicatory prayer.
Sample Instruction I.

This copy of an instruction on tithing

which came with the sermon outline above is entitled "God First,"
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and its key text, 1 Chr

29:14, is a part of King David’s thankful

prayer to God for the willing spirit with which the Israelites made an
abundant offering to God in preparation for the building of the first
Temple at Jerusalem.

In that prayer, he acknowledged that all things

come of God and that what the people offered was but a part of God’s
gifts to them.
The instruction was of the question and answer format and
followed very nearly the same direction as the sermon.

The essential

differences between the sermon and this instruction are brought out
below.
The tithing system was stated to be God's shortest way to
cure selfishness and to enable the believer to live the dedicated and
self-sacrificing life which Christianity requires (Lk, 6:38; Mai,
3:10-12).
In addition to God's ownership of all things by creation
(Ps

24:1), man's empty-handedness as he came into the world (1 Ti

6;7, 6), God's granting man the power to obtain wealth (Dt

8:18) was

the fact that faith in God is of paramount importance in order that
the Christian might know how to render a faithful and unselfish
service to God.
The need for whole-hearted giving was brought out through the
contrast drawn between the dire consequences of the deception of
Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5:1-11) and the liberality of the early
Christians (Acts 4:32, 33) and of the Macedonian churches (2 Cor
8:1-5).
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The principle of the Christian life should therefore be "God
First" (Mt, 6:33).
in the believer (Lk

Such a principle makes no room for covetousness
12:15-21).

Sample Sermon II.

This second sermon outline was entitled

"The Blessings of the Lord," and the Scripture text was Pr

10:22— "The

blessing of the Lord: makes rich, and he adds no sorrow with it."
The aim stated was to explain that God, as the creator of
all things, requires the return of an honest tenth of the increase
by believers, so that His work might be provided for.

In return,

He promises His blessings on those who obey.
The first part of the sermon discussed God's ownership of
all things by creation and redemption (Ps

24:1; 50:10; Hag

2:8;

Acts 14:17; 1 Cor. 6:19, 20).
The second part dealt with what God requires of believers as
a result of His creatorship and redemption.

These requirements were

stated to be honesty (Mai, 3:8) and all the tithes of the increase of
all crops, of garden produce, and of cattle (Mai, 3:10; Lev. 27:30;
Lk

11:42; Lev

27:32; Dt

14:22).

Abraham, Jacob, and Jesus Christ Himself were then presented
as examples of faithful tithe payers (Gn, 14:20; 28:22; Mt

23:23),

and the use to which the tithe was put was enumerated thus:

for the

support of the ministry (Hum, 18:21, 24), for those who preach the
gospel (1 Cor. 9:11, 13), and for the "laborer" (1 Ti

5:18).

Finally the reward to the faithful was examined.

Several

passages of Scripture were cited to show that an unlimited blessing
is given them (Mai

3:10); their crops are secure against pests
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(Malr 3:11); an Increase is promised them (Pr
blessing makes them rich (Pr 10:22).

3:9, 10); and God's

These ideas were further

supported with quotations from Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 529 and
Stewardship and Missions by Charles A. Cook, p. 123.

These state

that God has provided for the spread of the gospel through the
means He placed in the hands of His people who, if faithful, will
achieve greater results; and that the tithe is a recognition of
God's ownership of the whole, just as a tenant pays rent in
recognition of the landlord's ownership of the house or farm.
Sample Instruction II.

This outline of tithing instruction

which came with the sermon presented above was quite brief.

It

called the attention of the local church to tithing and Sabbath
observance as the test of loyalty on their part as sons and daughters
of God.

God chose believers to represent Him in this world of sin

and so lead unbelievers to acknowledge Him as the creator of the
universe.
The attention was then drawn to Christ's ability to present
His people faultless before His Father, and for which reason
believers should uphold the standards of their faith— tithing and
Sabbath observance.
In conclusion the following Bible texts were referred to
as helpful for personal study by each member of the audience:
Ps, 24:1; 50:10; Hag. 2:8; Mt
Eze

12:8; Is

58:13, 14; Mk

2:27, 28;

20:20.
Sample Sermon III.

The brief sample contained only the tithing

sermon outline and no instruction outline.

The title of the sermon was
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"Faithful Stewards," and the key Scripture was Rom. 14:12— "So
each of us shall give account of himself to God."
The body of the sermon began with the story of a certain
man who when asked about the greatest thought that had ever
entered his mind, replied saying, "My accountability to Almighty
God."

The emphasis of the sermon was then placed on man's steward

ship of everything, including himself, because God is the owner of
all things.

Man as the manager of God's possessions is therefore

expected to be faithful in his time, words, influence, and money for
he is answerable to God.

The following Scripture was then employed

to bolster this matter of accountability to God:
Lk

Ps; 90:12; Ec_ 5:3;

6:45; 1 T i , 4:12; Rom, 12:1; and Jn. 3:16.
The conclusion dealt with sanctification as a total

conformity to God's will, and the result of such a conformity as
ultimately admittance of the faithful servant into the joys of the
Father.
Review of the Samples.

It is evident that these three

samples of teachings on tithing were abbreviated for the purpose of
dispatch all the way from Nigeria to the USA, and so, their contents
during actual presentation to the churches or study groups must have
been much more elaborate.

In spite of the brevity of these samples,

they were well thought out with Sample I in the lead, followed by
Sample II, and then-“Sample III.

The intention here is not to make

a thorough critique of the samples since only their main thrust in
promoting church giving adequately is the concern of this project.
In Sample I, the first part of the presentation of church
giving as "The Inescapable Debt" seems to conjure up fear immediately
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in the mind.

The second part which is entitled "God First" seems

more appropriate.

The contents of both parts dealt much more with

God's ownership and man's tenancy, than with God's love and man's
response of gratitude to it.
(Jn. 3:16) casually.

Only once was God's love mentioned

It appears that God's love was taken for

granted while the landlord-tenant relationship was given a
disporportionate prominence.
Sample II followed the same landlord-tenant relationship
between God and man as in Sample I.

Appropriately, God's creatorship

and redemption of man were coupled together as the basis for church
giving, but the redemption aspect was merely mentioned.

It would

seem that man's acknowledgement of his creation and redemption by
God encompasses much more than enumerated in the sermon.
Both Samples I and II briefly touched on the Sabbath in
connection with the tithe.

This seemed appropriate since the principles

which govern both of them are closely related.

Care needs to be

taken, however, that in treating one subject in a sermon, any
other related subject is given only a passing mention in order to
minimize the chances of confusing the hearers.
the blessings of giving were seen too narrowly.

In both samples also,
The view that when

the believer gives, he invariably gets in return, could bring a
bitter disappointment to the simple minded who expect quick
returns, and only in certain directions.

The context of the state

ment of the prophet Malachi needs an elaborate exposition.
Sample III seemed too general by not concentrating on
only church giving.

To deal with man's stewardship of everything
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in one sermon will not accomplish much, since no aspect of steward
ship will receive any appreciable attention in order to lead the
hearers to really search their hearts.

The result of a superficial

and general treatment of church giving is that the hearers will
pat themselves on the back as "good guys" and continue in their
state of spiritual slumber.

In this Sample III as in the two

samples above, the landlord-tenant relationship was also brought out.
In all three samples, the landlord-tenant motif in
connection with church giving prevailed.

Since that relationship is

often distasteful in actual life, it immediately projects a barrier
against truth in the minds of hearers; after all, to remind a person
about his debts is terrifying to him, and is never good news. The
gospel, being good news, the good news of God's redemptive love for
wayward man, should not alienate and repel him from God, but
should reconcile him with and attract him to God.
The redemptive love of God for the sinner delights the
heart of every person who patiently follows through its explanation.
It is therefore the bounden duty of the preacher to always painstakingly
and clearly make the explanation.

When sufficient emphasis is laid

on the love-redemption foundation of the gospel, the support of the
church and its ministry of spreading the good news becomes a joyous
and hearty responsibility.

It is dangerous to take this love

relationship between God and man for granted because it tends to
dampen the enthusiasm for the acceptance and practice of truth.

The

joy of the gospel lies in the great love which God has for the world
and which led Christ to give His life in order to save anyone who
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believes in Him.

The greatness of this love is so far above human

comprehension, and yet so enchanting, that one who understands but a
little of it will never be tired of explaining it as fully as he
can.
To treat the sublime love-redemption base of the gospel
lightly is to miss the object and pursue its shadow.

The law is

but a much smaller part of the gospel than grace which is very much
more predominant.

The pattern which has showed up in the three

sample teachings on church giving above, unfortunately puts the law
in the more paramount position.

The grace of God is the central

theme of Scripture and should constitute the unmasked core of every
sermon and instruction on the Christian life.

Patterns Obtained from Type III Questionnaire
The thirty-one questions that comprise this questionnaire
are interrelated, but may be divided into three categories:

those

which pertain to the church giving practices of the church members,
those which pertain to the nurture of the church members by the
pastors, and those which pertain to the administering and organizing
of the church members and church activities by the pastors.
Church Giving Practices.
under this heading:

Nine questions can be classed

Questions 1 to 5, 15, 24 to 26.

The answers to

Questions 1 and 2 show that in at least 70 per cent of the churches
in the East Nigerian Mission there are elected church officers who
do not give the tithe regularly.

In answer to Questions 3 and 4, the

pastors signified that in more than 85 per cent of the churches only
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about half or less of the membership give

the tithe regularly.

The result of Question 5 shows that about .40 per cent of new
members tithe.; regularly; part two of Question E in Type II
Questionnaire gives 39 per cent, in answer to a similar question—
a very close agreement.
Question 15 provides the evidence that about 70 per cent of
the church members do

not contribute regularly towards the programs

and upkeep of the church in their town or village.
The answers to Questions 24 to 26, as charted in Chapter V,
show that the pastors receive their wages regularly after their tithe
has been deducted.

The evidence further suggests that it was not

always that newly engaged pastors were asked their consent before
the deduction of the tithe from their salaries became a routine
procedure.
Church Nurture.
category.

Questions 6 to 9, 17 to 19 belong to this

The result of Question 6 shows that over 90 per cent of the

elected church officers of any community in the East Nigerian
Mission do.

not own copies of the Church Manual, that of Question 7

shows that less than 75 per cent of these church officers have read
the book, and the result of Question 8 shows that almost all the
church officers are aware of its contents.
Question 9 provides the evidence that among the church
members 65 per cent of them are aware of the contents of the Church
Manual or parts thereof.
The evidence adduced by Questions 17 and 18 is that church
giving is taught regularly either through sermons or instructions by
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about 60 per cent of the pastors, and occasionally by about 38
per cent of them.

Part one of Question E in Type II Questionnaire

gives 77 per cent and 15 per cent respectively.

All told, it means

that almost all the pastors teach church giving at least once a
quarter.
From Question 19 it was found that only 38 per cent of the
pastors make

regular visits to members who are weak in different

forms of church giving in order to encourage them, while 54 per cent
of the pastors d o > so occasionally.

Part three of Question E in

Type II Questionnaire gives the corresponding figures as 31 per cent
and 69 per cent; the closeness of these two sets of figures is
remarkable.
Part four of Question E in Type II Questionnaire is unique,
and shows that 54 per cent of the pastors who visit church members
who are weak in some forms of church giving produced a renewed interest
in those members in over three-quarters of the cases, and 38 per cent
of the pastors in over half of the cases, and 8 per cent of the
pastors in over one-quarter of them.
Church Administration.

Under this definition would fall

Questions 10 to 14, 16, 20 to 23, and 27 to 31.

It was observed

from Question 10 that as many as 14 per cent of the church members who
tithe either never receive

receipts or seldom dot

so; the other

86 per cent d o > receive receipts weekly or monthly.
Questions 11 and 12 produce the fact that in 39 per cent
of the churches, printed or written reports of the giving record
are seldom or never handed to members, neither are they exhibited

\
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on notice-boards for them to read.

It appears from Question 13 that

the more regular medium of passing financial information to church
members is verbal announcements made during the church service in
the largest percentage of the churches— 52 per cent.
The result from Question 14 shows that as much as 72 per
cent of the churches do

not know nor see the need for financial

budgets for the programs and upkeep of their local church.

Question

16 confirms the same fact because 86 per cent of the churches
occasionally or never allot

cc

quotas towards the budget to their

individual members.
Questions 20 to 22 show how the membership of the church
is conserved:

30 per cent of the churches do

not regularly bring

church membership record up to date; 68 per cent do,
membership promptly; and 48 per cent do

not transfer

not make regular efforts to

locate missing members.
From Questions 29 and 30, evidence shows that over 20 per
cent of the pastors never receive:

advice concerning the financial

situation or the financial goals of the East Nigerian Mission and of
the Nigerian Union Mission.

Consequently Questions 27 and 28

signify about the same degree of ignorance among the church members.
The answer to Question 31 shows that almost all church members
are aware of the not-quite-healthy state of the finances of the East
Nigerian Mission and of the Nigerian Union Mission.
The Pastors- Comments.

The summary on the questionnaires

has to include the comments of the pastors who responded to them
in order to be complete.

Because these comments are copious, they
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will certainly elucidate some of the answers given by simply
blackening spaces or circling certain phrases.
been put in the appendix.

These comments have

In the next chapter, the summary on the

questionnaires will be made through a comparison between the
hypotheses advanced in Chapter II above and the present state of
church giving in the SDA Church of Nigeria, as gleaned from the
questionnaires.

CHAPTER V

HYPOTHESES VERSUS FINDINGS

Restatement of Hypotheses
Six hypotheses were advanced in Chapter II as a result of the
experiences of the writer.

On the basis of these hypotheses, the

questionnaires employed for the project were drafted.

The returns

on the questionnaires which have been analyzed in Chapters III and IV
have been very satisfactory.

In this chapter, the facts gathered

from the questionnaires will be compared with the six hypotheses
which are restated below:
A.

The finances of the SDA Church in Nigeria, based upon
the income from tithes and offerings, are not con
sistent with its large membership.

B.

The Nigerian pastors do not pay sufficient attention
to the teaching of faithfulness in church giving.

C.

The Nigerian pastors lack the academic training that
their duty requires, and this could detract from their
ability to reach all classes of people •in and out of the church.

D.

The Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual is not being
followed closely in Nigeria, especially as regards
faithfulness in the church giving of church officers.
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E.

A small minority of Nigerian Adventists have read the
Church Manual; for that reason, a majority of them
have but a partial knowledge of official church processes
which strengthen both the membership and the finances of
the local church.

F.

The organizational structure of the world-wide SDA Church
which reflects the financial and institutional maturity
of its component parts is not sufficiently understood by
a large number of Nigerian Adventists.

With the aid of graphs, tables, and charts, the answers given
to the questions by the responding pastors will be illustrated, as
each of the six hypotheses above is compared with the facts which
the questionnaires have adduced.

The comparisons will show to what

degree each of the hypotheses could be upheld.
It is proper to state at this juncture that in the graphs,
tables, and charts which are described below, where two questions
coincide, they are mentioned together and combined together in the
same graph, table, or chart.

Also, the small percentage of non

response to any question is added to that answer which has the highest
percentage score.

Finance and Membership
The first hypothesis implies that the large membership of
the Nigerian Union Mission far outstrips its finances.

In other words,

the finances fall below the giving potential of the membership, based
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on the Nigerian per capita income of $140 per annum.'*'

The potential

tithe for 1974, for instance, was N292,678.75, but the actual tithe
was 8144,841.26!*
2
As was observed in Chapter IV above, from Type I Questionnaire,
the answer to Question A shows that between 1971 and 1974 the church
membership increased by 34 per cent, while the tithes increased by
100 per cent.

This growth rate in giving as compared with, the growth

rate of membership is quite impressive.

However, when a close

scrutiny of the figures is made, as in

Fig.. 9, a different picture

emerges.
The graph (Fig. .9). shows the annual percentage changes in
both membership and tithes.
will be dealt with later.

The Sabbath School or Mission offering
The tithe figures for 1970 were omitted

because the Nigerian Civil War which ended that year made them
unrepresentative.

In 1972, the percentage increase in church member

ship over the church membership of 1971 was 16 per cent; the figures
for 1973 and 1974 were 6 per cent and 9 per cent respectively.

The

corresponding changes in tithes based on per capita giving were 37
per centr— 8 per cent, and 18 per cent.

While church membership showed

a steady annual increase, the tithes were erratic.
The answers to Question A in Type I Questionnaire show the
proportion of the annual Sabbath School or Mission offering to the
annual tithe as rather high in the Nigerian Union, taking into

^Robert L. Denerstein, ed., "African Update," Africa Report;
20 (May-June 1974): 24.
2N1.00 = $1.60.
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Horizontal scale shows gears
Vertical scale shows percentages
shews annual percentage change in giving
shows annual percentage change in membership
Fig. 9. Percentage changes in both church
membership and church giving between 1971 and 1974
in the Nigerian Union Mission.
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consideration that the annual tithe seems to fall short of expectation.
For the purpose of comparison with other.

SDA conferences, the

mission offering figures of the SDA Annual Statistical Reports were
used since the financial records therein are given in the United
States currency.

The proportion of the mission offering to the tithe

was reduced to percentages in every case.

The figures for 1970 were

omitted because those from Nigeria were unrepresentative due to the
effects of the Nigerian Civil War.

The Annual Statistical Report for

1974 was not yet available, so the figures for 1974 in the conferences
chosen could not be obtained.

Therefore, from 1970 to 1974, the

period under consideration in this project, only the figures for 1971,
1972, and 1973 were used for this comparison.
The comparison will be made among the following:

East

Nigerian Mission, Nigerian Union Mission, Ghana Conference, South
England Conference, British Union Conference, Michigan Conference,
and Lake Union Conference.

The writer has belonged to each of these

missions and conferences, and is still a member of the last two mentioned.
The percentages obtained in every case, for the proportion of the annual
mission offering to the annual tithe is given in Figv /10... ,
An examination of the table (Fig. 10) shows that the Nigerian
Union Mission, in spite of its "poverty," gives proportionately more
for the denomination's mission work than would enable it to build a
solid home base like the conferences above.

A remedy to this will

be suggested in another chapter.
The answers to Questions 1 and 2 in Type III Questionnaire
as illustrated in Fig. 11, and the answer to Question 3 of the same
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Fig. 11. Church giving among local church
officers in SDA Church of East Nigeria.
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questionnaire, as illustrated in Fig. 12, show the following facts about
the largest mission (East Nigerian Mission) of the Nigerian Union.

In

23 per cent (Fig. 11) of the churches of that mission, all the church
officers give the tithe regularly; in 29 per cent of them, only 75
per cent of the church officers do

so regularly; in 21 per cent,

only 50 per cent do j so; in 18 per cent, only 25 per cent; and in
9 per cent of the churches, fewer than 25 per cent of the church
officers give ■ the tithe regularly.

Therefore, church officers in

77 per cent of the local churches fall below the standard of regular
tithing expected.

That so high a percentage of church officers as

77 do r not give the tithe regularly is surely one of the causes of
the low tithe in the Nigerian Union, based on the per capita income
of $140 per annum.
As regards the church members of the East Nigerian Mission,
in 2 per cent (Fig. 12) of the churches, all the members give the
tithe regularly; in 12 per cent of them, 75 per cent of the members
do

so; in 50 per cent, only 50 per cent; in 26 per cent, only 25

per cent; and in 10 per cent of the churches, less than 25 per cent
of the church members give

the tithe regularly.

Therefore the members

in 98 per cent of the,churches fall below the expectation in tithing.
The findings portrayed above do sustain the first hypothesis
that the finances of the Nigerian Union are not consistent with its
large membership.

As has been adduced above, only a few church members

give the tithe consistently, while a large number of church members
give spasmodically or neglect giving altogether.

Percentage of Regular llthlng Among Church Members
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Fig. 12. Church giving among church
members in SDA Church of East Nigeria.
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Teaching of Church Giving
The second hypothesis contends that Nigerian pastors do not
give sufficient attention to teaching church giving by their words
and by their deeds.
The answers to Questions 17 and 18 in Type III Questionnaire
are illustrated in Fig. 13 and the answer to Question 19 is
illustrated in Fig. 14.

The first illustration (Fig. 13) shows that

in 62 per cent of the churches in the East Nigerian Mission, pastors
preach and teach about tithing regularly; in the remaining 38 per
cent, they do so occasionally.

They do not neglect preaching or

teaching about tithing at all.

The second illustration (Fig. 14)

deals not only with the pastor's words as is the case with the first,
but also with the pastor's ministry.

From this second illustration,

it is seen that 38 per cent of the pastors visit regularly those
church members who are weak in tithing, in order to encourage them;;
54 per cent of the pastors do : so occasionally; and 8 per cent of
them,never visit -members in order to promote tithing.
In answer to Question F of Type II Questionnaire, three
sermon and two instruction outlines were sent in by the responding
pastors.

The sermon and instruction outlines were examined in

Chapter IV above and found to dwell too heavily on the "legal" aspect
of tithing, while mentioning the "grace'7 aspect casually.- The more
adequate and more effective sermon or instruction on church giving
should stress the "grace" aspect and, at the same time, only .mention
the "legal" aspect.

It cannot be concluded that this is the general

uifth u;hjch the. Pastor Teaches Tithing
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Fig. 13. Pastors' encouragement of
tithing through teaching in East Nigerian Mission.

of Rotors' Visitsto Members W*ak In Tithm
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FercentcLge. of the. Response by Pastors

Fig. 14. Pastors' encouragement of
tithing by visits in East Nigerian Mission.
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pattern in the Nigerian SDA Church, but the "legal" thrust observed
in all the five outlines above might not have been mere coincidence.
Questions 25 and 26 of Type TIT Questionnaire as illustrated
in Figs. 15 and 16' respectively, point to only the deeds of the
pastors; that is, their practice of tithing.

The first illustration

(Fig, 15) shows that among 90 per cent of the pastors in the East
Nigerian Mission, the tithes are regularly deducted from their
wages with their prior consent; among 2 per cent of them, the tithes
are occasionally deducted with their consent; and among 8 per cent of
the pastors, the tithes are never deducted with their prior consent.
The second illustration (Fig. 16) shows that among 38 per
cent of the pastors in the East Nigerian Mission, the tithes are
regularly deducted from their wages without their prior consent;
among 6 per cent of them, the tithes are occasionally deducted
without their consent; and among 56 per cent of the pastors, the
tithes are never deducted from their wages without their consent.
The two questions above are one, but were framed in two
different ways in order to elicit enough information about the
matter from the pastors.

From the answers as illustrated, it is

apparent that the pastors regularly tithe routinely without ever
handling the whole of their wages.
confirms this fact.

Comment no. $

of the Appendix

In some instances, the pastors gave prior

consent before the tithes were deducted from their wages; in other
instances, the pastors did not give prior consent for the tithes to
be deducted from their wages.

This suggests that while some pastors*

consent was asked for, that of others was not asked for.
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&reenta£je. of the Response b j fastors
Fig. 16. Tithing by pastors
in East Nigerian Mission (II).
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The evidence from the answers to Questions 17 to 19, 25,
and 26 shows that Nigerian pastors preach church giving more than they
encourage it through visits.

Their personal example in tithing is

weak in that it is automatic.

It becomes weaker in some cases

because the pastors are not even consulted before the tithes are
deducted from their wages.

The Academic Need of Nigerian Pastors
The third hypothesis suggests that most Nigerian pastors
t
have an inadequate educational background which could limit their
effectiveness in reaching all classes of people,in and out of the church.
The answers to Question C in Type I Questionnaire as
illustrated in Fig. 17 throw more light on the educational attain
ments of Nigerian pastors.

Of about 145 indigenous pastors and

Bible Instructors, 1 per cent have the master's degree; 14 per cent,
the bachelor's degree; 2 per cent, the secondary school certificate;
66 per cent, the elementary school certificate; and 17 per cent of
the pastors have no educational certificate whatsoever.
A further examination of the chart shows that 83 per cent
of all the Nigerian pastors have only elementary education or no
educational qualification at all.

The opening of the Adventist

College of West Africa-*- is saving the situation; otherwise, prior
to about 1963, no pastor had any degree.
In 1948 there were a few colleges and one university in
Nigeria; today there are several colleges and universities.

The

^-Hereafter, Adventist College of West Africa will be
referred to as ACWA. As from September 1975, the name of this
educational institution was changed to Adventist Seminary of West
Africa, that is, ASWA.
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graduates from these institutions of higher education are increasing
yearly, and many Nigerians who studied overseas further swell the
number as they return home yearly.

It is obvious, therefore, that

the Nigerian pastors, only sixteen per cent of whom are college
graduates, are not sufficiently prepared to meet the challenge
which this literate and affluent class within and without the church
poses..

Comments nos,, ll to 14 in the Appendix show, the'class of

people whom the pastors reach most.

Adherence to the Church Manual
The fourth hypothesis points to the seeming neglect to
adhere to the Church Manual by the election to church office of
church members who do not give the tithe regularly.'*'
The answers to Question 23 in Type III Questionnaire
are illustrated in Fig. 18.

This illustration shows that in 4 per

cent of the churches of the East Nigerian Mission, church members
who are negligent in tithe giving are regularly elected to church
office; the same practice is followed occasionally in 34 per cent
of the churches; but in 62 per cent of the churches, that practice
is discouraged.

Comment no. 9

of the Appendix explains the cir

cumstances which lead to the deviation from the directions of the
Church Manual.
The finding is therefore that in 38 per cent of the churches
in the East Nigerian Mission, the Church Manual is not adhered to in

-^Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual (Washington, D.C.:
General Conference of SDAs, 1971), p. 86.

inn of Non-tittars te Local Church Offices
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Fig. 18. Non-tithers as local church
officers in East Nigerian Mission.
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respect to faithfulness in church giving by nominees for church
office.

Lack of Knowledge about Church Procedures
The fifth hypothesis observes that a few church members
in Nigeria have read the Church Manual; therefore, many of them are
partially aware of the church procedures which strengthen church
membership and church finances.^"
The answers to Questions 7 and 9 in Type III Questionnaire,
which are illustrated in Figs. 19 and 20 respectively, relate to the
above hypothesis.

The first illustration (Fig. 19) shows that in 2

per cent of the churches of the East Nigerian Mission, all the local
church officers have read the Church Manual; in 10 per cent of them,
75 per cent of the officers have read it; in 12 per cent of them,
50 per cent of the officers have read it; in 24 per cent of them, 25 per
cent of the local church officers have read it; but in 52 per cent
of the churches, less than 25 per cent of the local church officers
haye.read the Church Manual.
The second illustration (Fig. 20) shows that in 46 per cent
of the churches of the East Nigerian Mission, all the local church
members merely know that the Church Manual exists; in 20 per cent
of them, 75 per cent of the church members know,
per cent of them, 50 per cent of the members know

that fact; in 16
it; in 10 per cent

of them, 25 per cent of the members know, it; and in 8 per cent of

'*'SDA Church Manual, pp. 23, 24.
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Fig. 20. Partial awareness of church
process by members in East Nigerian Mission
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them, less than 25 per cent of the local church members know- that
the Church Manual exists.
The illustrated answers show that in over 52 per cent of the
churches in the East Nigerian Mission, the local church officers
have either not read the Church Manual or only glanced through it, and
that many church members merely know that it exists.

By and large,

therefore, many church officers have but a partial knowledge of
church procedures, while church members have very scant or no
knowledge of church processes.

After all, reading about church processes

in the Church Manual, after hearing about them, will create a stronger
impression on the memory than only hearing about them.
There is little wonder that, according to the answers to
Questions 14, 21, and 23 of Type III Questionnaire which are
illustrated in Figs. 22, 23, and 18 respectively, many local churches
do not make annual budgets, membership transfer is not effected
promptly, and non-tithers are elected to church offices.

All these

malpractices in the local churches buttress the fifth hypothesis
that many church members are not quite conversant with church
procedures.

Comprehension of World Denominational Structure
The sixth hypothesis states in other words that most Nigerian
Adventists do not,regard the churches of the Nigerian Union Mission
as belonging to them because they do not understand the structure
and workings of the world-wide SDA Church.

The result of this lack

seems to be felt in the half-hearted manner in which they build the
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finances and the institutional set-up of the local churches which
comprise the local missions and the Nigerian Union.
Several answers illustrate this hypothesis, but those to
Questions 1 with 2,3, 11 with 12, 14, 21, and 23 of Type III
Questionnaire seem to stand out as shown in Figs. 11, 12, 21, 22,
23, and 18 respectively.

Since Questions 1 with 2, 3, and 23 have

been examined fully above, more attention will be given to Questions
11 with 12, 14, and 21 here.
The answers to Questions 11 and 12 as illustrated in Fig. 21
show that in 12 per cent of the local churches in the East Nigerian
Mission, a report to the members on their weekly and cumulative giving,
is made weekly; in 8 per cent, it is made monthly; in 41 per cent,
it is made quarterly; in 10 per cent, it is seldom made; and in 29
per cent, this report is never made.

It follows that in 39 per cent

of the. local churches of the East Nigerian Mission, church members
give without knowing what they gave collectively, and without
bothering to know whether their giving is adequate.
The answers to Question 14 as illustrated in Fig. 22 show that
26 per cent of the local churches in the East Nigerian Mission prepare
church budgets regularly;^- 60 per cent, occasionally; and 14 per
cent never prepareany church budgets.

Therefore, in 74 per cent

of the churches in the East Nigerian Mission, the members do not care
to look adequately after their church property, to carry out church
programs with minimum hardship, and to accomplish desirable goals

~*~SDA Church Manual, pp. 197, 198.
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Fig. 22. Local church budget
making in East Nigerian Mission.
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collectively in order to advance the cause of Christ with
dispatch in their immediate vicinity and beyond.
The answers to Question 21 as illustrated in Fig. 23 show
that when members move from one locality to another in the churches
of the East Nigerian Mission, in 30 per cent of the churches,
their membership is regularly transferred promptly to the churches in
their new localities; in 64 per cent of them, their membership is
occasionally transferred promptly; in 6 per cent of the local churches,
the membership of those who have moved away is never transferred to
their new localities.

It follows that in 70 per cent of the local

churches, care is not taken to keep the church membership record
up to date.
With respect to Questions 1 with 2, 3, and 23, it has been
found that in 77 per cent of the local churches, not all the church
officers give the tithe regularly; in 98 per cent of the local
churches, not all the members give the tithe regularly; and in 38
per cent of the local churches, church members who are not faithful
tithers are elected to church offices.
Thus the practices in many local churches especially in
connection with the faithfulness in church giving by church officers,
the proportion of regular tithers, the membership's regular awareness
of its giving, the preparation of annual church budgets, the keeping
of membership records, and the election to office of suitable
candidates reveal that many Nigerian Adventists do not sufficiently
understand the organizational structure of the world-wide SDA
Church.

This structure reflects the financial and institutional

Fr&^enoj of Effecting Prompt Membership Transfers I
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Fig. 23. The attention to membership
transfer in local churches of the East Nigerian
Mission.
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maturity of its component parts which begin with each local church.
Many Nigerian Adventists are therefore not cognizant of the influence
which the Nigerian SDA Church could wield if only it would pull its
own weight financially and otherwise, with little outside assistance.

Summary on the Hypotheses and the Questionnaires
Before the summary on the questionnaires is made, some
attention needs to be devoted to the effect of the unreliable
answers to Questions B, C, and D of Type II Questionnaire.

Question

B was designed for the purpose of knowing how many of the eighteen
local churches, which were to return Type II Questionnaire, had
250 or less members in 1974, how many had more than 250 members, how
many members in each church were of more than two years' standing by
the end of 1974 ("seasoned" members), and how many were of two or less
years' standing by the same time ("new" members).

Question C was

designed for the purpose of finding how many of the "seasoned" members
tithed regularly in each month of 1973 and 1974.

Question D was

designed for the purpose of finding how many of the "new" members
tithed regularly in each month of 1973 and 1974.
The figures given in answer to Question B were either
unreliable or incomplete, as explained in Chapter III above.

For

that reason, those given in answer to Questions C and D were also
unreliable.

From Questions B, C, and D, it could have been possible

to know the effectiveness of the pastor's teaching on giving
i

through its results on the church members, whether "seasoned" ones
or "new" ones.

This information was to have been used to cross-check

some of the answers in Type III Questionnaire for accuracy, should

\
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they be embellished rather than factual.

As it turned out, those

answers were found to be frank; the effect of the unreliable figures
on the outcome of the whole of this project is therefore very
minimal.
In connection with the six hypotheses above, it is well to
understand the line of reasoning which has led to their having been
generalized to the whole of the SDA Church of Nigeria.

First, the

writer was a church member in the West Nigerian Mission; then he
became a church officer there.

Later again, he became a church

officer in the North Nigerian Mission.

His experiences in both

local missions of Nigeria enabled him to notice the lapses in church
nurture and church administration which are spotlighted in the six
hypotheses upon which the questionnaires for this project were based.
The questionnaires were sent to all the local missions in
Nigeria, but with particular attention to the largest of them, the
East Nigerian Mission, in order to test the validity of the hypotheses.
From the answers to the questions in the questionnaires which have now
been wholly analyzed and examined, it was concluded that the same
failings which were first observed in the West Nigerian Mission and in
the North Nigerian Mission, also obtain in the East Nigerian Mission,
and, of course, in the Rivers State Mission which was a part of the
East Nigerian Mission from 1923 until 1971.
Now that the hypotheses have been found to correspond to
fact in the present SDA Church of Nigeria, the writer's next task
would be to seek and suggest solutions to the failings whose origin
has. been traced to the local church level.

First, however, the
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task in the succeeding chapter will be to examine the theological
undergirding for church giving; for, if church giving has no biblical
basis, it is futile to nurture and administer the church towards
promoting it.

If, on the other hand, it is based soundly on the Bible,

then the effort undertaken to advance it is well worthwhile.
Finally, in compliance with the feedback planned in Chapter I,
a brief and tentative analysis of the hypotheses now established as
facts has been made and sent to all the pastors of the East Nigerian
Mission.

This was the first step in the evaluation of this

project.

A copy of the analysis is in the Appendix.

CHAPTER VI

BIBLE STUDY IN CHURCH GIVING

The Command by Christ
The writers of the synoptic gospels record that Jesus Christ
sent out His followers, on at least two occasions, to go and pro
claim, the gospel among men.

The first time was when He sent the

twelve disciples to the Jews during His earthly ministry (Luke
adds that Christ also sent out seventy gospel heralds— Lk,, 10:1-12),
and the second time was when He sent them to all the world after His
resurrection (Mt, 28:16-20; Acts 1:8).

In the first instance,

Christ also directed His followers to receive sustenance from those
who believed their message (Mt; 10:11-13; Lk. 10:5-8); in the
second instance, although He did not directly command the apostles
to rely on the believers for their upkeep, yet the record shows that
that was what they actually did (Acts 1:12-14; 4:34-37).

Through

these precedents, it becomes apparent that Christ laid down two
principles which have guided the Church:

the gospel is to be

propagated by believers, and it is to be supported by believers.
Among the apostles, the greatest exponent of the two
principles above seems to have been Paul who elaborated on them
in these words:
But how are men to call upon him in whom they have not
believed? And how are they to believe in him of whom they
87
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have never heard? And how are they to hear without a preacher?
And how can men preach unless they are sent?-*Do you not know that those who are employed in the temple service
get their food from the temple, and those who serve at the altar
share in the sacrificial offerings? In the same way, :the Lord
commanded (emphasis added) that those who proclaim the gospel
should get their living by the gospel.2
The above command by Christ which was corroborated by Paul is
buttressed by Christ's teachings on giving which emphasize the
attitude a person should adopt towards material things.

According to

McConaughy, of Christ's thirty-eight parables, sixteen relate to
man's attitude to money; and throughout the four gospel records, it
is reckoned that one in every six verses deals with the same subject.^
The teachings of Christ clearly illustrate the two practices
among people as regards material things:
The parables of the Rich Fool (Lk

selfishness and liberality.

12:16-21) and of Lazarus and the

Rich Man (Lk ,16:19-31) portray the selfish spirit; the selfish
person is aware of the needs of others, but pays heed to his own comfort
only.

The episodes of the Widow's Mites (Mk

the Publican (Lk

12:41-44) and of Zacchaeus

19:1-10) exemplify liberality; the widow and

Zacchaeus were not only altero-centric, but especially other-worldly.
The acquisitive and selfish person, according to Christ "lays
up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God;" so, he will
perish and leave his wealth behind.

The selfish and hedonistic

person enjoys himself only during his life-time.

The altruistic and*
2

^Rom 10:14, 15 (All the Bible quotations in this study were
taken from the Revised Standard Version).
21 Cor .9:13, 14.
% a v i d McConaughy, Money the Acid Test (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1919), p. 25.

The
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liberal person gives much more than the selfish person, and receives
the salvation of God.

The chief point that Christ has made is that

the selfish person is limited only to this present life, while the
liberal person spans this life and enters into the joys of the future
and endless life.

The liberal person is one who does not only work

for his own well-being, but also for that of others, and, of course,
for that of God's kingdom.

To seal these teachings on material

things, Christ said:
Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth
and rust consume and where thieves break in and steal, but
lay up for yourselves treasure in heaven, where neither moth nor
rust consumes and where thieves do not break in and steal. For
where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.l
There is no doubt that man can only transfer his wealth to heaven by
expending it on the purposes of the gospel of God's kingdom.
Every other teaching or example on giving by Christ, like
His parable of the Unjust Steward (Lk . 16:1-13) or His encounter
/

with the Rich Young Ruler (Mk

10:17-31), revolves around one of the

two human attitudes to material things already described.

Having

dealt with these two approaches to material things, the basic
principles, as stated by Christ, which govern giving, can now be
examined.

These principles lie scattered in all of His teachings.

When Christ sent out His disciples on a preaching tour
among the Jews, included in His instructions to them was this
principle:

"You received without pay, give without pay" (Mt.. 10:8).

The apostle Paul put it in these words:
not receive?" (1 Cor

1Mt

6:19-21.

4:7).

"What have you that you did

The very life and energy by which man
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exists and labors are freely bestowed on him; so also are such
indispensable things as air, water, and sunshine.
salvation is freely given.
of life thus:

Above all,

Moses spoke about this fundamental fact

"You shall remember the Lord your God, for it is he

who gives you power to get wealth" (Dt

8:18).

A realization of

this continuous dependence on God by a person, will enable him to
place giving in its correct perspective in his life.
The requirement for Christian discipleship is the content of
an address given by Christ to the public (Mk

8:34-38), and tucked

away in it is this principle which stimulates giving:

"For what does

it profit a man, to gain the whole world and forfeit his life?" (Mk
8;36).

The emphasis seems to be on the transitoriness of life because

it could disappear easily and dissipate like vapor.

The admonition

is therefore that the demands of the gospel should be given priority
in a person's life in order that he might make certain the future
life which is permanent.

These demands are met, not by coveting and

hoarding wealth, but impliedly, by sharing it.

This same teaching is

couched in other words by Christ in other parts of His teachings
such as Mt,- 6:19-21; Lk, 11:41; 12:15, 33, 34.
It is striking that in all of Christ's teachings, the only
thing He contrasted with God is mammon:
masters; . . .

"No man can serve two

You cannot serve God and mammon" (Mt

6:24).

This

"mammon" is evidently the inordinate pursuit of wealth, for in another
place He1stated that "mammon" could be:used righteously only by a
true believer (Lk 16:9).. Paul states the same principle thus:
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For the love of money is the root of all evils; . . .
As for the rich in this world, . . . They are to do good,
to be rich in good deeds, liberal and generous, thus laying up
for themselves a good foundation for the future, so that they
may take hold of the life which is life indeed.^
The caution which Christ gave is not directly against Satan whom
many know to be God's foe, but against man's attitude towards the
neutral factor, wealth.

Because wealth could aid man in accomplishing

things, he is warned against the enticement to evil which it con
stitutes when Satan leads him to place it before God and all goodness.
The tenor of Christ's teachings on giving is that heaven's
blessings rest on the unostentatious, non-profit-motivated, liberal
giver.

Such a person gives to every person who is in need (Lk

6:30), especially to those who cannot repay him (Lk. 14:13, 14).

He

gives in quietness and humility (Mt- 6:1-4), and lays his treasures
in heaven (Mt. 6:20).

The great abundance with which heaven's

blessings rest upon him is described thus by Christ:
. . . give, and it will be given to you; good measure, pressed
down, shaken together, running over, will be put into your
lap. For the measure -you.give will be the measure you get
back.2
After the Rich Young Ruler rejected Christ's invitation to discipleship
through the sacrifice of his wealth, Peter asked what would be the
reward of the disciples who had sacrificed all they had to follow
Him (Mt. 19:27).

In reply, Christ restated the greatly abundant

heavenly blessings which result from unpretentious giving, and

-*-1 Ti..6:10, 17-19.
2Lk

6:38.
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elucidated the point that these blessings are not reserved until
the future life, but extend from this present life to the future
life (Lk :18:29, 30).

However, the Christian is to resign himself

to God as to how, when, and where the blessings would descend on
him (Lk

17:10).
The most penetrating principle on proportionate giving was

stated by Christ at the conclusion of His parable about faithfulness
on the part of the steward during his master's absence:

"Every one

to whom much is given, of him will much be required; and of him to
whom men commit much they will demand the more" (Lk .12:48).

This

seems to be a corollary from the advice that a person should give
freely out of heaven's gifts to him, whether material or immaterial
(Mt

10:8).

To give less than what is proportionate is not only

unacceptable but also inexcusable (Lk..,. 12:47, 48); while to give
unpretentiously more than what is porportionate calls forth heaven's
unrestricted blessings of approval as previously shown.
When a person teaches others to be liberal and generous, he
is performing a labor of love and not of deprivation to them.

Whenever

Christ asked a person to surrender something for the good of his
fellow-man and for the good of the gospel, it was always with the
greatest interest of the person in His heart.

He always offered the

person a never-ending joy in return; in other words, what He offered
in return for the person's paltry sacrifice was very very fabulous.
This was the case with the Rich Young Ruler.

That the promotion of

liberality and generosity among people is a labor of love was
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particularly highlighted in Mark's gospel when he introduced Christ's
invitation to the Rich Young Ruler thus:
And Jesus looking upon him loved him (emphasis added), and said
to him, "You lack one thing; go, sell what you have, and give
to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come,
follow me."l
By this incident, Christ has brought the greatest encouragement to all
promoters of unadulterated liberality in order that they might make
no apologies or feel ashamed when they perform that divine duty.
They need, however, to perform it in love and honesty like Christ.
The wicked plot of the Pharisees, aided by the Herodians, to
ensnare Christ in the matter of paying taxes to the state, drew
forth from Him the teaching on the distinction between giving for
secular purposes and giving for sacred purposes.

He stated that :~

although both differ and are separate from each other, yet neither
is to be neglected (Mt , 22:21).

By that means Christ expressed His

recognition of the authority of the state to levy and collect taxes
from all its citizens, and the authority of the Church to uphold
divine standards of giving and make any additional recommendations as
necessary in the same regard.

The explicit authority of the Church

to regulate in all of its affairs, seems to reside in its "binding
and loosing" power (Mt, 18:18).
The only biblical standard of giving is the tithe or one-tenth
apart from it, there is no other specific standard of giving in
Scripture.

Although Christ made an incidental mention of the tithe

while denouncing the scribes and Pharisees for their pretended

1Mk , 10:21.
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sactity; yet, He spoke approvingly of it, and seemed to place it on
a parity with justice, mercy, and faith (Mt

23:23).

Just as the law

of the tithe was scrupulously observed by these scribes and Pharisees,
so also were they to observe the more important laws of justice,
mercy, and faith.
Christ's earthly life was the supreme model of His teachings
on giving.

During His preaching ministry, the sustenance for Him

and His twelve disciples was provided by believers like Mary
Magdalene (Lk

8:2, 3), Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus (Jn. 19:38,

39), the owner of the colt on which He rode into Jerusalem (Mk

11:2—6)

and the owner of the guest room in which He ate the Passover with His
disciples and inaugurated the "Lord's Supper."

All of these comprised

Christ's friends who stood and watched sorrowfully as He died on the
cross; some of them buried Him, and some prepared to anoint His
corpse with perfumes (Lk. 23:49-56; Jn

19:38, 39).

Even from their

earnings, Christ and His twelve disciples gave to the poor (Jn. 13:29;
12:5, 6).

He had the barest in material possessions (Mt

8:20;

Lk, 9:58), for He had no home which He called His own.
The examples and teachings of Christ on giving which buttress
His command that believers should propagate and support the gospel,
show that the command can be carried out if believers are liberal,
generous, and heavenly-minded.

They are to be aware of their constant

dependence on God for their existence and for all the blessings of life
they are to eschew hoarding wealth, but rather are to share it as they
acquire it.

The danger of idolizing wealth is so real and so alluring

that believers can escape it only as they store up their wealth in
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heaven by supporting the gospel bountifully, and by providing for
the needy.

The opportunity to inherit God's kingdom is one that

can be presented to people by encouraging them to live blamelessly
and give very generously; for that reason, the promotion of the
spirit of liberality is an act of love.

The unpretentious and liberal

giver receives untold blessings from God, who blesses as He sees fit
in this world, and in the world to come.

Giving should be in

proportion to heaven's gifts to the individual; anything less is
unacceptable and inexcusable.

The only specific, biblical standard

of giving is the tithe, and Christ commented favorably on it.

These

teachings of Christ provide the believer with the guidance he needs
in his giving practice, and the young Church which Christ established
on earth during His earthly sojourn seemed to have followed them
closely.

Giving in the Apostolic Church
The first recorded practice of giving in the Apostolic Church
was very unusual, for the believers not only sold their possessions
and gave the proceeds to satisfy the needs of every member, but they
all also literally gave themselves by living in the same place and
worshiping together in the temple (Acts 2:44-47; 4:32-37).

This

was proportionate giving at its utmost because the believers gave
all of themselves and all of their possessions for the gospel of
the kingdom of God.

This practice was, however, not repeated

throughout the recorded history of the Apostolic Church as contained
in the New Testament.
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A further insight into the initial practice of giving by the
Apostolic Church is gained from the deceit of the couple, Ananias
and Sapphira, who withheld part of the proceeds from their property,
and presented to the Church the remainder as the whole.
of course, they died.

For that,

The rebuke of Ananias by the apostle Peter

was:
Ananias, why has Satan filled your heart to lie to the Holy
Spirit and keep back part of the proceeds of the land? While
it remained unsold, did it not remain your own? And after it
was sold, was it not at your disposal? How is it that you
have contrived this deed in your heart? You have not lied to
men but to God.1
Peter's words implied that the couple was at liberty to keep their
property, or to keep all of its proceeds when it was sold.

The

understanding which this tragic episode provides is that no believer
was compelled to contribute to the needs of the Church, and that all
those who did, did so willingly and honestly by following a definite
pattern.

The giving practiced in the Apostolic Church was therefore

proportionate and volitional; regular giving was out of the question
after these early believers had given all that could be given— all
of themselves and all of their possessions.
Evidently, the communal living practiced by the early
believers ceased when the Church which then existed only in Jerusalem
was scattered from there on account of the persecution which Paul
(then Saul) instigated against it (Acts 8:1); most probably, with
that dispersion also ceased the unique manner of giving practiced by
the believers.

The church which was formed at Antioch in Syria, as a

^Acts 5:3, 4.
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result of the dispersion from Jerusalem, must have practiced
proportionate giving because, when the members there at Antioch
contributed towards the relief of the Jerusalem church, they did
so, "every one according to his ability" (Acts 11:29).

This second

mention of proportionate giving in the Apostolic Church was also not
as total as the first, and was made when Paul was yet a new believer
and had not undertaken any missionary journey.
The two evidences referred to above show that proportionate
giving was practiced in the Apostolic Church before Paul (then Saul)
became a Christian, and soon after he became one.

Clearly, the funds

that accrued from the first practice of proportionate giving were
used to provide for the preachers, the needy believers, and for the
propagation of the gospel (Acts 2:41-47).

The second time that

proportionate giving was mentioned, the resultant contributions were
used to provide famine relief for the believers in Judea.
Extant records in the New Testament show that after the
apostle Paul became actively engaged in preaching the gospel, he,
of all the Apostolic Church writers dwelt most extensively on church
giving.

He provided glimpses of the practice of church giving in

various parts of his letters to the local churches, and especially
in his letters to the Corinthian church.

The two chief concerns

about church giving which Paul expressed in some parts of his letters
were the material support for the preachers and the aid to the needy
believers.

In 1 Corinthians 9, he dealt fully with the wages of

preachers, and in 2 Corinthians 8 and 9, he dealt fully with the
contributions in aid of the needy believers.
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Paul's burden in 1 Corinthians 9 seems to be the neglect
of the preachers' upkeep by the believers in Corinth.

It appears

that these Corinthian believers took advantage of Paul's and
perhaps Barnabas' proficiency at some trade to leave off paying
them their due wages for ministering to the church.

Paul there

fore employed commonplace similitudes to call their attention to
this duty of maintaining the preachers well.

After that, he denied

raising the issue from selfish motives, and invoked the highest
authority he knew on it, the law of Moses, in support of his claim
while speaking to these Gentile Christians:
Do I say this on human authority? Does not the law say the
same? For it is written in the law of Moses, "You shall not
muzzle an ox when it is treading out the grain." Is it for
oxen that God is concerned? Does he not speak entirely
(emphasis added) for our sake? It was written for our sake,
because the plowman should plow in hope and the thresher thresh
in hope of a share in the crop.-*He went on to ask whether it was too much for Barnabas and him to
reap the material benefits of the Corinthian believers in return for
ministering spiritually to them.

Then he came to the kernel of this

his reproof of the Corinthian Church:
Do you not know that those who are employed in the temple
service get their food from the temple, and those who serve
at the altar share in the sacrificial offering? In the same
way, the Lord commanded (emphasis added) that those who pro
claim the gospel should get their living from the gospel.2.
Without mentioning the tithe specifically, Paul here made a direct
reference to it when he invoked the only authority on it, the law of
Moses, and the Old Testament practice of remunerating the priests1
2

11 Cor, 9:8-10.
21 Cor

9:13, 14.
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and Levites for their temple services.

Then he emphatically stated

that Christ commanded that the preachers of the gospel should be
cared for just as the priests and Levites were cared for in the
Old Testament.

He thereby confirmed his right, and that of any

preacher of the gospel, to receive wages from the church.

Although

he was supported by only the Philippian or Macedonian churches
(2 Cor

8:1-5; 11:9; 1 Cor . 16:17), he did not press for support from

any church; rather, he worked at tent-making to support himself wherever
the believers neglected to pay his wages.

He did not press for this

his rightful claim because of personal reasons which consisted of
his effort to be a model worker rather than a mercenary preacher, and
to measure up to the special call to the gospel ministry which Christ
personally extended to him (2 Th
2 Cor

11:7, 8, 10; 12:13).

3:8, 9; Acts 18:1-3; 1 Cor

9:16-19;

He subjected himself to this inconvenience

because pre-eminently, he looked forward earnestly to the imperishable
blessings which await the steadfast Christian.
In 2 Corinthians 8 and 9, Paul tackled the issue of the aid
to the needy believers.

First, he eulogized the Macedonian or

Philippian Churches for their liberality and self-sacrifice both in
support of the preachers (2 Cor. 11:9) and of the needy (2 Cor, 8:4).
The Macedonian believers had first given themselves unreservedly to
God, and so God's grace shone through them in blessings on others.
This eulogy of the Macedonian churches which was richly deserved by
them, was a device employed by Paul to spur the Corinthian believers
to develop the same Christian grace of liberality.

As the supreme

incentive to the Corinthians, Paul finally presented Christ, the

\
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paragon of all graces before them:

"For you know the grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your sake he
became poor, so that by his poverty you might become rich"
(2 Cor ■■ 8:9).

A Christian, Paul seemed to say, should emulate Christ

as much as he can.
The Corinthians had been willing to practice liberality since
the previous year, but had been unable to accomplish their desire.
Paul showed his approval of this their inclination as he mentioned
proportionate giving and its effects thus:
For if the readiness [willingness (KJV)] is there, it is acceptable
according to what a man has, not according to what he has not
(emphasis added). I do not mean that others should be eased
and you burdened, but that as a matter of equality (emphasis
added) your abundance at the present time should supply their
want, that there may be equality (emphasis added). As it is
written, "He who gathered much had nothing over, and he who
gathered little had no lack."l
In other words, Paul stated that proportionate giving in aid of the
needy, brings satisfaction of needs all around:

the giver is not

deprived as the lack of the needy is supplied.

It is instructive

to note that the same drive towards ensuring that each believer had
no lack, as obtained in the original Jerusalem Church, continued
to obtain in Paul's time in all the churches.

This is the Christian

principle of equality of material things.
Next, Paul thanked God that his assistant, Titus, had the
interest of the Corinthian believers at heart, because, of his own
accord, he undertook to promote liberality among them.

Here, as in

the case of Christ with the Rich Young Ruler, to appeal to people so

h

Cor

8:12-15.
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that they might grow in liberality, is regarded as lovingly caring
for their interest.

The closing verses of 2 Corinthians 8 deal with

the great importance of appointing honest and trustworthy treasurers
to handle church funds; it was shown how this should be the duty
of more than one person for the purpose of retaining the confidence
of all believers who contribute to the funds.
The opening verses of 2 Corinthians 9 continue the trend of
thought in chapter 8.

Paul returns to the intention of the

Corinthian believers, since the previous year, to give liberally for
the welfare of the church's needy.

He admonishes them not to dis

appoint him especially before the generous Macedonian believers to
whom he had boasted about this intention of the Corinthian believers
to give liberally too.

Then he expands the matter of proportionate

giving further:
The point is this: he who sows sparingly will also reap
sparingly, and he who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully
Each one must do as he has made up his mind, not reluctantly or
under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. And God is
able to provide you with every blessing in abundance, so that
you may always have enough of everything and may provide in
abundance for every good work.1
Earlier in 2 Cor

8:12, Paul had stated that when a person willingly

chooses to give, God accepts that willingness because He expects the
person to give only in proportion to what he has or the blessings he
has received.

Here in 2 Cor

9:6, 7 he expands the idea further by

implying that when a person becomes fearful of lack and gives less
than he should, he would be limiting God's blessings upon himself.
Contrarily, if a person meets the standard and through his complete1

12 Cor

9:6-8.
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trust in God, perhaps exceeds it, that person would receive God’s
blessings more abundantly.

However, Paul made it clear that it was left

to each individual to choose how and what to give, since God is pleased
only with a person who chooses and gives correctly without pressure
from outside.

The point of emphasis does not seem to be the

individuals right to choose, but his right to choose and give
correctly; after all, Paul was promoting "bountiful" giving and not
"sparing" giving or both.
Corinthian believers:
you, face up:

He seemed therefore to be saying to the

"I have laid the cards on the table before

giving should be voluntary, proportionate, and pre

ferably, quite liberal; now, what you give is left to you since you
will be blessed or cursed accordingly.

If you are blessed, that

affords you the ample opportunity to continue to increase your
giving."
As a man of faith, Paul seemed to hope that no Corinthian
believer would choose to give "sparingly" since they must have
clearly understood that that was not his objective; therefore, he
now turns his attention wholly to the advantages of liberal giving.
He quotes from Psalm 112 to show that liberality has been a mark
of righteousness among God's people from ancient times.

He dwells

on the blessings which result from liberality:
He who supplies seed to the sower and bread for food will
supply and multiply your resources and increase the harvest
of your righteousness. You will be enriched in every way for
great generosity, which through us will produce thanksgiving to
God; for the rendering of this service not only supplies the
wants of the saints but also overflows in many thanksgivings
to God.-*-1

12 Cor. 9:10-12.
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According to the above, the blessings which result from liberality
are threefold:

the resources of the liberal giver are "supplied"

and then "multiplied"; the "harvest of righteousness" is increased
or, in other words, many needy people are relieved and made glad;
and finally, much glory is returned to God.

The "many thanksgivings

to God" seem to come from both the liberal giver whose resources
are supplied and multiplied, and the needy who are relieved and
therefore suffer no lack.

The needy believers come first in this

relief plan, but other needy people also receive relief to the extent
possible (vv. 12, 13).

This glorification of God, which is the end

result of giving, is the thought that Paul continues to the end of
2 Corinthians 9.

When the chief purpose of giving is to bring honor

and glory to God, the task of the gospel is accomplished in that
regard.

With this thought, the greatest exposition on church giving

in the Apostolic Church by Paul in his letters to the Corinthian
believers, is brought to an end.

As was stated earlier, in that

exposition, Paul's chief concerns about church giving were, the
material support for the preachers and the aid to the needy believers.
Apart from the discussion of church giving contained in
1 Corinthians 9 and 2 Corinthians 8 and 9 already dealt with above,
other discussions of the same subject in the New Testament, the
gospels excluded, were also provided by the apostle Paul.

These

discussions, or more correctly, glimpses, pertain to the two chief
concerns of Paul about church giving, viz. the material support
for the preachers and the aid to the needy believers.
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On the material support for the preachers, Paul advised in
his letter to the Galatian believers:

"Let him who is taught the

word share all good things with him who teaches" (Gal, 6:6).

This

was a mild way of telling the believers to pay preachers adequately.
Mention has earlier been made of Paul's confession that it
was only the Philippian or Macedonian churches (Philippi being in
Macedonia) which provided for his upkeep (Php

4:14-18).

Therefore,

all other churches among whom he labored, neglected that duty which
they owed to him!
Paul reminded the Thessalonian believers, when he wrote them
twice, that his assistants and he worked to provide for themselves
during their gospel ministry in Thessalonica (1 Th . 2:9, 10; 2 Th
3:7—10).

Here was an example of the believers' denial of support

to the preacher!
In his correspondence with Timothy, Paul advised:
Let the elders who rule well be considered worthy of double
honor, especially those who labor in preaching and teaching; for
the scripture says, "You shall not muzzle an ox when it is
treading out the grain," and, "the laborer deserves his wages.
Here Paul was instructing Timothy, one of his faithful assistants
who most probably survived him, on church administration.

Paul was

briefly invoking the authority of the law of Moses which he had
invoked when he reproved the Corinthian believers, as mentioned
above.

Of course, "double honor" was very likely a reference to the

tithe of the Old Testament to which the support of New Testament
preachers was to be similar, and a reference to the respect in which
preachers were to be held.

X1 Ti

5:17, 18.
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On the aid to the needy believers, Paul communicated to the
Roman believers the principle of equality of material things (2 Cor :
8:14) whereby the better favored believers helped the less favored
ones, so that no believer might suffer lack (Rom

15:25-27;112:13).

That the principle of equality of material things was upheld in the
Apostolic Church from its inception is verified by the instruction
given to Paul and Barnabas by the "pillars" in the original
Jerusalem Church, James, Peter, and John that they (Paul and Barnabas)
should remember the poor as they preached the gospel (Gal. 2:9, 10).
This instruction was taken to heart by Paul.

Further on in this

letter to the Galatian believers, Paul advised them to be
hospitable and generous to everybody, but especially to believers
(Gal. 6:9, 10).

In all conditions, well^placed believers were

expected to give needy believers priority' in relief matters.
The directions given by Paul to the Galatian believers might
be what he referred to towards the end of his first letter to the
Corinthians, viz.
Now concerning the contribution for the saints: as I directed
the churches of Galatia, so you also are to do. On the first
day of every week (emphasis added), each of you is to put
something aside and store it up, as he may prosper (emphasis
added), so that contributions need not be made when I come.1

:u

Proportionate giving is repeated here by Paul, but the further detail
which he provides is systematic giving.

Although this detail

appears nowhere else in his letters, yet it presumably was always a
part of his teachings on giving.

After all, he stated here that he

had given the Galatian believers the same directions, but there is

X1 Cor

16:1, 2.
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no such instruction on systematic giving in his letter to them which
is extant.

Evidently Paul did not write down everything he taught,

or it might be that some of his letters did not survive.

However,

the new detail on giving above, adds another dimension to Paul's
teaching on it; the complete picture of his teaching was therefore
that giving should be proportionate, voluntary, and systematic
or regular.
Paul also directed Titus, one of his faithful assistants,
thus:

"And let our people learn to apply themselves to good deeds,

so as to help cases of urgent need, and not to be unfruitful"
(Tit

3:14).

Here again Paul was careful to hand on to succeeding

preachers this concern for the needy which was to be perpetuated .
in the Church.
Philemon seems to have been an example of a kind and liberal
believer who helped his needy fellow-believers.

Paul, in writing

to him, was careful not to force him into any act of liberality, since
it was always a voluntary matter (Phm

7, 14).

Paul, when bidding farewell to the Ephesian elders at
Miletus, mentioned how he worked to support himself while he
ministered spiritually to their church.

He was not only an example

of a hard worker to them, but also of a liberal giver who himself
supported the needy from his own earnings.

The Ephesian believers

apparently were among those believers who did not understand or who
neglected their duty to provide for him as a preacher.
point he referred to Christ's words, viz.
give than to receive" (Acts 20:35).

At that

"It is more blessed to

This was an additional
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example of Christ's and Paul's objective in their teachings on
giving— the achievement of the liberal and generous spirit.
In his first letter to Timothy, Paul made a special
reference to the wealthy believer concerning church, giving and
stated that.
As for the rich in this world, charge them not to be haughty,
nor to set their hopes on uncertain riches but on God who richly
furnishes us with everything to enjoy. They are to do good, to
be rich in good deeds, liberal and generous, thus laying up
for themselves a good foundation for the future, so that
they may take hold of the life which is life indeed.1
This instruction to Timothy on liberality by the wealthy believer, ‘
seems to cover the two chief concerns of Paul about church giving, viz.
the material support for the preachers and the aid to the needy.
Paul seems to be saying that the wealthy have a weightier responsi
bility in the matter of church giving because of the abundance of
their possessions.

B.y inference, Paul is saying that it is only the- '

true .Christian who can use wealth righteously. This is in
agreement with Christ's explanation stated earlier above (Lk

16:9).

The life of self abnegation which Paul lived gave the
greatest force to his teachings on giving.

He gave a personal

testimony of his assistants and of himself that:
To the present hour we hunger and thirst, we are ill-clad and
buffeted and homeless, and we labor, working with our hands.
When reviled, we bless; when persecuted, we endure; when
slandered, we try to conciliate; we have become, and are
now, as the refuse of the world, the offscouring of all
things.2*
2

L1 Ti
21 Cor

6:17-19.
4:11-13.
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Paul gave this type of testimony about his friends and himself in
open letters many times and in various ways, e.g. Acts 20:34, 35;
2 Cor ;11:21-33; 1 Th, 2:9, 10; 2 Th

3:7-9; Php

4:11-13.

There

is no record that any of those who heard him or who read his letters
once challenged him for misrepresenting the facts.

.In fact, he

let every one into one of the secrets of his great success, a
secret which if practiced promotes liberality and generosity
immeasurably:
There is great gain in godliness with contentment; for we
brought nothing into this world, and we cannot take anything
out of the world; but if we have food and clothing, with these
we shall be content.^
The foregoing examination of giving in the Apostolic Church
shows that Christ's teachings on giving were maintained by the
apostles after His ascension to heaven, and handed down by them to
their successors.

Liberality in giving was strongly encouraged; the

blessings that result to the liberal giver were shown not only to
be sure, but also to outweigh by far any human imaginings.

Even

though these blessings are not at the behest of man as a magical
formula for self aggrandizement, yet God has promised to bestow
them on the unpretentious, liberal giver in this present life, and
then in the life to come.

As regards the life to come, the wealthy

person in particular could place himself in God's endless protection
by dispensing his riches very benevolently.

The greatest blessing

which comes to any liberal giver in this present life, is the deep
satisfaction which he feels within himself.

11 Ti

6:6-8.

Church giving is basically
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for the twin purpose of maintaining the preachers and of aiding
the needy, especially among the believers.

The support of the preachers

and the aid to the needy are a part of the duties of the believers
to the gospel.

The aid to the needy is the practice of the

Christian principle of equality of material things, whereby no
believer suffers any lack, and as far as possible, unbelievers are
also helped.

The promoter of the spirit of generosity among people

is performing quite a beneficial duty to them, because he is
motivated by a loving concern for them.

The concern is loving

because it works towards the welfare of people in this transient
life, and prepares them to make sure that they have a place in the
endless, blissful, future life.

When people give liberally, they

not only confess practically that everything they have was given them
by God, but also they conquer the unhealthy love of money thereby.
The Christian is to give proportionately, voluntarily, and systematically
The highest authority which Paul invoked to support church giving
was the law of Moses, and he showed that the Christian standard for
giving in the Apostolic Church was similar to the tithe of the Old
Testament which will be investigated next.

Certainly, no aspect

of Christ’s teachings on giving was omitted by the Apostolic Church,
for ultimately, the purpose of church giving is to bring honor and
glory to God.
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The Tithe
The tithe may be traced to the offerings of Cain and Abel,
as some early churchmen and later Bible scholars have done,^ after
Adam and Eve failed to recognize God's ownership of all things
in the garden of Eden.

The record states that,

In the course of time Cain brought to the Lord an offering
of the fruit of the ground, and Abel brought of the firstlings
of his flock (emphasis added) and of their fat portions. And
the Lord had regard for Abel and his offering.2
While some Bible scholars also saw in the offerings of Cain and
Abel, the absence of blood in the offering of Cain as leading to
its rejection,-^ the fact remains that
Abel brought the firstlings of the flock while Cain merely
brought "of the fruit of the ground," not "first fruits."
. . . Some Bible scholars hold that the firstfruits
and firstlings were identical with the tithes. If this
interpretation of Cain and Abel is correct, the law of the
tithe was in effect at the time of Cain.4
Actually, the tithe was a tenth of the increase (Dt
the firstfruits was only a part of the tithe itself.

14:22), while
Whether it

was the tithe or the firstfruits, the offerer brought it first
before God, and then began to make use of God's blessings upon him
(Lev

23:10, 14).

The fact that some Bible scholars make no

distinction between the tithe and the firstfruits is evident from
the following statement:

"The most familiar expression of the*
2

■^Milo Kauffman, Stewards of God (Scottdale, Pa.:
Press, 1975), p. 182.
2Gn

Herald

4:3-4.

^George A. E. Salstrand, The Tithe: The Minimum Standard
for Christian Giving (Grand Rapids, Mi.: Baker Book House, 1957),
pp. 19, 20.
^Kauffman, p. 182.
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principle of proportionate, firstfruits giving among Protestant
Christians is the tithe."''- It is reasonable, with this understanding
of the tithe and the firstfruits, to accept that the law of the tithe
was known to Cain and Abel in, at least, its rudimentary form.
The first actual mention of the tithe in the Bible was made
after the patriarch Abraham offered to the mysterious priest-king,
Melchizedek, a tenth of the booty he won from his rescue mission of
his nephew, Lot, and his family (Gn. 14:16-20).

That was more than

500 years before the tithe system was formally introduced in Israel.
The off-hand manner in which the mention was made bespeaks a long
established custom that did not need to be elaborated.

The second

biblical reference to the tithe was with regard to the vow which
Jacob, Abraham’s grandson, made to God (Gn

28:22).

Even though

tithing is a custom handed down from antiquity, its exact origin
is unknown.
It was more than 500 years from the time of Abraham, before
the tithe system was formally introduced among the Israelites by
Moses through divine direction.

This was during their wilderness

journey from the Egyptian bondage to freedom in Canaan.

There

appear to have been three tithes contributed by the people:

the

first was for the upkeep of the priests and Levites (Lev. 27:30,
32; Num

18:21, 24); the second was the festival tithe (Dt, 14:22-27);

and the third was given every third year for the needy (Dt

14:28, 29)

^Arthur R. McKay, Servants and Stewards (Philadelphia:
Geneva Press, 1968), p. 50.

The
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While some Bible scholars hold that it was more probable
that there were only two tithes, the second and the third above
being merged into one,'*' others hold to the three enumerated above
because of extra-biblical sources which confirm them.

O

It would

seem that the latter is more correct because the Israelites were
specifically commanded to hold three feasts yearly before the Lord,
that is, at the temple in Jerusalem (Ex

23:14-17); and, they were

never to come before Him empty handed (v. 16).

Contrarily, the

third tithe was not to be taken to Jerusalem; rather, it was to be
gathered together and left to the poor in every locality (Dt
14:28, 29).
The first tithe was devoted to the Levites alone, for it
constituted the wages for their temple services.

A further detail

was that from the first tithe which the Levites received from the
people of Israel, they gave a tenth, that is, a tithe of the tithes,
to the priests— Aaron and his family (Num. 18:26-28).

The second

tithe seems to have been used to defray the expenses of annual
feasts (Ex, 23:14-17) at the temple site, and during which the
Levites were again taken care of.

Every third year, in addition

to the tithes for the annual feasts which were taken to the temple
site, a third tithe was gathered in every locality and devoted
wholly to the needy among the people of Israel, the strangers, and
among the Levites in those localities.*
2

•^-Merrill F. Unger, Unger's Bible Dictionary (Chicago:
Moody Press, 1960), s.v. "Tithe."
2Ibid.
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It is particularly noteworthy that, in the Old Testament,
the first tithe was devoted to the wages of the priests and Levites,
and to no other purpose.

Although it was needful to hold annual

feasts and care for the poor and the stranger, yet no provision was
made for them from the first tithe; rather the second and third
tithes were set apart for them.

Besides the three tithes, the

Israelites gave offerings and showed other acts of liberality which
required the further expenditures of their means.

Offerings and General Acts of Liberality
Among the Israelites
The giving of material possessions in the Old Testament
period did not end with the three tithes, for there were also some
offerings and acts of liberality required of the Israelites.

In

addition to the required offerings, there were votive, freewill,
and special offerings left to the discretion of the individual.
The required offerings were for individual and collective
sins of commission and omission (Lev

7:11-13, 37).

The required

acts of liberality towards the poor, strangers, widows, and orphans,
among which acts of liberality were the very humane laws of release
and Jubilee when debts were forgiven and slaves freed (Ex. 23:11;
Lev .19:9, 10; 25:8-17; Dt. 15:1-3; 23:19; 24:19-22), provided
the people with the necessary training in self-abnegation.
and freewill offerings were strictly personal matters (Dt

The votive
12:5, 6).

The special offerings, which were voluntary contributions, were
called for when public projects, like the construction of the tabernacle
in the wilderness and of the temple at Jerusalem were needed
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(Ex. 35:4-20; 36:5-7; 1 Chr
continued to give liberally.

29:1-14); even then, the people
The required offerings and acts of

liberality were regular, but the votive, freewill, and special
offerings were not, because they were regarded as spontaneous.
The fact that emerges from the foregoing study about the
three tithes, the offerings, and the general acts of liberality is
that there were system and order in giving during the Old Testament
period.

Each facet of God's work was adequately planned for, so that

none suffered neglect, nor did one facet depend on another facet .
for its support.

The system of giving delivered to the Israelites

delineates how liberal God's people are expected to be in all ages;
that system has been aptly described thus:

"The contributions

required of the Hebrews for religious and charitable purposes
amounted to fully one-fourth of their income."^

"A conscientious

few made returns to God to about one-third of all their income for
the benefit of religious interests and for the poor."^

The Controversial Text:

Malachi 3:7-12

When the Israelites settled in the Promised Land, they did
not always remain loyal to God; whenever they apostatized, the tithe
was largely neglected, and consequently, the priests and Levites,
each went his way in order to fend for himself as best he could.
When God raised a prophet from their midst, they were led by him to

-*-Ellen G. White, The Story of Patriarchs and Prophets
(Mountain View, Ca.: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1958),
p. 527.

Ca.;

^Idem, Testimonies for':.the Church, Vol. 4 (Mountain View,
Pacific Press Publishing Association, [1882]), p. 467,
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repent and return totthe Lord; then tithing was again revived to
strengthen the hands of the priests and Levites in their work of
teaching the people the way of the Lord.

King Hezekiah, King Josiah,

and the governor Nehemiah sponsored outstanding spiritual revivals
in their days.

The prophets and prophetesses who helped ignite

some of these spiritual revivals were Amos, Huldah, Haggai, and
Malachi (Amos 4:4, 5; 2 Chr ; 31:4, 5; Neh

13:10-13; Mai

3:8).

It

seems that of all these prophets, Malachi offered the most scathing
rebukes to the Israelites for their general apostasy which also
adversely affected the tithe.
In .agreement with the above observations is the following
explanation:
In times of religious decline the people neglected to pay tithes.
Hezekiah found it necessary to call authoritatively for their
payment (2 Chr«^ 31:4-12), and the prophet Malachi was obliged
to rebuke the people of his day for robbing God by withholding
tithes and offerings (Mai. 3:7-12).-*The rebukes which Malachi pronounced with respect to the
tithe were so blunt and piercing that they only serve to depict vividly
the extremity of the situation he had to confront.

The grave state

into which the people had sunk is evident when it is recognized that
they had experienced many reverses without learning the lessons they
served to teach them; and then, they stood at the brink of Christ's
first advent!

When these facts are considered, the extreme positions

which some preachers and Bible scholars take on these rebukes
will be seen to be untenable.

■^Henry Snyder Gehman, ed. The New Westminster Dictionary
of the Bible (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1970), s.v.
"Tithe."
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One example of each of the positions mentioned above will
suffice to illustrate the point:
How many there are who will tell you, should you inquire,
that as they have paid a full tithe of their income and have
increased their gifts, God has repaid them manyfold by
increased income, by making the little they have go farther,
and by placing them in situations advantageous to their
increasing prosperity
This pastoral way of handling Malachi's rebukes seems to assert that
a tither always receives an immediate and recognizable reward.
Consequently a wrong motive for tithing is fostered— a motive
which is not only unscriptural but which could also lead to bitter
regrets.
This idea [that tithing is a means of obtaining divine favor,
that in giving to God His stipulated due one has the right to
expect something from Him in return] persists in the unknown
minor prophet known as Malachi. . . .
This sub-Christian
text [Mai. 3:10] has often been used in appeals for Christian
stewardship, although it is as incompatible with the spirit of
the gospel as the curse which a vengeful psalmist pronounces on
the babies of Babylon [Ps. 137:9]. The inference that tithing
guarantees material prosperity can be supported by numerous
examples so long as one avoids negative instances of the prosperity
of the wicked and the poverty and misfortune besetting many a
tither.2
This critical way of looking at Malachi's rebukes takes the extreme
position that tends towards a rejection of certain passages of
Scripture, particularly those from the Old Testament or the Old
Testament as a whole, as inapplicable to the Christian.

Actually,

Dr. Kantonen tacitly admits to discountenancing the Old Testament,
at least as far as the subject of tithing goes, by emphasizing that*
2

1-S. A. Wellman, Your Stewardship and Mine (Washington, D.C. :
Review and Herald Publishing Association, 1950), p. 161.
2

T. A. Kantonen, A Theology for Christian Stewardship
(Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1956), pp. 21, 22.
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he utilized only the New Testament and the writings of Martin
Luther.'*'

After all, the prophet Malachi said, in his own way,

exactly what many passages of Scripture in both Old Testament and
New Testament say (Dt.» 14:29b; Lk,- 6:38; 2 Cor. 9:8, 10); also, it
was the Holy Spirit who led him (Malachi) into a particular situation
and in a particular way.
Once Malachi's task is clearly seen as quite exacting, the
situation of his days as quite grave, his statements as rebukes,
and his prophetic credentials as genuine, the evils that he
decried would be abhorred, and the goodness that he promoted would
be approved and inculcated in each individual Christian.

To

exploit his statements in either of the two extreme ways described
above is to misrepresent him and to distort the Scriptures.
The foregoing observations about the extreme positions
which some take on the prophet Malachi's statement and about his
period in Israelite history having been made, it seems proper to
examine the prophet's statement itself to ascertain whether it
agrees with the general tenor of Scripture in the matter of giving.
The first thing that shocks the reader of Malachi's state
ment is that he calls the long neglect or refusal to give the tithes
and offerings robbery (v. 8) which is not merely an act of thievery,
but that of stealing with violence.

The fact that when Malachi

wrote the statement, the Israelites had had many prophets and
largely rejected them, even killing some; had suffered much for their
disobedience of God to the point of going into captivity in Babylon

■^Ibid., p. viii.
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for seventy years; and had not repented, but were growing worse
even as they stood then on the threshold of Christ's first advent,
showed that they had become hardened in evil.
aware of their evil ways, but loved them.

They seemed to be well

As far as tithes and

offerings were concerned, they intentionally seemed to choose not
to give God what was His.

Therefore, they were robbers or plunderers

who loved that God's house should be in disarray; for when that
happened, there were no priests and Levites who attended to the
teaching of God's way.
The next point in Malachi's statement was the immediate
result of the adamant refusal to return to God what was His.

The

result was a curse (v. 9) or the opposite of the blessings referred
to in verses 10 to 12.

This was similar to the curse spoken of by

the prophet Haggai against Israel when the people also grew selfcentered (Hag. 1:2-11).

The prophet Isaiah spoke in general terms

about the results of obedience and disobedience to God (Is. 1:19,
20).

Not to return tithes and offerings was certainly disobedience

to God.

Moses who received the laws from God pronounced the curses

that will result from failing to keep them, and the blessings from
the keeping of them (Dt., 27, 28).

It is pertinent that in chapter

26, the tithes were given special mention just before the curses
and then the blessings follow in chapters 27 and 28 respectively.
It has to be borne in mind that in their originals, the Scriptures
had no chapter and verse divisions.
When Christ referred to the tithe during His earthly
ministry, the Jews had swung to about the position in which they
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were during the time of the prophet Amos.

Then they brought tithes

and offerings merely as a legal requirement totally unrelated to
character (Amos 4:4, 5).

The tithes and offerings which the

people brought were then meaningless because they seemed to suppose
that the tithes and offerings were some sort of bribe offered to
buy the silence of God over their wickedness.

The same condition

prevailed in Christ's day (note the parable of the Pharisee and the
Publican-— Lk

18:9^-14), and so He rebuked the Jews for overlooking

the laws of justice, mercy, and faith which were more important
than tithes and offerings (Mt

23:23).

Both Jesus Christ and Amos

emphasized the need for the people to live righteously by doing all
of God's will which included the laws of justice, mercy, faith,
tithes, and offerings.
During Paul's time, the condition was different.

Then the

Christians upheld the laws of justice, mercy, and faith through their
acceptance of Christ, but seemed to fall short in their practice of
giving.

It was then that Paul wrote about the result of giving

sparingly (2 Cor

9:6a).

Of course, one who gave sparingly could

not be a cheerful giver whom God loves (2 Cor, 9:7b).

Although

Paul appears to have mildly expressed the curse which rests upon the
stingy believer, yet it was certainly a curse that the Almighty God
who owns everything, would not abundantly bless a believer in Jesus
Christ through whom God has richly blessed the Christian (Rom. 8:32).
The part of Malachi's statement which seems to stir the
greatest objection is:
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Bring the full tithes into the storehouse, that there may be
food in my house; and thereby put me to the test, says the
Lord of hosts, if I will not open the windows of heaven for
you and pour down for you an overflowing blessing. I will
rebuke the devourer for you, so that it will not destroy the
fruits of your soil; and your vine in the field shall not
fail to bear, says the Lord of hosts. Then all nations will
call you blessed, for you will be a land of delight, says the
Lord of hosts.1
It does not seem that the objection is to God's blessing the un
pretentious liberal giver, a teaching which has been shown to be
Moses*, Paul's, and Christ's also.

The objection seems to be to

the misunderstanding that Malachi was implying that the giving of
tithes and offerings is like a magic wand that one could wave
for the purpose of conjuring heaven's blessings upon oneself.
The interpretation above seems invalid because the prophet's
statement has not been taken in its entirety.

Besides, even the whole

of a prophet's statement cannot be taken in isolation from the
statements of other prophets in order to arrive at a valid inter
pretation.

No prophet of God is unique in his teachings; rather,

each builds from where his predecessors left off, Christ Himself
being the cornerstone (Eph

2:20).

According to the apostle Peter,

First of all you must understand this, that no prophecy of
scripture is a matter of one's own interpretation, because
no prophecy ever came by the impulse of man, but men moved
by the Holy Spirit spoke from God.2
When the statement of Malachi is taken in its entirety, it would be
possible to determine whether like Amos, Paul, and Christ referred
to above, he was promoting righteousness, which included justice,*
2

•‘•Mai
22 Pe

3:10-12.
1:20, 21.
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mercy, and faith, besides liberal giving, or he was promoting
tithes and offerings alone by themselves.

A careful reading of the

whole of the book of Malachi shows that he was promoting righteousness,
and not merely tithes and offerings.

Therefore he was in total

agreement with Moses, Amos, Paul, and Christ.
As to man's putting God to the test, it could be judged
presumptuous, had God not given His word (Is
for which He makes no apologies.

55:10, 11; 2 Cor. 1:20)

Moses, Paul, and Christ, to name but

a few, state unequivocally that God did promise (Dt. 26-28; 14:29b;
2 Cor,. 9:6b, 8, 10, 11; Lk

6:38).

Since God has promised,

there could be no other way of trusting Him than by putting His
instructions into practice.
From the examination of Malachi's full statement above, it
is clear that it agrees with the general tenor of Scripture in the
matter of giving.

The guidance thus discovered whereby an individual

could prove God in giving, is that he should conform to all of His
requirements; and of course, biblical teachings about giving need
always to be presented fully and correctly.

The practice’ of giving

as a part of the worship which is due to God, has been described
by many Bible scholars as stewardship.

Stewardship in the Scriptures
Although many preachers and Bible scholars have often
discussed the subject of "stewardship" as if it were just "giving,"
it seems that the Scriptures present a rather all encompassing
understanding of the word.

The Greek word of the New Testament
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which was translated as "stewardship" in English is oikonomia.
This Greek word, oikonomia appears only twice in the Greek Old
Testament or Septuagint (Is
New Testament text in Greek.^

22:19, 21), and nine times in the original
The Hebrew words rendered as oikonomia

in the two passages of the Septuagint referred to above were
matstsab and memshalah respectively.

Memsahalah was also used

elsewhere in the Hebrew Old Testament, but was not translated as
oikonomia (in the Septuagint) in these places where it stands for
''the domain of a king or of God."^
In Isaiah 22:19, 21 the idea conveyed in the use of oikonomia
is that of an office or stewardship to which one was appointed or of
an authority bestowed on one; in either case, one will sometime
render an account of oneself as regards the opportunity granted.
This is the basic emphasis of all of the Old Testament:
virtue of creation, owns and rules over the universe.

God, by
But He has

appointed man to oversee His creation, and for that reason, man
functions under a delegated authority from Him.
will give an account of himself to Him.

The Israelites, as God's

select representatives, understood this plan (Gn
Lev

In due time, man

1:28; Ex, 19:5;

25:23; Ps, 24:1).
Of the nine occurrences of oikonomia in the New Testament,

three are found in the gospels (Lk

16:2-4), and six in the epistles

^Helge Brattgard, God's Stewards (A Theolngiml Study of the
Principles and Practices of Stewardship), trans. Gene J. Lund (
(Minneapolis, Minn.: Augsburg Publ. House, 1963), p. 33.
^Richard L. Scheef, Jr., "Stewardship in the Old Testament,"
in Stewardship in Contemporary Theology, ed. T. K. Thompson (New York:
Association Press, 1960), p. 18.
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of Paul (1 Cor

9:17; Eph

1:10; 3:2, 9; Col. 1:25; 1 Ti

1:4).

The

three Instances of oikonomia in the gospels were translated as
"stewardship," while the six in the Pauline epistles were translated
variously as "commission," "plan," "stewardship," "plan," "office,"
and "training" in the Revised Standard Version of the English Bible.
The words "commission''

and "office" are synonyms of "stewardship,"

and "stewardship" can stand for "plan" or "training" with no real
violence done to the meanings of the texts where they occur, though
these latter words are clearer.
The three occurrences of oikonomia in the gospels transplant
the Old Testament idea of stewardship in the New Testament.
According to Michel, in 1 Cor., 9:17; Eph

3:2, and Col

1:25

oikonomia applies to the office of household administration, but
Paul uses it for the apostolic office.

In Eph:; 1:10;. 3:9, the word

oikonomia means "plan of salvation," "administration of salvation,"
or "order of salvation."
"instruction.""*'

In 1 Ti , 1?4 the word oikonomia means

These meanings agree exactly with those in the

Revised Standard Version of the English Bible.
This broad study of the word oikonomia both in the Old
Testament and the New Testament, shows that the sense in which the
Old Testament used it was the sense in which it was used in the
gospels.

In the Pauline epistles, however, that meaning was made

more intense.

While the Old Testament speaks of the different

undertakings of human existence, each as a stewardship, it does not
explicitly call the divine responsibility committed to the Israelites

^Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Vol. V, s.v.
■'"otKOVoyua," by Otto Michel.
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a stewardship, but describes it as such (Ex. 19:5, 6; Is. 5:1-7;
Ps

80:8-16).

In the gospels certain undertakings of man were also

stated to be a stewardship, -but the other descriptions conform to the
same general understanding of stewardship (Lk ■ 12:16-21; 16:1-12,
19-31; Mt.- 25:14-30, 31-46).
The transition between the gospels and the Pauline epistles
seems to have been made through the use of the Greek word oikonomos,
"steward." Oikonomos was carried over from the Septuagint; there, it
was used in many passages to portray the person who manages the
property of another and periodically renders an account to the owner.
Oikonomos was used in the singular five times, and in the plural,
four times in the New Testament (Lk.: 12:42; 16:1, 3, 8; Tit 1:7;
1 Cor. 4:1, 2; Gal.- 4:2; 1 Pe. 4:10).

In the gospels, it was used

only four times all in the singular; there, the sense was that of the
Old Testament, and was tied in with faithfulness on the part of
stewards.

According to Michel, oikonomos (steward) and doulos

(slave) are interchangeable (Lk

12:42-46); therefore, oikonomos

can be a steward from amongst the slaves (Mt

24:45ff.).^

In the Pauline epistles,' the picture becomes clearer:
oikonomos is now, a figure for apostolic authority; so the steward
is the apostle with whom is entrusted the treasures of the gospel
(1 Cor

4:1, 2; Gal

4:2).

The figure of the steward is then generalized

to include church officers like the elders (Tit

1:7).

Peter further gen

eralized it to include all believers, each of whom is endowed with

•^Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Vol. V, s.v.
"oCxovdyos," by Otto 'Michel,
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a special gift by the Holy Spirit (1 Pe

4:10, 11).

Every steward

has the knowledge of God's plan of salvation and the expression,
oikonomoi mysterion theou (1 Cor, 4:1) reminds one of ta mysteria tes
basileias ton ouranon (Mt, 13:11).

While 1 Cor, 4:1 links "ministers

of Christ" and "stewards of the mysteries of God," 1 Cor 4:2 states
the principle that the chief thing required in a steward is faith
fulness (Lk. 12:42; 16:10, 11; Mt

25:21, 23).

In Gal, 4:2 epitropoi

(guardians) is connected with oikonomoi (stewards) since both are
generally the same.
The facts that have been gleaned from this word study of
stewardship are that, in a special sense, preachers and church officers
are stewards of God and of Christ, and in a general sense, all believers
are also stewards.

The stewardship of preachers and church officers

resides in their profound knowledge of the plan of salvation or the
treasures of the gospel; the stewardship of every believer:: resides
in all the blessings of life, and especially that aspect or those
aspects of life in which he is richly endowed.

Every steward of the

gospel whether as a preacher, church officer, or a believer is
expected to be trustworthy and productive.

Finally, every steward

will render an account of himself as to his use of life itself and
of all the blessings of life and of any special responsibilities
committed to him.
In the light of the above Biblical teaching about steward
ship, it follows that the popular definition of "stewardship" given
hereunder is very circumscribed:
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Christian stewardship is the practice of systematic and
proportionate giving of time, abilities, and material
possessions, based on the conviction that these are a trust
from God to be used in his service for the benefit of all
mankind in grateful acknowledgement of Christ's redeeming
love.-*Christian stewardship is not giving; rather, giving is a part of
Christian stewardship— certainly an important part, since Christ
Himself said that "where your treasure is, there will your heart
be also" (Mt .6:21).
The ideas of "stewards" and "stewardship" seem to be best
exemplified by Christ in His parable of the Talents (Mt, 25:14-30).
He is the master while the Church and each individual believer are
the servants or stewards.

Between His resurrection (and subsequent

ascension to heaven) and His second advent, He has committed the
treasures of the gospel to the Church both collectively and indi
vidually.

Some of the treasures of the gospel are the knowledge of

salvation, work, character, life, health, wealth, family, and ability.
At His second advent, Christ would reward each believer in accordance
with the manner in which he utilized the treasures of the gospel.

The

righteous would live endlessly, and the wicked would be destroyed.
Christian stewardship is therefore the manner of life lived by the
steward in relation to the treasures of the gospel.
From the brief definition of Christian stewardship arrived
at above, it is clear that the subject of church giving is but a part
of it.

Therefore, the general subject of Christian stewardship falls

beyond the scope of this project and could not be developed further.

l;John S. McMullen, Stewardship Unlimited (Richmond, Va. :
John Knox Press, 1964), p. 6,
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It suffices to state that as a part of Christian stewardship, church
giving will be accounted for by every believer as to whether it was
undertaken liberally and altruistically to God's honor and glory,
or niggardly and selfishly.

The Christian Grace of Giving
The Christian grace of giving is rooted in love, "For God
so loved the world that he gave His only Son " (Jn 3:16).

Jesus

Christ, "having loved his own who were in the world, he loved them
to the end" (Jn, 13:1b).

The love that Christ has for His own was

why "though he was in the form of God, [He] did not count equality
with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form
of a servant, being born in the likeness of men" (Php

2:6, 7).

Real

love originated with God, and always leads to sacrificial giving
like God's.
The faithful all through the ages, beginning with Abel
(Heb

11:4), have been noted for their spirit of liberality.

The

possessor of such a spirit gives priority to the demands of righteousness
in the use of his means, and the Scriptures are replete with their
examples.

Abraham, the father of the faithful and a wealthy man

in his own right, developed that spirit by living in tents, because
he "looked forward to the city which has foundations, whose builder
and maker is God" (Heb. 11:9, 10).

By that spirit, his nephew and

he entertained angels unawares (Gn

18:3; 19:2; Heb

13:2).

The apostle Paul admonished the Corinthian believers not
only to cultivate the spirit of liberality, but also to excel in it
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(2 Cor

8:7b).

In all the guidance which he gave the members of the

apostolic churches in the matter of liberal giving, it seems that he
was never as specific as Moses was to the Israelites in the Old
Testament period.

It has been shown on pages 113 and 11.4,, sin offerings

apart, that the Israelites were liberal givers.

They gave two tithes

yearly, and three tithes every third year; they forgave debts every
seventh year, released slaves and mortgaged property every fiftieth
year; and they gave votive, freewill, and special offerings.

All

told, the liberality of every adult Israelite ranged from one-quarter
to one-third of his earnings.
It has been shown on pages 100:, 101,

105 and 106 above that the

apostolic believers practiced proportionate, voluntary, and systematic
giving, and that Paul promoted the practice earnestly.

Each believer

was to give "every one according to his ability" (Acts 11:29), "as
he may prosper" (1 Cor. 16:2b), or "according to what a man has, not
according to what he has not" (2 Cor- 8:12).

The same principle of

giving which Paul promoted with earnestness in the Apostolic Church,
had its origin in the Old Testament in connection with at least the
festival or second tithe, viz.

"Then you shall keep the feast of

weeks to the Lord your God with the tribute of a freewill offering
from your hand, which you shall give as the Lord your God blesses
you" (Dt

16:10); "every man shall give as he is able, according

to the blessing of the Lord your God which he has given you" (Dt
16:17).

The admonition of Paul that believers "Each one must do as

he has made up his mind, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for
God loves a cheerful giver" (2 Cor - 9:7), has its origin in the Old
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Testament also, viz.

"You shall give to him freely, and your heart shall

not be grudging when you give to him; because of this the Lord your
God will bless you in all your work and in all that you undertake"
(Dt

15:10).

Therefore, just as the festival tithe of the Old

Testament with which the needy were also helped was proportionate
giving, so the apostolic Christians gave proportionately in aid of
the needy.
In connection with church giving for the support of the
preachers of the gospel, it has been shown on pages 98 and 99 above
that the only authority which Paul who promoted it vigorously could
invoke to support it, was that of the tithe which was given to Moses
by God,

Therefore just as the first tithe of the Old Testament with

which the wages of the priests and Levites were paid was proportionate,
so the apostolic churches were admonished by Paul to give proportionately
for the support of the preachers of the gospel.
The similarity between the giving of material possessions for
the worship of God both in the Old Testament and the New Testament
leads to only the conclusion that since neither Christ nor Paul gave
another standard, the standard of giving practiced by the New Testament
Christians was nothing less than the tithe; the Jews gave at least two
tithes annually.

This same conclusion was arrived at by many Bible

scholars from some of whom proceed the following statements:
. . . It would appear, therefore that giving according to
the blessings of the Lord, or according to ability, may have
been synonymous with the rendering of tithes.
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Giving proportionately of one's income would certainly
have the sanction of both Testaments. What proportion should
be given is not specifically stated by Paul. It may have been
the tithe, and most certainly would not have been less than
that (emphasis added).1
. . . Ordinarily it [church giving] should certainly be not
less than a tenth. It is a libel on the Jews to say that "a
Christian under the gospel should certainly give not less than
the tenth which every good Hebrew paid under the Mosaic law." For
the fact is, the Jew paid for his religion, not a single tenth,
but more nearly a third. . . .
It may be a good place for those
to start even now who are not equal to the Christian standard.2
Although many Bible scholars accept the tithe as a Christian
standard, yet many others object/to the setting of any standard as
legalistic; these substitute the "filial" base in place of the tithe
standard, viz.
The gospel is the good news that the restoration has taken place,
but the law makes clear why a restoration by God's action was
necessary. . . . The law which commands man to love God with
his whole heart is the clearest indication of the perversion.
. . . Genuine love is willing and spontaneous; it is not a matter
of duty; it cannot be commanded or coerced into being.
'A
command that one should do something willingly,' says Kant,
'is in itself contradictory.'3
The same author continues by saying that "The gospel brings about an
entirely new orientation to God in which the whole legal relationship
is supplanted by a filial one."^
Higher motivation on the higher ground of grace has shifted the
principle from the duty level to the love and privilege level.
The 'have to' pressure has given way to the 'want to' privilege.
The lover of God is glad to have a vital share in the advancement
of the kingdom. Free from the tithe tax, he now voluntarily
taxes himself as God requires.5

■^Kauffman, pp. 132, 133.
^McConaughy, pp. 149, 150.
^Kantonen, pp. 161, 162.
^Ibid., p. 169.

Mo.:

^Carl W. Berner, Sr., The Power of Pure Stewardship (St. Louis,
Concordia Publ. House, 1970), p. 85.
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The real stand of the opposers of the tithe standard for the
Christian is adequately summed up below:
The chief objection- to the laying down of standards of giving
always seems to arise in the area of law and grace in their
traditional New Testament 'tension.'
'If the Christian is under
graced the argument goes, 'then he must decide the size of his
gift entirely by himself. If we tell him how he is to give,
then he is under law. And if he is under law, then he isn't
really a Christian.
The controversy on the subject of law and grace will be
discussed only as it relates to the subject of this project which
pertains to church giving.

The fundamental statement on the laws

of the Old Testament as to whether they extend into the New
Testament was made by Jesus Christ Himself at the beginning of the
New Testament period.

That statement is:

Think not that I have come to abolish the law and the prophets;
I have come not to abolish them but to fulfil them. For truly,
I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, not an iota,
nor a dot, will pass from the law until all is accomplished.
Whoever then relaxes one of the least of these commandments
and teaches men so, shall be called least in the kingdom of
heaven; but he who does them and teaches them shall be
called great in the kingdom of heaven.2
This implies that any standard or law in the Scripture, which
pertains to Christ's life, death, and resurrection, rremains in force
as long as it is not symbolical.

If it is symbolical, then it has

been replaced by one aspect of Christ's sacrificial death or the other.
Again here, there could be no obscurity if that aspect of Christ's
sacrificial death is to be meaningfully substituted for the standard

■^■Richard Byfield and James P. Shaw, Your Money and Your
Church (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1959), pp.
46, 47.
2Mt , 5:17-19.
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or law.

If the standard of giving a tenth of the increase towards

the propagation of the gospel were symbolical, it would have been
made plain by the Holy Spirit through the apostles, what particular
aspect of Christ's sacrificial death was substituted for it.

Then,

of course, there would be no more a need for the believer to give
anything towards the propagation of the gospel.
The above understanding of Christ's definitive word was con
firmed by the apostle Paul who stated that Christ through His death
and resurrection
. . . canceled the bond which stood against us with its legal
demands; this he set aside, nailing it to the cross. He dis
armed the principalities and powers and made a public example
of them triumphing over them in him.-*It is worth noting that Christ "made a public example of them" in
that when "He disarmed the principalities and powers" of Satan by
meeting fully the punishment for sins, He did so openly in order not
to leave it in obscurity.

There is plainly, as a result, no more

any making of animal sacrifices for sins.

With animal sacrifices

at an end, all that pertained specifically to them and to them alone
came to an end too.

Paul explained this fact, and the author of the

epistle to the Hebrews drove the same point home (Rom 6:10; 1 Cor
5:7; Heb 9:28; 10:26).
That the tithe together with any standard or law in the Old
Testament which was not explicitly substituted for in Christ's
sacrificial death remains valid in the New Testament and for the
Christian, is one of the essential teachings of the New Testament.

1Col 2:14, 15.
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Paul the apostle, in teaching about the practice of giving to support
the preachers of the gospel and to aid the needy, could invoke and
quote no higher authority than the law of the tithe which God
gave Moses.

The fact has been discussed on pages 98 to 103. This

shows that the law of the tithe was not only recognized in the New
Testament, but was the only authority for the practice of giving
therein.
Surely, Paul said in one breath that the Christian is not
under law but under grace (Rom 6:14); yet in the next breath, he said
that the Christian is not to sin or break the law because he is under
grace (Rom 6:15).

The same antithesis is observable in several

passages of the New Testament where Paul discussed the relation
between the Christian and the law, e.g., Rom 2-7; 10:1-11; 13:7-10;
2 Cor 3; Gal 3; etc.

Paul was not contradicting himself; rather,

he was stating plainly that being under grace and not under law
was not tantamount to antinomianism.
In the matter of church giving, the relation between being
'.'under law" and being "under grace" is decipherable from Christ's
rebuke of the Pharisees for paying an ostensible attention to the
minutiae of the law, while trampling the grave issues it contained
(Mt 23:23).

Although Christ was not discussing the subject of law

and grace, yet the legalistic outlook of many Jews of the New
Testament period was evident there.

The Jews paid so much

attention to the written law that they no longer grasped its real
intent; thereby, they actually violated the law.

Therefore to be

"under law" would mean a superficial observance of the law which leads
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to its violation, while to be "under grace" would mean an understanding observance of the law which leads to its confirmation.

The

Pharisees did no wrong by tithing, but by making tithing an end in
itself (Lk 18:12); they equated righteousness with the good they
could accomplish unaided.

Righteousness is, however, the good a

believer does through Christ (Php 4:13).

Being "under law" would

he further defined as righteousness through self-effort, while
being "under grace" would be further defined as righteousness
through dependence on Jesus Christ.
It was to the same phenomenon about the law that Paul was
referring when he stated that "the written code kills, but the Spirit
gives life" (2 Cor 3:6).

He explained further that "to this day

whenever Moses is read a veil lies over their [Jewish] minds; but
when a man turns to the Lord the veil is removed" (2 Cor 3:15, 16).
As to the law, per se, Paul emphatically maintained that "the law is
holy, and the commandment is holy and just and good" (Rom 7:12).

It

was for this reason that he rested his authority for church giving
on the law (1 Cor 9:8-11).
The gospel is certainly the good news that the restoration
has taken place as far as Christ's dying for man's sins is concerned;
but the gospel itself makes it clear that the restoration is still
going on in every believer and will be consummated at Christ's
second advent:
Repent therefore, and turn again, that your sins may be
blotted out, that times of refreshing may come from the
presence of the Lord, and that he may send the Christ
appointed for you, Jesus, whom heaven must receive until
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the time of establishing all that God spoke by the mouth of
his holy prophets from of old (emphasis added).l
Until Christ’s second advent, the "filial" or "want to" base for
giving will not supplant the "legal" or "have to" base.

The gospel

does not work a radical change in the heart of the believer to the
extent that he instantaneously becomes holy.

Rather, the believer

begins a growth process "to the measure of the stature of the
fulness of Christ" (Eph 4:13-15; 2 Pe 1:4-11; 3:18; 1 Pe 2:2).

Paul

also stated to the Corinthian believers that "God is not a God of
confusion but of peace" (1 Cor 14:33).

If the believers could muster

the "filial" or "want to" inclination, these pieces of advice and
instruction would have been unnecessary.

Without order there would

be confusion; but order and peace presuppose law.

The believer is

therefore not "under law" whereby he goes about to vindicate himself;
but he is "under grace," for through Jesus Christ, he is enabled to
be obedient to God’s laws.
When the believer tithes first before making use of his
income, he can rest assured that he has the backing of the New
Testament and of the Old Testament.

In his decision, he is to be

guided by the authority of the Old Testament just like Paul and the
apostolic believers.

The believer may choose to begin with returning

only a tenth of his increase regularly to God, but he should remember
that the Jews gave from a fourth to a third of their income for
religious and charitable purposes.

The believer should therefore

plan early to begin to give liberally.

-*-Acts 3:19-21.

The rich believer is especially
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encouraged to give quite generously, for unto whom much is given,
much is required.

The wealthy are not to be haughty, "but to do good,

to be rich in good deeds, liberal and generous, thus laying up for
themselves a good foundation for the future, so that they may take
hold of the life which is life indeed" (1 Ti 6:17, 18).

Although to

withhold the tithe is to rob God, yet the Lord has reserved the
action against this form of robbery to Himself by making the practice
of giving voluntary for the believer.

This is not the type of

offence against the church in which a disciplinary action could be
taken against the offender (Mt 18:15-18; 1 Cor 5:4, 5).

As every

Christian believer grows in faith, in utterance, in knowledge, in
all earnestness, and in love, he is also to grow in the Christian
grace of giving.

Summary
It was the command of Christ Himself, during His earthly
ministry, that believers should give of their means to support the
gospel.

His teachings elucidated the process by which the

objective could be achieved, and His life with His disciples provided
the practice needed to illustrate those teachings.

He commented

positively on the tithe, and stated different principles of giving
which elevated liberality.

These principles were exemplified on a larger

scale in the Apostolic Church which Paul originally persecuted.

Even^r

tually Paul himself became both a leading spokesman for the Church
and its greatest exponent of church giving.
In vigorously promoting church giving and liberality, the
only authority which Paul invoked to establish them was none other
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than the law of the tithe given through Moses by God.

Although

Paul did not state what proportion of his income the believer
should give, the particulars of the tithe and Paul's teachings on
church giving are so indistinguishable that church giving cannot be
less than the tithe.

Paul emphasized how unlike God's nature it is

for Him to refrain from blessing the believer immeasurably, unless
he is so fearful of lack as to- withhold supporting the causes of
God's kingdom generously.
Paul explained that church giving provides for the gospel
workers, gospel work, and for the needy.

He stated the Christian

principle of equality of material things, whereby the better favored
believers supplied the lack of the needy, especially those among
them.

He showed that the promotion of the spirit of liberality

among men is a beneficial service to them.

The plan for church

giving which has its origin in the Old Testament, is that the
believer should give proportionately, voluntarily, and systematically.
The Bible standard of giving which is the tithe seems to have
been known and practiced, in at least its rudimentary form, from
the days of Cain and Abel.

The tithe was formally introduced among

the Israelites by God through Moses.
the people:

There were three tithes among

the first tithe which was for the wages of priests and

Levites, the second tithe which was reserved for festivals, and the
third tithe which was given to the poor and the stranger.

Besides,

there were votive, freewill, and special offerings which the
Israelites also contributed.
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When the people of Israel were loyal to God, they gave
bountifully too; but when they lapsed into unbelief, they became
niggardly until a prophet arose to reinstate them in God's favor.
The prophet Malachi's writing depicts the Israelites in one of their
worst states of apostasy.

Although he is quite scriptural, yet his

statement on the tithe should be used prudently.
The stewardship which the Scriptures teach is not mere church
giving as popularly understood; it is rather the living of a life
which upholds righteousness in every ramification of human existence.
The use or abuse of the Christian stewardship of all the blessings
of the gospel by the believer, will receive its due recompense when
Christ returns to this earth the second time.
Giving is an expression of love which is best illustrated by
God in His gift of His only Son to save this sinful world.

Other

human examples of liberality are those of Abel, Abraham, Lot, and
Jacob.

The Israelites provide the Christian with the specific

standard of giving which will enable him to practice it with facility.
To equate the belief in Christ which leads to order as
legalism, is to suppose that the believer has suddenly acquired
holiness and needs no divine guidance.

Scripture teaches that it is

only after Christ's second advent that the redeemed will naturally
want to do right; in the present life, the believer is still fallible.
The believer can give without qualms on the authority of the
law of the tithe which God gave through Moses.

The believer should

learn early to be liberal by regarding a tenth of his income as but the
starting point.

The wealthy cannot help but be much more generous
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than the poor, for that is God’s will for them.

Because giving has

been designated by God as a voluntary practice of the believer, the
non-tither is beyond the discipline of the church, in spite of the
robbery which his default results in.

As in all the other Christian

graces, continuous growth in giving is expected in the believer.
This Bible study in church giving has confirmed that just
as the tithe was contributed by God's people for the support of the
gospel as understood during the Old Testament period (Rom 10:16;
Gal 3:8), so it was contributed by God’s people for the support of
the gospel as preached during the Apostolic Church period.

The

Apostolic Church having been located at the beginning of the New
Testament period which still continues, the modern believer can
boldly build on the solid foundation of the prophets and apostles,
Jesus Christ being the cornerstone (Eph 2:20).

Since the validity

of the tithe for the Christian believer has been established, the
next chapter will examine how to promote it successfully in the SDA
Church of Nigeria in such a way as to strengthen the Church's work
materially, and the individual believers spiritually.

CHAPTER VII

A PLAN TO ENHANCE CHURCH GIVING

A Solution to the Problem
The financial difficulties of the SDA Church of Nigeria seem
to have arisen, not because of a lack of means among the church
members, but because of a lack of understanding among them.
solution to the problem is therefore to devise ways and means of
ensuring that every member gives faithfully and liberally to the
church.'*'

To achieve this, church nurture and church administration

are of prime importance since it is only through them that the
pastor can fully tap the giving potential of the membership, and
render an effectual ministry to the church.
Church nurture prepares the ground for church administration,
even though both are applied together.

The Bible is the source of

church nurture and church administration, but the former is spelled
out much more fully in it than the latter.

While the content of

church nurture is wholly God given (2 Pe 1:19-21; 2 Ti 3:16), it is
only the authority and the gift for church admihistration that are
divine (Mt 18:15-20; 1 Cor 12:28).

Therefore the content of church

administration was left to the believers to compile for themselves
in the light of Scripture and according to their situation.

In the

SDA Church, the Church Manual provides the basic direction for church

-*-See Appendix E.
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administration, and probably, the most important fact about the
Church Manual is that it has a "rightful claim upon us all, both
ministry and laity.

Church Nurture for Improved Church Giving
Church nurture was dealt with in all the three types of
questionnaires.

The answers to question C in Type I Questionnaire,

the sermon samples that were returned with Type II Questionnaire and
seven questions in Type III Questionnaire (questions 6 to 9, 17 to
19) yielded information on church nurture.

These will be dealt with

specifically, but other suggestions for improved church nurture which
were obtained through an in-depth study of the subject will be added.
It was discovered that more than 90 per cent of the church
officers in the local churches of the SDA Church of East Central/
South-east Nigeria do

not own copies of the Church Manual, and that

more than 50 per cent of them have not read it; they only have a
general idea of its contents.

But since church officers share the

responsibilities of church nurture and church administration with the
pastors, these church officers need to understand church procedures
quite well in order to perform satisfactorily.

They would under

stand church procedures best by studying the Church Manual; therefore,
they should be encouraged to purchase it.
To study the Church Manual implies that after the pastor
has taught church officers its contents, they are to read it for
themselves.

Where the officers cannot read, the teaching process will

~*~SDA Church Manual, p. 24.
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have to be quite intensive.

The study of the Church Manual could be

achieved in a local church if after every church election the pastor
gave the Church Manual to the literate officers to read; at the same
time, he should spend enough time teaching those unable to read.
Finally, he should bring all the church officers together for a general
discussion of the manual.

This study should be completed by the end

of the first month after the elections in order that the work of the
church might move apace.
The suggestion that the Church Manual should be studied is
based on the fact that people retain more of what they hear, see,
and read than what they only hear.

The suggestion that church

officers should be encouraged to purchase the Church Manual arises
from the need for them to be able to refresh their memory easily as
the necessity occurs.
The response to the questionnairesnshows that church members
are also only generally aware of the existence of the Church Manual
because much of its contents is not put constantly into practice in
the local churches.

The pastor and the church officers should

constantly carry out the instructions in the Church Manual, and
encourage church members to ask questions about whatever they do not
understand in church procedures.

Every member should also be

encouraged to borrow the manual from the pastor or a church officer
and read it for himself.

Where the church can afford it, a lending

library of important denominational books should be kept in the
church office, and the Church Manual should be one of them.
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The pastor should include in church announcements, aspects
of the instruction in the Church Manual.

This should be done as

often as necessary, in order to familiarize the church members
with the importance of the Church Manual, and impress on them the
need for each member to know its contents and be guided by them.
In the response to the questionnaires, sermons and instructions
on tithing were shown to be receiving adequate attention in the East
Central/South-east Field."*' This practice among the pastors is
encouraging.

Unfortunately, the practical results of the sermons

and instructions on church giving seem to fall short of expectation.
A scrutiny of the outlines of the sermons and instructions
returned with Type II Questionnaire has been made in Chapter IV
above.

It was not possible to generalize from what the outlines

revealed, because the outlines were quite few.

But since their

overriding emphases were similar, they did not seem to have been
coincidental.

It is likely that the failure of the sermons and

instructions of the pastors to produce better results could be
traced to these emphases.
The following four guidelines would be found helpful in the
preaching and teaching of church giving:
1.

The sermon title should be captivating and exact.

title of a book or a play is its first advertisement.
or repel a prospect.

It can attract

Commercial advertisers have discovered this

secret and therefore spend large sums of money to hire the best
caption writers who present company wares on television, radio, and
in newspapers and magazines.

Newsmen take pains in writing their

•*-At the 52nd General Conference of SDAs which met at Vienna,
Austria in July 1975 the name "Mission" was permanently changed to
"Field."

The
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headlines also.

All of these efforts are directed towards the same

members of the public who listen to the proclamation of the gospel.
They all vie to attract and hold the attention of the people.
Salvation, being the best news available to man, and the
freest and most valuable gift in this world, needs to be presented
in the most inviting and direct manner possible.

After all, truth is

beautiful because it needs no embellishment, nor can anyone detract
from it.

The preacher therefore needs to write and re-write the title

of his sermons and instructions until he is satisfied that the truth
shines forth from it untarnished.

Sermons on giving deserve much

attention because they deal with covetousness which is idolatry
(Col 3:5).
Among the sample sermons and instructions returned with the
questionnaires, two titles satisfy the conditions above, viz. "God
First" and "The Blessings of the Lord."

Other titles which meet the

same conditions are "Love Gives" and "God Loves a Cheerful Giver."
Titles like "The Inescapable Debt" and "Refusal is Robbery" are too
pungent, and do not represent Bible truth aright.

They tend to make

people defensive and defiant, and should be avoided.

"Faithful

Stewards" does not seem to be an exact title because it covers too
much ground that could not be handled in one sermon.
2.

Emphasis should be placed on God's love.

factor for giving is love:

The motivating

"For God so loved the world that he gave

his only Son" (Jn 3:16); Jesus Christ loved men and made all the
sacrifice

necessary to save them (Jn 13:1).

"Why, one will

hardly die for a righteous man— though perhaps for a good man one will
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dare even to die.

But God shows his love for us in that while we

were yet sinners Christ died for us" (Rom

5:7, 8).

"Beloved, if

God so loved us, we also ought to love one another" (1 Jn 4:11).

When

a believer gives to the church for the promotion of God's kingdom
among men, he has given to enable other sinners to escape Satan's
snares and be co-inheritors with the believers and Christ of God's
eternal kingdom.

The effort which one makes to save sinners, however

it is made, if it is genuine, is the greatest manifestation of one's
love for one?s fellow-men.
If a believer gives to the church and to the needy, he does
not enrich God.

If a believer does not give at all, he does not

impoverish God.

Whether men give or do not give, they and everything

in the world still belong to God.

But the Scripture gives the assurance

that when men give on this earth, they are really giving to God
by proxy, and their ultimate blessing is eternal life and bliss
(Mt 25:34-40; 6:19-21).

Similarly, when they fail to give, they are

showing unconcern for God, and will suffer eternal destruction
(Mt,25:41-45).
When a person gives out of gratitude, he gives liberally and
cheerfully without counting the cost.

He gives according to how God

has blessed him (examples of this plan of giving are the Israelites
who were taught to give from one-quarter to one-third of their
earnings for religious and charitable purposes).

As he gives, he is

not secretly afraid that he might become penniless as a result; rather,
he gives trusting that God will supply all his needs in Christ Jesus.
Such a giver is beloved of God.
unloving, stinted, and cheerless.

Contrarily, a fearful giver is
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There is no doubt that the world, according to the Scriptures,
belongs to God, and He expects human beings to recognize that fact.
However, nowhere in the Scripture is it stated that human beings
are "tenants" who are required to pay some form of "rental" to God.
Since the earth and its fulness belong to God, even as man lives,
acquires wealth, and uses it, he and his possessions belong to God;
therefore, he (man) does not need to pay any rental to God.

Scripture

reminds believers that God requires liberality not because He is in
want, but because of the good it does to people, the giver included
(Ps 24:3-5; 50:14, 15).

Besides, man is liable to die and leave his

wealth behind; if he does not use it wisely in his life-time to
secure his future, all would be lost to him (I Ti 6:7; Mk 8:36, 37).
God does not require men to be liberal because He has redeemed
them, for salvation is a free gift (Jn 3:16; Rom 5:8; Rev 22:17).

If

men were to give because they have been redeemed, that would have been
a sort of payment to God.

Then the gospel would be discredited.

What

God requires of man as a result of the free gift of salvation offered
to him, is a response.

When one responds to an invitation, one attends

the function in accordance with the plan of the host.

The response

which God requires is one that takes in man and all that he possesses
(Pr 23:26; Mt 22:37-39; 19:21; Lk 19:8, 9; 2 Cor 8:3-5).

God does

not demand a recompense from man for his use of the earth nor for his
salvation; rather, He requires man to be His child out of ..gratitude to Him.
3.

Halachi's statement on tithing should be used in context.

Although it is not always necessary to use Malachi's statement in
support of church giving, yet whenever it is used, it should be used
in context.

After all, Malachi did not shed new light on liberality,
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but merely emphasized in his own peculiar manner, what other prophets
had already said.

The continuous and indiscriminate use of Malachi's

statement has led to its misinterpretation.

Often that statement

(Mai 3:8-12) is implied to mean that once a person becomes generous,
he should expect to be immediately enriched by God.
Really, Malachi the prophet was concerned about the disregard
shown to the upright life among the Jewish exiles who had returned
from the Babylonian captivity.

He begins by stating how incomparable

God’s love for them was (Mai 1:2-5).

Then he goes on to deal in

detail with their response to God’s love:

the people offered blind,

sick, lame, and stolen animals to God (Mai 1:7, 8, 13, 14); the
priests did not guard the truth, but were partial in their judgments
(Mai 2:7-9); the people contracted marriages with idolaters (Mai 2:11,
12); the people committed adultery and allowed easy divorce (Mai 2:14lb); the people were permissive, calling evil good (Mai 2:17); the
people robbed God by withholding the tithes and offerings (Mai 3:8, 9);
and the people disparaged uprightness because of the prosperity of
the wicked (Mai 3:13-15).
The above detail of the evils which Malachi decried shows
that Malachi was promoting righteousness which always includes the
generous spirit.

Amos did the same in his day (Amos 4:4, 5); the

Lord Jesus Christ did the same during His earthly ministry (Mt 23:23);
Paul did the same by quoting from the Old Testament (Ps 112) to show
that even from of old, righteousness included the liberal spirit
(2 Cor 9:9).
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Evidently, in Malachi's days, there were some righteous
people who also gave liberal tithes and offerings, but who did not
seem to prosper.

For that reason, many Jews held strongly that

righteousness did not pay (Mai 3:13-15).

Malachi recognized that reality

when he described the steadfastness of the righteous in spite of their
reverses.

These righteous people waited in anticipation for their

unfailing reward in the life to come (Mai 3:16-18).
When, therefore, Malachi's statement on tithing is presented
in its context, it is seen that what he actually said was that
righteousness includes liberality, and that the righteous may be
partly blessed in this life; if not, their blessing would be unfailing
in the future life.
of Scripture.

This is in complete agreement with the tenor

When Malachi's statement is used in this manner, there

would be nojroom:for exaggerated expectations or for any disappointment
on the part of the generous believer.
4,

Attention should be focused only on church giving.

seem that there is no need to belabor the point that attending to
too many things at the same time leads to a dissipation of energy
without any of them satisfactorily done.

It does seem, however,

that in the matter of eternal life and eternal death like the gospel,
there is no other way than to continue to emphasize that point.

Giving,

as a part of the gospel, is a subject of such an immense magnitude
that it merits every concentration of effort to explain it well.
The fact that Jesus Christ, in all His ministry on earth,
contrasted nothing else but mammon with God (Mt 6:24; Lk 16:13) is
reason enough for every preacher to be very careful not to confuse

It would
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it with any other subject while urging liberality.

Satan has subtly

woven his snares into the fabric of material things, and money is
the key that unlocks them.

This is why economists have said that

"money is what money does."

Money, per se, is not evil, it is what

it does that could be evil.

The apostle Paul further illuminated

the fact by stating that the love of money is the source of all evil,
and Satan could lead a believer to eternal destruction through the
money-grabbing propensity (I Ti 6:10).
Probably, one of the greatest snares of the devil is to
mislead preachers into lumping church giving under the general
subject of stewardship.

Because stewardship covers every facet of

life, it is not advisable to deal with it in one sermon.

When the

preacher deals with the general subject of stewardship, he is really
attempting to present the whole gospel in one piece.

This is an

impossible task which will result in a slipshod effort.

Thus the

Wiles of the devil are not sufficiently exposed, and he is able to
continue his nefarious activities undetected.

The subject of

stewardship may require all the sermons and instructions of a
preacher, for all of life is a stewardship, and that is what the
gospel is concerned with.
A preacher should devote all his energy to one subject at a
time.

In the case of church giving, he will then be able to study

into it deeply, examine it closely and prayerfully, and present it
in such a way as to convict hearts and elicit the desired response.
This is what is required of the pastor in every sermon or instruction
that he gives, and the requirement becomes greater when a particular
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practice in the church demands attention.

Church giving needs to

be given a fresh and sustained emphasis in the Nigerian SDA Church.
It is evident from Figs. 13 and 14 above that Nigerian
pastors encourage church giving more by sermons and instructions than
by visits.

Because sermons and instructions tend to be impersonal

and distant, they should be coupled with regular visits.

The in

dividual attention which results through visits is one of the
strongest tools of church nurture which should also be used to
promote church giving.'
A well-planned visiting program is quite likely to ensure
that the pastor is fully aware of the spiritual, physical, and
material state of the church members.

Where there is doubt, temptation,

illness, disharmony, unemployment, poverty, or any other form of hard
ship in the church member's family, the pastor is at hand to render
help personally or to summon help from church members or from community
sources.

All of these hardships affect, in varying degrees, the

church member's ability to give, and this might be misunderstood by
his fellow-believers; the misunderstanding and misinterpretation of
his inability to give to the church might lead him to become lukewarm
to every other church activity, if not to total estrangement from the
church.

But the member who is supported by the church in his hour

of need, will hardly be slack in giving to the church as God
prospers him on his recovery.

The confidence of the believer will

thus be built up, and he, his fellow-believers, and his pastor will
not be like strangers to one another, but friends and sisters and
brethren in Christ.
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The example of Christ was not one of a preacher who waited
to be visited by people in need, but that of a preacher who
regularly went out to meet the needy where they were.

Occasionally,

people had to search for Him where He was ministering to the needs
of others and solicited His aid, or accosted Him and presented their
needs as He passed by; invariably He accompanied them to their homes
or attended to their needs at once.

That He did not stand on

ceremony made Him easily approachable.

The many people whom He

helped comprised those who sang hosanna to His name and later stood
sorrowfully by as He was hanging on the cross.

The preacher who

follows Christ’s example will also retain the enthusiasm of the
believers for the church.
A pastor should visit every church member within a few weeks
of his arrival to take charge of a new church, depending on the size
of its membership.

The visits should, of course, start with the

homes of the church officers.

Genuine interest should be shown by

the pastor towards every member of each family.

Each visit should

be brief and should end with a prayer during which all the members of
the family should be present.^
After the pastor has become acquainted with all the members
of the church during his first visit to their homes, the members
will continue to be visited regularly by the elders, deacons, and
deaconesses in accordance with the Undershepherd Plan described
later.

The pastor would be unable, because of his busy schedule, to

-*-Orley Berg, The Work of the Pastor (Nashville, Tenn.:
Southern Publishing Association, 1966), pp. 64-67.
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visit the members regularly, but the church officers named above
will report regularly to him about their visits.

From the reports,

the pastor would be aware of the condition of each member, and should
decide to visit only those members with special needs.
An important aspect of church nurture is that which is
based in the home.

When children are brought up in the discipline

and instruction of the Lord, they will not depart from it when they
become adults (Eph 6:4; Pr 22:6).

The church can aid the parents

in accomplishing this task of training children through the
denominational school and Sabbath School.

The pastor should

encourage economy and liberality in his teachings— economy in
things pertaining to self, and liberality in things pertaining to
God.

Above all, these teachings should be exemplified in the lives

of the adult church members.

When teaching and practice agree, the

most indelible impression is made on young minds.
In teaching economy and liberality the pastor should make
plain to the members that they involve a planned family budget.

A

planned family budget .involves living within one's income and
shunning debt as much as possible.

When debt is unavoidable,

adequate plans for its liquidation must be available and should be
implemented and adhered to strictly.

Any debt that cannot be

accommodated within the family income from all sources should never
be incurred.
When the budget is being planned, the Lord's portion of at
least a tenth of the family income and a predetermined proportion as
offerings, should be set apart first.

Note that the Lord's portion
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is at least a tenth of income plus offerings, for it can be much more
than a tenth according to the prosperity granted the believer.

When

the Lord's portion has been set apart first, then every other
need should be itemized and allotted its fair share of the family
earnings.
away.

Non-essentials should be cut off, and regular savings put

A new budget should be necessary as earnings increase or

decrease, perhaps annually, and every budget made must be followed
closely in order that it might be meaningful.
The family budget when being planned, should involve all the
members of the family, including the fairly mature children.

This

will make it possible for every family member to know what the family
income is, to know that he had a part in allocating it, to know that
his essential needs have been met as far as possible, and to help
the family remain solvent by living within the income.

Such a

financial training as this will place children on a firm footing
as they begin to earn their own livelihood, apart from making
the family financially stable.

Even before the children begin to

earn their own livelihood, they should be instructed to give
liberally to the Lord through tithes and offerings, beginning with
their very first earnings.

Where the family cannot plan its budget,

the pastor or a trusted church officer could step in and help.

This

may be one of the benefits of the program of pastoral visits.
The making of a family budget presupposes that at least one
member of the family, particularly the father, is working and earning
an income.

Every able-bodied family must work to maintain itself

and not be a burden on the church (I Th 4:11, 12; I Ti 5:8, 16).
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Where there is unemployment and temporary hardship in a family, this
will be detected through pastoral visits.

The family should be

helped materially by the church while suggestions and efforts are
made by the church to help find an employment for the bread-winner
of the family.

He must, of course, be willing to take up less

prestigious jobs, if need be, until he is able to be on his own.
A working family is an earning family.

An earning family should be

taught to be financially stable, for financially stable families
build up a financially stable church.
Offertory readings and sermonettes during worship every
Sabbath are quite appropriate for the promotion of the spirit of
liberality among church members.

These readings and sermonettes

should be from short, pointed, real-life stories, serious anecdotes,
or from suitable Bible passages.

The pastor should not be the only

person to shoulder this responsibility; some faithful and generous
givers should take turns with the pastor and church officers in
promoting church giving in this manner during worship.
In a church where bulletins are distributed to the members
every Sabbath, the offertory readings and sermonettes should be in
the form of attractive inserts.

In the bulletin itself, a space

could be devoted to the same purpose.

With the aid of bulletins and

occasional inserts in them, the verbal promotion of church giving
when offerings are being collected during worship, should be curtailed
or occasionally omitted.

These plans have been found to reach the

hearts of church members, and to help improve church giving remarkably.^

^Bartlett L, Hess and Margaret Johnston Hess, How to Have a
Giving Church (Nashville, Tenn. : Abingdon Press, 1974), pp. 62, 63".
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The example of the pastor in giving is an essential part of
church nurture that cannot be overemphasized.

This example has been

dimmed in the Nigerian SDA Church (see Figs. 16 and 17 and comment
no. 7 in Appendix C) by the practice of paying the wages less the
tithe to all denominational workers, including the pastors.

Al

though this practice seems to save "paper-work" in the church office,
yet the saving is at the greater expense of dimming the personal
witness of the pastor and other denominational workers to church
giving.
The automatic and passive manner in which pastors and
denominational workers tithe, denies them the individual satisfaction
and joy of having the practical experience of tithing, an experience
which would have enriched the pastors' teaching and preaching
ministry.

The experience would have enabled the pastors to handle the

subject of tithing with sympathy, understanding, and conviction,
rather than casually or diffidently or callously.
When the church institution deducts the tithe from the wages
of pastors and other denominational employees, especially when their
consent is not first sought, it is a naked display of power, and
therefore, a form of coercion.

The practice destroys a basic

principle of Christianity and the voluntary intent of tithing.
The necessity to deduct the tithe of denominational employees
before paying them their wages smacks of distrust that they might
refuse to give the tithe willingly otherwise.
that they, including the pastors, are immature.

It implies, therefore,
If pastors are

considered immature in that they cannot manage their personal finances
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well enough to be able to give the tithe willingly and regularly,
their fitness for leadership is questionable.

It is not difficult

to infer that many of the church members whom they lead would not
be any better.
The pastor and the church officers should actively and
liberally tithe and give offerings.

The local church records should

regularly show that these church leaders do what they t e a c h . T h e
practical example of church leaders in giving, constitutes one of
their strongest and most cogent nurture of the church in that respect.
Any other practice is less than ideal and actually weakens church
giving among church members.
Church nurture also requires that the pastor should know what
to teach and how to teach it correctly.

Thus he needs to be well-

informed on what he teaches, for that would give him confidence and
buttress his teachings with authority.

Although the Holy Spirit is

the divine teacher, yet the preacher needs to prepare himself in
every way possible, so that the Holy Spirit may make the best use
of him.
In Fig. 15 above, it was shown that 83 per cent of all the
Nigerian SDA pastors have only elementary education or no educational
qualification at all, while only 17 per cent of them attended the
secondary school, college, or graduate school.

To increase the

number of pastors with college education, the suggestion of the
writer is that henceforth, with the exception of a few competent
persons who are evidently spirit-filled, no new pastor who does not

llbid., pp. 43, 44.
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possess a Bachelor of Arts degree in Theology should be employed
by the Nigerian Union Field.

All the pastors already in service

who do not possess this degree should be required to attend a
refresher course in Church Administration and Organization at ACWA
under church bursary within the next year.

All the pastors already

in service who do not possess the Bachelor of Arts degree in Theology,
but who qualify for admission into ACWA, should be encouraged to earn
the degree with full or part assistance from the church, as the church's
finances permit.

The treasurers of the local fields should be assisted

to obtain at least the bachelor's degree in Business Administration.
The projection for the future should be for the Nigerian SDA Church to
sponsor some deserving pastors and treasurers to Andrews University,
Michigan, USA, in order to earn more advanced degrees.
Some comments made by the pastors who responded to the
questionnaires dealt with matters which could seriously affect
church nurture (and, of course, church administration).

Comment No.

3 in Appendix C shows that some pastors are given the charge over as
many as fifteen churches which are spread over a wide area.

In a

literate and technologically advanced society where each pastor has
his own fast means of conveyance, the largest number of churches
which one pastor is able to serve adequately with the help of
efficient church officers is about two or three.

In a society like

Nigeria's which is developing, where about 25 per cent of the
inhabitants are literate, and where a pastor hardly has his own slow
means of conveyance, one pastor can serve only one church.
larger churches, more than one pastor will be needed.

In the
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With reference to comments nos. 5, 11, and 14 in Appendix C,
besides all the usual duties of a pastor, the Nigerian pastor may
have to educate both the church officers and the church members,
because of the illiteracy of many of the believers.

According to

comments nos. 15 and 16, the pastor is poorly paid; therefore, in
order to support themselves and give their children a good education,
the pastor and his wife may have to farm considerably or engage in
some time-consuming form of trade.

The pastor walks or cycles over

long distances in order to serve his churches.

All these hardships

take their toll on the health, the ability, and the endurance of the
pastor and his family.

His children may not receive enough parental

supervision and care, while he and his wife labor to supplement his
low wages; yet, his family is expected to be a model to the churches
he leads.

The suggestion of the writer is that as the finances of

the church permit, one pastor should be assigned to only two churches,
with the objective of leaving only one church to the care of one
pastor as soon as feasible.

Church Administration for Improved Church Giving
In Type III Questionnaire, fifteen questions (nos. 10 to
14, 16, 20 to 23, and 27 to 31) yielded information on church
administration in the SDA Church of East Central/South-east Nigeria.
Suggestions for improvement will be based on these; other suggestions
obtained from a study of church administration

will be included.

The response to the questionnaire indicated that receipts
are issued either weekly or monthly to church members who give the
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tithe.

However, 6 per cent of the churches seldom issue: receipts,

and 8 per cent of them never do

.. so.

The weekly or monthly

issuance of receipts to those who give the tithe is a very important
practice of church administration which gives a psychological boost to
the generous believers.

Besides, it is a sign of encouragement and

appreciation from the church.

The practice should be instituted in

every local church, for it is above all a personal proof of faithful
ness to conviction.
In the same manner as the individual believer should be
given receipts regularly for his church contributions, so the local
church as a group should be given a regular, financial, progress
report.

Like a business firm or a mercantile company in which share

holders invest their fortunes and from which they expect to receive
regular progress reports, so the members of a local church lay
up their treasures in heaven through the church in obedience to
Christ's admonition (Mt 6:19-21), and deserve a regular report also.
The local church members as a body of people united together in Christ
for the purpose of establishing God's kingdom among men, have laid
up their treasures in the church, and so, that is where their heart
is.
When a firm or a company renders irregular reports or n o ;
reports at all, the share-holders will be suspicious and begin to lose
interest in it.

They will fear for the security of their investments,

and will make attempts to retrieve what they can and re-invest it
somewhere else that is safe.

If, however, they receive regular,

accurate reports, they will be encouraged; and even though the
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company may be going through hard times, they will seek to establish
it firmly.

If it is progressing, they will continue to increase

their investments.

This natural course of events applies even more

to the church, because it deals with eternal values.

No pastor

would want the church to be regarded as of no consequence;
therefore, regular and accurate financial reports need to be made to
the church members in order to keep their enthusiasm for the church
high.
The financial progress report of the local church should be
made in the form of clearly tabulated total weekly tithes, total
cumulative- tithes, total weekly offerings, and total cumulative
offerings.

The offerings should be properly classified as to whether

they are missions offerings, church expense offerings, etc.

The

tabulated figures should be contained in weekly church bulletins which
are distributed to every church member each Sabbath day.

If the

church cannot afford weekly church bulletins, at least, the financial
secretary of the church should post the tabulated figures weekly
or monthly in conspicuous and convenient parts of the church (like
the inside of two different doors) for all to read for themselves;
the financial secretary should, of course, always call the attention
of the members to them.

This should be done from the beginning of

the year, and continued to the end of the year; when a new year opens,
a new table should be begun again.
unbroken on an annual basis.

The practice should be continued

In this way, an unbroken weekly,

up to date, and annual financial progress report of the local church
will be maintained.

It will enable the members to know how liberal
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they are, whether they need to step up their giving, and how and
when to increase their avenues of witnessing to Christ because of
increasing church funds to support them with.
At present, it is only 12 per cent of the churches that
try1

to render financial progress report on a weekly basis; 8 per

cent do

so on a monthly basis (See Fig. 21 of Chapter V above).

The remaining 80 per cent either do'
altogether.

so fitfully or do

not do so

For the sake of good church administration, the

rendering of weekly or monthly financial progress reports should be
adopted in every local church.

The practice of simply reading out

these financial figures in church is very ineffective since no
member could understand and retain them; they should be published
regularly and handed to members individually or posted conspicuously
in several places inside the church for all to examine.
Just as the family should make a budget in order to control
and channel its spending wisely according to income, so the church
should also.

According to Fig. 22 of Chapter V above, only 26 per

cent of the churches do
so haphazardly or neglect

so; the remaining 74 per cent either do
it altogether.

,

Every church should make an

annual budget at the end of each year in readiness for the succeeding
year,-*- in order to allocate funds to all activities of the church.
Before a new annual budget is made, a detailed balance-sheet for the
year ending should be presented by the treasurer and financial
secretary to the church business meeting.

From that balance-sheet,

adjustments should.be made for the annual budget for the succeeding
year.

It is through the making of annual budgets that the needs of the

^SDA Church Manual., p. 198.
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church are clearly defined.

As with the family, every church budget

should be followed closely.
Unlike the family budget, the income of the church is not
earnings but contributions by the members.
are three regular sources of income:

In the SDA Church, there

the tithe, the missions

offerings, and the church expense offerings.

All of the tithe and all

of the missions offerings are sent away from the local church; that
leaves only the church expense offerings in the local church.

It

is therefore the church expense offerings that constitute the real
income of the local church, and on them the annual budget of the
local church must depend.

The public utility bills, church plant

maintenance expense, Young People's Societies expense, Dorcas
Society expense, Lay Activities expense, church custodian expense,
church facility repair bills, church furnishings expense, church
literature supply expense, and sundry other bills and expenses have
to depend on the church expense offerings.
To the knowledge of the writer as a former church treasurer,
the expenses of many local churches in Nigeria are met with the loose
change that remains in the offering plate after the tithe, thanks
offerings, and other special offerings have been removed.
expense offerings are collected.

No church

Even the Sabbath School Lesson

Quarterlies are bought directly by each Sabbath School member.
Often, after public utility bills have been paid, no other funds
remain in the church treasury.
are neglected.

Thus, many necessary church activities
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In many SDA churches overseas, in addition to the church
expense offerings usually collected soon after the missions offerings
and the lay activities report, each church member is encouraged to
contribute 2 per cent of his income towards the church operating
budget or annual budget of the local church.

This 2 per cent of

individual income together with the church expense offerings are
used to defray the expenses incurred through the annual budget
of the local church.
In the Nigerian SDA churches, there is no strong financial
support for the local churches and their programs; because of this
lack of financial support locally, church members give rather
liberally to missions as Fig. 10 of Chapter V above shows.

While the

missions offerings for the East Nigerian Field are 44 per cent of the
tithe in 1971, 67 per cent in 1972, and 53 per cent in 1973, those
for the Nigerian Field as a whole are 38 per cent in 1971, 49 per
cent in 1972, and 43 per cent in 1973.

The corresponding figures

for the Michigan Conference are 18 per cent in 1971, 18 per cent in
1972, and 19 per cent in 1973.

For the whole of the Lake Union

Conference which consists of Michigan Conference and four other
conferences, the figures are 20 per cent in 1971, 19 per cent in
1972, and 19 per cent in 1973.

One chief reason for the lack of

funds in the local churches in Nigeria is therefore evident.
In the light of what the Nigerian SDA Church is already
giving above, the suggestion of the writer is that the church members
should be encouraged to distribute their offerings in such a way
that less of them goes to overseas missions and more of them goes to
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the local church's operating budget, the local church's lay activities
expenses, and to other local church needs.

This might be a good

solution to the lack of financial support in the local churches.
When this is done, the finances of the local churches will gain
strength and become stable.

This will inevitably lead to the overall

Strengthening and stability of the finances of the SDA Church of
Nigeria.
Questions 20 and 21 show that it is only in 50 per cent of
the local churches in East Nigeria, that the membership of church
members who move from one town to live in another, is regularly
transferred promptly to their new towns of domicile.

Thereby, the

membership record of the local church is kept up to date.

All the

churches should do this regularly, for it shows that every member is
valued greatly by his local church.

Although it is the members

themselves who should initiate the transfer process by supplying
all the necessary information,-*- yet a strong pastoral visiting
program (the undershepherd plan) would obviate any failure of the
church members to do so.
In connection with the transfer of membership, at the end of
every year a new membership list should be compiled by the church
clerk and handed to the pastor.

The new membership list should

inlcude the names of those baptized during the current year, of the
members who transferred into the church during the current year, and
of the members who remained during the current year.

It should

exclude the names of members who transferred out of the church

-*-Ibid., pp. 239, 240.
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during the current year, and of deceased members.

Each member's

address should go with his name in the membership list.

The

membership list is to be up-dated in the course of any year, as
members come and go.

An up to date membership list is very

essential to the pastoral visiting program (undershepherd plan).
The New Testament has fully outlined the general qualifications
of all church leaders (I Ti 3:1-13; Tit 1:5-9).

These qualifications

are based on character, and not wealth or education; therefore, no
church member who does not meet the specifications should be made a

church officer.

One of the characteristics of a church officer is

that he should be a staunch upholder and supporter of church principles
and programs.
It is unfortunate that in 4 per cent of the churches in East
Nigeria, members who do not tithe regularly are always elected to
church office, and in 34 per cent of the churches, members who do not
tithe regularly are occasionally elected to church office.

This

practice should be avoided, for when any church leader does not
tithe regularly, it would be very difficult to promote liberality
successfully among the church members.

Although a church member

who does not tithe cannot be disciplined since giving is voluntary,
yet no church member who fails to tithe regularly should occupy any
church office.'*'

A church leader is to lead in all spheres of church

expectations, and should not himself constitute an obstacle to
leadership.

-*-Ibid., p. 86.
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The suggestion that church members should be kept informed
about the financial standing of their local church also applies to
the wider field or mission such as the East Nigerian Field and
the Nigerian Union Field of SDAs.

While in the local church this

financial progress report should be made weekly or monthly, for
the local field or the union field, it should be made quarterly or
annually.

This information should be supplied to the pastors and

church members through an official church paper published at least
monthly.
The Nigerian Union Field or Mission is big enough to publish
a regular, official church paper, for in no other way can a general
progress report, especially financial, be transmitted to the
membership effectively.

When the finances of the local churches

have been strengthened and stabilized, those of the local fields and
of the overall union field will become stable also.

Then, there

would be a very strong incentive for an official church paper to
serve the Nigerian Union Field of SDAs.
Thus far, church administration as outlined in the Church
Manual has been discussed.

However, there are aspects of church

administration like the rendering of weekly statements of all church
contributions which are not contained in the Church Manual,^ but
which a local church could adopt for practical considerations, after
consultation and agreement among the members.

These aspects should,

of course, not go against the intents of the Church Manual; but
rather, they should be enlargements of them.

1Ibid., p. 103.
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The SDA Church was established in Nigeria in 1914, beginning
with the West Nigerian Field.
been added.

Since then, three other fields have

The local fields have been growing stronger in member

ship and in other aspects; in fact, today, the Nigerian Union Field
has the largest membership in the Northern Europe-West Africa Division
of SDAs.

It is advisable for the respective local fields to assume

"conference'1 status as each becomes financially stable by adopting
the suggestions above.

When two of the four local fields (the West

Nigerian Field and the East Nigerian Field which contain the bulk of
the membership and have been developing financial virility fast)
have attained "conference" status, the whole of the Nigerian Union
Field should assume "conference" status.

When this happens, the

conditions of service for all the workers in the anticipated Nigerian
Union Conference should be the same.

Then the Nigerian Union

Conference should work harder to extend its witness to Christ within
its borders, and then launch out to, other countries of the world,
starting with the unevangelized parts of Africa.

The great

commission of Christ to the Church is still to be accomplished (Mt
28:18-20; 24:14); so, the SDA Church of Nigeria must rise up and
make its unique contribution to the fulfillment of that commission.

The Undershepherd Plan for Improved Church Giving
The undershepherd plan?- combines certain aspects of church
nurture and church administration in one, but does not contain all of
both:

it is a process for the division of labor.

It demands the

services of a full-time, paid church clerk or a competent member who

-*-Berg, pp. 68-75.
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is willing to serve gratis, because the record-keeping that is
entailed is beyond the capability of the pastor alone.

The plan itself

is quite effective for all facets of church work; here, however, its
convenience for the promotion of church giving will be emphasized.
The undershepherd plan requires an up to date membership
list.

From ;the membership list which should contain the address of

each member, the members are split according to their geographical
location in the town.

Each geographical division could be named a

district; the district leader should be a church elder, an undershepherd who assists the pastor.

Each district should be split into

about five units, and the unit leader should be a deaconess since
women attend, better than men, to the duties that are assigned to the
position.
deacons.

When necessary, she should request the assistance of
A unit should consist of about ten families and no more.

A file should be kept in the church office on each church
family.

Inside each file, there should be separate sheets of paper

containing all the necessary information on every family member who
belongs to the church.

Some of the information should be gathered by

the deaconess who should visit every member of her unit once every
three months or more often in cases of special need.

As the under

shepherd for her unit, the deaconess helps care for the spiritual,
physical, and material welfare of the unit members.

She and the

members of her unit should pray for the needs of one another daily.^

■^-Charlie W. Shedd, How to Develop a Tithing Church (Nashville,
Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1961), p. 54.
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All information gathered by the deaconess should be written down and
passed to the district leader and to the church office for the
pastor's attention.

At the end of the quarter, the deaconess should

submit a comprehensive report of her work to the pastor, in
preparation for another quarter's work.

The deaconess should, of

course, reside in her unit.
Although much information about the situation and need of
individual church members reaches the pastor from the unit leaders
who have quicker and more direct contact with them than the pastor
does, yet in certain instances, the pastor becomes aware of the
needs of some church members, and would need to ascertain the facts
from the particular members through their unit leader.
instance is through church giving.

One such

Many experienced pastors have

attested to the fact that a church member's record of church giving
is a good index for his dedication to Christ and the program of the
church.^

The pastor should therefore regularly examine the weekly

church giving record; for through it, he could easily discover signs
of sickness, hardship, or doubt in an individual or in a family
because of a slackness in church giving.

Then the pastor should

inquire into the welfare of the church member or the church family
concerned through the unit leader.
The information that the pastor receives from the unit leader
as a result of the inquiry, will help him determine the action which
he and the district leader (elder) should take.

•1-Berg, p. 96.

Where there is sickness,
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the process of anointing'*' should be followed; where there is hard
ship, the church should help seek and find a solution; and where there
is doubt, the faith of the tempted member should be restored.

Thus,

the troubled believer will be rescued from the devil and reinstated
in Christ; and having been revitalized, the believer will continue
to serve the Lord faithfully both spiritually and materially.
The Scripture assigns to the pastor an equipping function
(Eph 4:11, 12) whereby he is to equip the believers for the work of
ministry, and for building up the body of Christ.

Through the under

shepherd plan this scriptural injunction is systematically accomplished.
The arrangement ensures that the pastor is able to oversee all the
activities of the church without being over-worked, while the elders,
deacons and deaconesses pay attention only to particular activities,
and consult with the pastor in the process.

Thus, information could

be passed easily and quickly among church members, no sheep is
allowed to suffer or stray away, and unbelievers will be reached
and brought to Christ and into the church.

A spirit of oneness,

fervency, and love pervades the congregation, whether large or
small, in which the undershepherd plan is practiced.

In a church

which is closely-knit together through the undershepherd plan,
every believer is every other believer's keeper, church giving is
liberal, and every facet of church life prospers to God's
honor and glory.

1Jas 5:14-16.
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Summary and Conclusion
The purpose of the extension of the gospel is to build strong
churches all over the world, churches which will mature and yield
plenty of fruits (Mt 13:23) for God's kingdom.

From the days of the

apostles until m o d e m times, the purpose of the gospel has been
achieved only through good church nurture and good church administration
wherever in the world the Church is established.

With these two

factors assured, the Church has always been able to shoulder the
responsibilities of the great commission with appreciable success.
When church nurture and church administration are sound, the
most important effect in the local church is stable finances which
imply that the church is able to meet, in a large measure, most of
its needs with little or no outside assistance.

The experiences of

the writer as a church treasurer in two local churches of Nigeria
for seven years, led him to suspect that it was the weakness in church
nurture and church administration which have resulted in the unstable
finances of the Nigerian SDA Church.

To some extent, the findings

of this project have upheld the suspicion.
In Nigeria, the SDA Church requires pastors with a minimum
academic qualification of the bachelor's degree in theology to provide
the type of leadership which church members need in order to be able
to live successful Christian lives in this space age.

The necessary

academic background will enable the pastor to know what to preach
and teach well, and to know how to present it clearly.

The pastor who

neglects to improve his knowledge will soon fade into obscurity in
this increasingly enlightened era.

The SDA denomination, having
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realized this fact, has founded ACWA, a senior college in Nigeria
which provides the ministerial training which meets the demands of
the times.
An effective church nurture does not end with teaching the
gospel rather impersonally from the pulpit; contrarily, it couples
preaching with a vigorous visiting program.

The pastoral visiting

program that has been tried and found quite valuable is the under
shepherd plan.

It involves a division of labor between the pastor

and some church officers.

Through it, the spiritual, physical, and

material needs of every church member are attended to quickly and
directly.

The believer is thus enabled to remain faithful to

Christ and His Church both spiritually and materially.
In the presentation of church giving in the local SDA churches
of Nigeria four guidelines need to be observed:

the title should be

direct and attractive; the passage in Malachi's writing which relates
to tithes and offerings should be used in context; the presentation
should stick to church giving only; and God's love should be given
great prominence.

These guidelines make for biblically sound

doctrines on church giving.
Any instruction which the pastor gives, carries more weight
when he exemplifies it.

When the pastor teaches liberality, the

local church record should show that he practices what he teaches.
If he gives in a manner that is not as evident as that of the members
of his congregation, his witness is made very weak as a result.

There

should be little surprise if some members interpret this as hypocrisy
on the part of the pastor, and therefore cease giving regularly or
altogether.
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A believer has to work and earn wages in order to be a generous
giver.

So, at the foundation of the pastor’s teaching on liberality,

should be that on work.

He should encourage every believer to labor

in order to earn enough for the upkeep of his family.

The pastor

should also teach the believers how to spend their incomes wisely by
the making of family budgets.
should be set apart first.

In the family budget, God’s portion

After the budget has been made, it should

be followed closely for the sake of the financial stability of the
family.

When families are financially stable, their state will also

be reflected in the finances of their local churches.
Church nurture and church administration are closely inter
twined, for while the former is wholly based on the Scripture, the
latter finds its authority only in the Scripture.

Church nurture

merges naturally with church administration because when the members
of a church understand what they have been taught, it is easy for
them to carry them out under the guidance of the pastor and the
undershepherds.

From the scriptural authority for church administration,

the SPA Church Manual was prepared by the denomination in order to
provide church members with the directions for Church procedures.
When the Church Manual is studied and followed closely in the
local churches, there will be prompt membership transfers as church
members change towns; non-tithers will never be elected to church
offices; receipts will be issued tithers promptly; church budgets
will be made yearly and adhered to; church members will be given
regular financial progress reports; and the local church programs will
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be given strong financial support.

In all these areas of church

administration, there have been lapses in the SDA Church of Nigeria.
The most immediate solution to the lack of financial support
for local church programs might lie in the proportionate distribution
of offerings by each believer.

Hitherto, only the following contri

butions are frequently received in a local church:

tithe, Sabbath

School offering, special offering, and church offering (consisting of
small coins left over after;:the other contributions have been removed).
Of these, only the church offering remains in the local church while
the rest of the contributions are sent to the head office of the local
field.

The local church’s operating budget and the local church's lay

activities expense offering are thus neglected to the extent that even
Sabbath School quarterlies are bought individually by church members.
The local church's operating budget and the local church's lay activities
expense offering need to share in the contributions of the church
members.
As the church's finances improve through the application of
the suggestions advanced in this project, the pastors' wages should be
made uniform all over Nigeria, and more workers employed to make it
possible for one pastor to take care of only one church.

When this

is done, the competent pastor will be able to practice fully the
type of church nurture and church administration advocated in this
proj ect.
In the estimation of the writer, Islam claims about 50 per
cent of the population of Nigeria, while Christianity lays claim to
about 35 per cent.

The remaining 15 per cent of the people

either
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idolatrous or uncommitted, so the potential for the growth of
Christianity is great.

There is, of course, no limitation to what

God can do to claim anybody in any group for His truth.

Among the 35

per cent of the population of Nigeria which is Christian, Catholics
are about 50 per cent, and Anglicans are about 30 per cent.

All the

other Christian denominations, both foreign and indigenous make up
the 20 per cent left.

The SDA Church of Nigeria is one of the minor

and little known Protestant denominations in Nigeria.

It seems to

flourish best among the lower class of people.
The spirit of ecumenism among Christian denominations is
also rife in Africa,^ and Nigeria is not excepted.

The plans being

proposed by its protagonists may materialize, and so non-member
denominations need to prepare the ground for themselves now by
learning to be self-supporting in these favorable times.

When a

ministry of religious affairs is created in every country in Africa,
and when each government deals with all Christian denominations as
one body, it might be difficult to differentiate between ecumenism
and nationalism since both could be very much intertwined.
The reality of nationalism among the emerging African nations
should not be taken lightly.

The actions which have been taken by

some of them in relation to Christianity have ranged from the Africani
zation of Christianity, through the proscription of foreign missionaries
and outside support, to the outright return to traditional religion.
In any African country where the SDA Church is not working hard and

•^Byang H. Kato, "The Christian Surge in Africa," Christianity
Today, 26 September 1975, p. 7.
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quickly at building a firm local base financially, events might
overtake it, and forestall all future efforts in that direction.
The result would be scattered pockets of believers who will be very
vulnerable after the dust of disorder has settled down.
The disadvantages of smallness and insignificance which
seem to be the lot of the SDA Church in Nigeria will not hamper its
progress if the efforts at stabilizing its finances are set in
motion now.

A church which is small and insignificant, but

efficient, fervent, loving, and financially stable will command the
respect and admiration of any power.

The remedies offered in this

project are aimed at realizing these lofty objectives.

The remedies

themselves could be adjusted or improved to suit various circumstances
and tastes, but the basic intent of the project remains valid.
The following description was written about the success that
had once been achieved through the loyalty of believers in East
Nigeria during the Nigerian Civil War:
. . . Tithes and offerings flowed freely in hundredfolds.
The Church at that time became self-supporting and was designated
’Conference* following a temporary detachment from the West
African Union, and was attached to the Northern European Division.
Because of the buoyant financial condition, the mission was able
to support the work, and the gospel ministers received 100 per
cent rise in salary, plus 25 per cent war bonus.1
The task that confronts Nigerian Adventists is not insurmountable, since
the will is there.

SDA churches in Europe and in North America, no

matter how small, have been able to achieve financial stability; more

4). A. Xzima, ed. A Brief History of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church of Eastern States of Nigeria (Aba, Nigeria: SDA Church of East
Nigeria, 1973), p. 39.
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recently and nearer home, the SDA Church of Ghana has achieved it.
The brief self-supporting spell of the SDA Church of East Nigeria
is by no means a model, because the most opportune time to lay the
foundations of financial stability in the SDA Church of Nigeria,
is not during disorder and chaos.
The purpose of this project was to survey the patterns of
giving, particularly tithing, as practiced in the SDA Church in
Nigeria, with a view to:

discovering possible weaknesses, and

finding ways of overcoming such weaknesses.

This purpose has been

achieved to the extent possible through the use of questionnaires.
The thrust of the project has been towards the financial stability
of the SDA Church of Nigeria, which thrust will naturally eventuate
in the realization of a self-supporting status by this church.

This

status will not lead to a severance of cherished, Christian links
with the world-wide SDA Church, but to a more meaningful relationship
that will continue to promote mutual help and respect.

The new

relationship which we trust will materialize soon, will redound to
God’s honor and glory.

A P P END
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APPENDIX A
COVERING LETTER TO TYPE I QUESTIONNAIRE

S. I. Anuligo
Andrews UniversityGarland Apt A-5
Berrien Springs
Michigan U9103
Uo S« A#
February 9,’197$
Dear Pastor
The accompanying questionnaire is In regard to my Doctor of Ministry pro
ject. The project is entitled "A survey of the patterns of giving, particularly
tithing, as practised in the SDA Church in Nigeria, with a view to*
a) discovering possible weaknesses} and
b) finding ways of overcoming such weaknesses.”
As a treasurer of the SDA Church in Lagos for five years, and as a leader
and treasurer of our church company in Maiduguri for two years, it was iry obser
vation that there were instructional and administrative lapses that seemed to
contribute largely to the continued lack of funds by the Nigerian Union Mission
of SDA's. My subsequent over eight years of ministerial and theological trai
ning in England and the United States of America led me to this conclusion. It
is the task of this project to probe how widespread these lapses are in the
churches of the Nigerian Union Mission, and to study and propose how they can
be rectified in order to mobilize the giving potential of all the membership to
its fullest.
You will agree with me that further justification for this project would
be the following:
a) the Nigerian SDA Church has a membership of over 2$,000, yet it
remains a •'mission" and not a "conference," which implies, inter
alia, th8t it is partly dependent on outside fundsj
b) the Nigerian SDA Church Is over half a century old, and still has
not achieved financial self-support; and
c) the membership of the Nigerian SDA Church seems to be growing ra
pidly, with its leadership falling almost totally into local hands,
but with financial maturity lagging behind.
The above project has been approved by the Doctor of Ministry Committee
here at Andrews University, and I have been assigned supervisors who will guide
me in the project to its completion. By God's grace, the results of this pro
ject (which I shall make available to the Nigerian Union Mission) will be very
beneficial to all the local missions and the Union Mission of our Nigerian SDA
Church. I earnestly solicit your prayers to this end0
Yours very sincerely,

S. I. Anuligo
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TYPE I QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONNAIRE ON TITHING IN THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH IN NIGERIA
The President
West African Union Mission of S. D, A*s
f t 0. Box 1016
Accra, Ghana

S. I. Anuligo
Andrews University
Garland Apt A-5
Berrien Springs
Michigan U9103, U.S.A
January 28, 1975

Dear Pastor Kristensen:

.

Could your office supply me with the following information pertaining to
the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Nigeria when the Nigerian Union had not been
created, X, need the facts to complete my project for the Doctor of Ministry
degree at Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan, U» S. A, Kindly answer
every inquiry possible, and return the completed questionnaire to me soon*
Thanks immensely for sparing the time to help me.
Sincerely yours,

i. J . ^nJLqo

S. I, Anuliggf/

S', P, A, Church in Nigeria 1970 - 197lt« Membership, Tithes, and Offerings
Please fill only the spaces possible below with the appropriate figures.

CHURCH
ITEM

___ _
YEARS
------ --- __

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
SABBATH-SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP
TOTAL TITHES
TOTAL SABBATH-SCHOOL OFFERINGS

1970

1971

1972

1973

197U
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TYPE I QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONNAIRE ON TITHING IN THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH IN NIGERIA
The President
Nigerian Union Mission of S. D. A's
P. 0. Box 20?
Ikeja, Lagos State
Nigeria
Dear Pastor Gustavssont
Could your office supply me with the following information which I need to
complete my project for the Doctor of Ministry degree at Andrews University,
Berrien Springs, Michigan, U. S. A. Kindly answer every question possible, and
return the completed questionnaire to me soon* Thanks immensely for sparing the
time to help me*
Sincerely yours,
S. I* Anulij
Question A

Nigerian Union Membership, Tithes, and Offerings! 1970 - 197U

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures*

CHURCH*"
ITEM

^
:

YEARS

1970

1971

1972

1973

'—

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
SABBATH-SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP
TOTAL TITHES
TOTAL SABBATH-SCHOOL OFFERINGS

Question B

Number of Pastors in the Nigerian Union in 197U

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures for 197U*

TOTAL NUMBER OF ORDAINED PASTORS
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNORDAINED PASTORS
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL PASTORS

197U

Question 6

Number o f Years o f Education as o f 197h

N igerian Uhlon Pastorst

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures. Supposing that five ordained pastors
had education only until the eighth ynar of the primary school, you will enter the figure 5 in the
row for ordained pastors and under column 8. The record should be the one for 197li.

SECONDARY

PRIMARY
2

7

k

8

?

GRADUjVTE

COLIEGE

10 11 12 1? llj 1* 16

17

18 1? 20
181

Churc&SQgS^
Workers
I
QRDAlM)
PASTORS
UNORDAINED
PASTORS
TOTAL

Question D

Nigerian Union Pastorst Number of Years of Service as of 197k

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures for 197k. Supposing that ten
un ordained pastors have worked for two years In the Church, you will enter the figure 10 in the row
for unordained pastors and under the column 20

1
Worker
ORD'AINED
PASTORS
tlNOHDATNED
PASTORS

TOTAL

2

3

14

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 lh 15

16

17 18 19

20 and
over
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TYPE I QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONNAIRE ON TITHING IN THE S.D.A. CHURCH OF THU WESTERN STATES OF NIGERIA
The President
S. D. A. Church of Western States
P. 0. Box 19
.... — ■— •
Ibadan, Western State
Nigeria
Dear Pastor Adeniji:
Cov"lCould your office supply me with the following information which I need to
complete my project for the Doctor of Ministry degree at Andrews University,
Berrien Springs, Michigan, U, S. A.- Kindly answer every question possible, and
return the completed questionnaire to me soon. Thanks immensely for sparing the
time to help me.
Sincerely yours,
-- ---------

S. I. Anuligo/I

Question A West Nigeria Mission Membership, Tithes, and Offerings: 1970 - 197U
Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures.
CHURCH
ITEM

YEARS
------

1970

1971

1972

1973

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
SABBATH-SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP

- -■■—

■—

TOTAL TITHES
TOTAL SABBATH-SCHOOL OFFERINGS

Question B

Number of Pastors in West Nigeria Mission in 197U

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures.----TOTAL NUMBER OF ORDAINED PASTORS
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNORDAINHD PASTORS
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL PASTORS

197h

«■

j

(
i

QuastIon C

West N ige ria M ission P astors;

Number o f Years o f Education as o f 197k

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures. Supposing that five ordained pastors had
education only until the eighth year of the primary school, you will enter the figure $ In the row for
ordained pastors under column 8, The record should be the one for l?7lt»

PRIMARY
Churcirs^^
1
Workers.
dfSWBTIS
PASTORS

SECONDARY

5 ' 6 ;TT- 8 1T

2 .

10

li

COLLEGE
12

lit

is

GRADUATE
18

±9

20
183

PASTORS
TOTAL

Question D

West Nigeria Mission Pastorst Number of Years of Service as of 197U

1

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures for 197h» Supposing that ten unordained
pastors have worked for two years in the Church, you will enter the figure 10 in the row for unordained
pastors undre the column 2.

'
■
j,
j;

"■
—

Churcfi^g®^ 1
Workers
"WIST®
PASTORS
PASTORS
TOTAL

2

3

It

*

6

7

8

9

r— i
10 11

12

13 lit

1$

16 17 18 19 20 and over
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TYPE I QUESTIONNAIRE

(

QUESTIONNAIRE ON TITHING IN THE S»D.A. CHURCH OF BAST CENTRAL/SOUTH-EAST NIGERIA
The President
So D. A. Church of East Nigeria
P. M. B. 1115

Aba, E# Co So
Nigeria
Dear Pastor Imos

Could your office supply ms with the following information which! need -to._
complete my project for the Doctor of Ministry degree at Andrews University,
Berrien Springs, Michigan, U. S. A, Kindly answer every question possible,, and
return the completed questionnaire to me soon0 Thanks immensely for sparing the
time to help me0
Sincerely yours,
S . I.Anuligo
Question A East Nigeria Mission Membership, Tithes, and Offerings: 1970 - 1971*
Please fill the spaces belowjwith the appropriate figures0

CHURCH"
'ITEM

---------- YEARS
' --------

1970

1971

1972

1973

197U

-------

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
SABBATH-SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP

-

TOTAL TITHES
TOTAL SABBATH-SCHOOL OFFERINGS

Question B

-• ■

Number of Pastors in East Nigeria Mission in 1.97U

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures for 197h»

TOTAL NUMBER OF ORDAINED PASTORS

—

TOTAL NUMBER OF UNORDAINED PASTORS
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL..PASTORS

- -

{
f
!

Question C

E a st N ige ria M ission Pastoral

Number o f Years o f Education as o f l97li

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures. Supposing that five ordained pastors had
education only until the eighth year of the primary school, you will enter the figure 5 In the row for
ordained pastors under column 8, The record should be the one for 197U.

SECONDARY

P R I M A R Y
C h u rch N\ > $ &
W orkers

ORiWftTSj
PASTORS
UlTdra)AIKKTj
PASTORS

JT

t

O'

:

O '

if

9

COLLEGE

GRADUATE
lo

13

1/

^8^ n

r

20

TOTAL

Question D

East Nigeria Mission Pastorsi Number of Years of Service a3 of 197U

FleaSe fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures for 197h» Supposing that ten unordained
pastors have worked for two years in the Church, you will enter the figure IQ in the row for unordalned
pastors undre the column 2,

Church'**^. 1
Workers
>4

“5ia5XW®
PASTORS

"wofiDHiTar
PASTORS

TOTAL

2

3

k

5
.

■-6

7

8

9

10 11

12

13 Hi

1$

j 16 17 18 19 20 and over
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TYPE I QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONNAIRE ON TITHING IN THE S.D.A. CHURCH OF THE NORTHERN STATES OF NIGERIA
The President
North Nigeria Mission of S.D.A's
P. 0. Box 81j2
Jos, B. P. S.
Nigeria
Dear Pastor Ackahs
Could your office supply me with the following information which I need to
complete ny project for the Doctor of Ministry degree at Andrews University,
Berrien Springs, Michigan, U. S. A. Kindly answer every question possible, and
return the completed questionnaire to me soon. Thanks immensely for sparing the
time to help me.
Sincerely yours,
S. I. Anuligo (
Question A North Nigeria Mission Membership, Tithes, and Offerings: 1970 -

197h

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures.
CHURCH
ITEM

'—

YEARS
‘— ----

1970

1971

1972.

' 1973

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
SABBATH-SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP
TOTAL TITHES
TOTAL SABBATH-SCHOOL OFFERINGS

Question B

Number of Pastors in North Nigeria Mission in 197U

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures.
TOTAL NUMBER OF ORDAINED PASTORS
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNORDAINED PASTORS
.TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL PASTORS

197U

Question C

North N ige ria M ission Pastoral

Number o f Years df Education as o f 197U

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures. Supposing that five ordained pastors had
education only until the eighth year of the primary school, you will enter the figure $ in the row for
ordained pastors under column 8. The record should be the one for 197h»

PRIMARY
Church^QSx’
Workers
OfSWfiTS)
PASTORS
OJIcMfOlEB
PASTORS

rj?; TT1

5

SECONDARY
6-

0

9

10

COLLEGE

IT T T

13

iu

15

GRADUATE
lY

lb T T

20

1

TOTAL
___ ____ u
j Question D

North Nigeria Mission Pastorsi Number of Years of Service as of 197k

.Please fill'the spaces below with the appropriate figures for 19T k» Supposing that ten unordained
pastors have worked for two years in the Church, you will enter the figure 10 in the row for unordained
pastors undre the column 2.
*
ChurcB^g^. 1
Workers
TffifflTET®
PASTORS
UflOfiDIWFS”
PASTORS

2

3

h

5

7

8

9

10 11

12

13 1U 15 16 17 18

F

TOTAL
'

19 20 and over
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TYPE I QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONNAIRE ON TITHING IN THE S.D.A, CHURCH OF THE RIVERS STATE OF NIGERIA
The President
Rivers State Mission of S. D. AJs
P. 0. Box 111
Port Harcourt, Rivers State
Nigeria
Dear Pastor Limejuice*
Could your office supply me with the following information which I need to
complete my project for the Doctor of Ministry degree at Andrews University,
Berrien Springs, Michigan, U. S. A, Kindly answer every question possible, and
return the completed questionnaire to me soon. Thanks immensely for sparing the
time to help me.
Sincerely yours,
S. I. Anuligo/f
Question A

Rivers State Mission Membership, Tithes, and Offerings* 1970-~74-

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures*
church ""
ITEM

'-----

YEARS
--

1970

1971

1972”

1973

church membership

sabbath -school membership

V

TOTAL TITHES
TOTAL SABBATH-SCHOOL OFFERINGS

Question B

Number of Pastors in the Rivers State Mission in 197U

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures for 1971*•

TOTAL NUMBER OF ORDAINED PASTORS
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNORDAINED PASTORS
TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL PASTORS

197U

Rivers S ta te M ission P asto rs« Number o f Years o f Education as o f 197h

Question C

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures. Supposing that five ordained pastors had
education only until the eighth year of the primary school, you will enter the figure 5 in the row for
ordained pastors under column 8, The record should he the one for 197U,

PRIMARY

C h u rch < |%
Workers
0®AYtTED
PASTORS
ffiTORDAlI'lED
PASTORS

5

TT

COLLEGE

SECONDARY
o;

9 ^0

a

IT

n r Tsr

GRADUATE
ir

10

19

20

TOTAL

Question P

Rivers State Mission Pastorst Number of Years of Service as of 197U

Please fill the spaces below with the appropriate figures for 197h» Supposing that ten unordained
pastors have worked for two years in the Church, you will enter the figure 10 in the row for unordained
pastors undre the column 2,
*
Church'Qt^ 1
Workers
T8S5EHi®
PASTORS
TFOROrETST"
PASTORS
TOTAL
-- ;

2

3

k

$

■6

7

■

8

9

10 11

12

13 *

-------:
----- 1
15 16 17 18 19 20 and over
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TYPE II QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONNAIRE OH TITHING IN TKR S.D.A. CHURCH OF EAST CENTRAl/SOOTH-EAST NIGERIA
Dear Pastorf
I would greatly appreciate your help through this information which I need
to complete my project for the Doctor of Ministry degree at Andrews University,
Berrien Springs, Michigan, IJ. S. A, It will be most beneficial that your an
swers are factual since the project is aimed at strengthening the financial
state of our Nigerian S. D. A. Mission from the local churches. Kindly answer
Bvery inquiry and return the questionnaire to me soon in the stamped and add
ressed envelope enclosed.
Your brother in Christ,

J.^m hqo

S. I. Anuligo(j
Question A

Locality of the S. D, A, Church

Enter on the line below, the name of the town in which your church is
situated.
Towni Question B

Membership of the Church

Please enter In the spaces below, the number of all the church members
during 1973 and 197U in the categories shown.
Yeo>^4i
1973
l97h
Question C

BAPTIZED BEP'ORE
JANUARY 1973

baptized APTEft
DECEMBER 197?

TOTAL

Tithing Among Seasoned Church Members

Please enter in the spaces below, the number of members baptized before
January 1973, who handed In money marked as tithe in every month of 1973 and 197i*.

Nfonth
JAN

,FEB j -iar:

APR'.

HAY ./jun

YeaX

1973
197U

TOTAL
------- ---------

—

-JTTXj

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOT

DEC

Tithing Among New Church Members

Question D

Please enter in the spaces below, the number of members baptized after De
cember 1972, who handed in money marked as tithe in every month of 1973 and 197U •

^ifonth
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

YeaK
1973
197lt

TOTAL

Question E

Pastor^ Effort at Maximum Tithing Among Members

Please, in each case, circle in ink only the answer that is correct in your
own experience*
1* I preach on.faithfulness in tithing once a month

once a quarter

once a year

seldom

never

2, The fraction of my converts who start handing in tithe before baptism IS
all

more than 3At

l/2 to 3A x

l/lt to l/2

less than

l/ h

3» To encourage members who are weak in tithing, I visit them Regularly

Occasionally

Never

It. The result of my overall visiting is that this fraction of members weak
in tithe-paying start to pay all
Question F

more than 3 A

1/2 to 3 A

l/lt to l/2

less than 1/1;

Sample of Pastor^ Teaching on Tithing

Please return with this questionnaire when completed:
1« a copy of the notes of one of your sermons on tithing, if available)
2. a copy of one of the instructions you gave on tithing, if available.

YOTJR COMMENTS
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TYPE III QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONNAIRE ON TITHING IN THE S.D.A. CHURCH OF EAST CENTRAL/SOUTH-EAST NIGERIA
Dear Pastors
I am requesting your help with the following information which I require to
cbmplete my project for the Doctor of Ministiy degree at Andrews University,
Berrien Springs, Michigan, U, S. A, It is very important that you answer every
question as factually and as accurately a3 you can, since the result of the
project is designed to help improve greatly the financial strength of the Nige
rian Union Mission, and especially, of our own local mission in East Central and
South-East States. I appreciate very much the time you will take from your busy
schedule to attend to this questionnaire. After you have answered every ques
tion, kindly return the questionnaire to me soon in the stamped and addressed
envelope enclosed.
Your brother in Christ,

liiZ u

S. I . Anuligo 0

*

Tithing in the Local S„ D. A, Church
The three groups of questions below deal with different aspects of tithing.
At the top of each grovp is a box which explains a numbered scale. Each of the
questions is preceded by this numbered scale. After studying each box carefully,
to answer, please blacken with a soft lead pencil, the space on the answer-she’et
which represents the fact in your pastoral ministry. Do not use a pen; the
computer will reject’anything done with a pen._________________________ •
Group I
1 All /

Sample:

2 More than

75%

3

50%

to

75%

U

25%

to

50%

5> Less than
h

25i%

5

1 2

3 U
,23„s
1 H | i! 0 D

5

What proportion of all the tithe
money of your local church is
se rv t t o
^ o c a ^ mission office?

The number,2,blackened above shows that the correct
answer in this pastor's experience, is that more
than 75% of local church tithe goes to the local
mission office.
What proportion of the officers of your present church
or churches hands in money marked as tithe regularly?

1.

3

2i

3

h

5

What proportion of the officers of your past church
or churches handed in money marked as tithe regularly?

3.

3

h

5

What proportion of your local church members hands in
money marked as tithe regularly?

It.

1

3

It

5

What proportion of your local church members hands in
tithe in other forms than money?
_

5c

1

3

It

5

What proportion of your new converts starts handing ift.
money marked as tithe before they are baptized?
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.

1

2

3

U

5

What proportion of your local church officers ownsthe
book, Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual?

7.

1

2

3

U

5

.

What proportion of your local church officers has read
parts of the book, Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual?

8

1

2

3

U

5

What proportion of your local church officers has
been made aware of the existence of the book, Seventh day Adventist Church Manual?

9.

1 2

3

li

5>

What proportion of your local church members is aware
of the existence of the book, Seventh-day Adventist
Church Manual?'.

6

Group II
1 Weekly

Sample:

2 Monthly

1

2 3 U 5
2j jj j j j<

When do most of your local church
members hand in money marked as tithe?

3 Quarterly
h

The number,I^blackened above shows that the correct an
swer in this pastor's experience is that most of his
church members hand in money marked as tithe weekly#

Seldom

? Never

)

10,

1

2

3

U

5

When are receipts issued to your church members who
hand in money marked as tithe?

11,

1

2

3

h

$

When are your local church bulletins which also con
tain the total weekly and cumulative tithes and offe
rings of your local church distributed to members?

12,

1

2

3

h

5

When are notices showing the total weekly and cumula
tive tithes and offerings of your local church posted
on the church notice-board?
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m
1 Regularly

Sample;

2 Occasionally

1 2
,2
3j
jp

3 Never______

3 How often are the names of members who
34s hand in money marked as tithe announced
|jj|1in your local church?

The number,3,blackened above shows that the correct
answer in this pastor's experience is that the
names of members who hand in money marked as tithe
are never announced in his local church*
1

2

3

How often are all types of financial information passed to
your church members through announcements in church?

lit.

1

2

3

To maintain and improve local church functions and local
church property, how often are annual financial goals set by
your local church?

15.

1

2

3

How often are the annual financial goals set by your local
church reached?

u s.

1

2

3

Excluding tithes, offerings, and ingathering, how often is
each member assigned a quota to contribute towards reaching
your local church's annual financial goal?

17.

1

2

3

How often do you as a local church pastor encourage tithing
through sermons?

18.

1

2

3

How often do you as a local church pastor encourage tithing
through instructions?

19.

1

2

3

How often do you as a local church pastor encourage tithing
through visits to members reluctant towards tithe-paying?

CM

•
o

1

2

3

How often is church membership record kept up-to-date in
your local church?

21.

1

2

3

How often is prompt membership transfer effected in your
local church for members who have moved to other towns?

22.

1

2

3

How often is effort made in your local church to trace mem
bers whose whereabouts are unknown?

23.

1

2

3

How often are your church members who do not pay tithe regu
larly nominated to local church offices?

2lu

1

2

3

How often do you as a pastor pay your tithe after receiving
your salary in full?

2

3

How often do you as a pastor, with your prior consent, re
ceive your salary after the tithe had been deducted?

CM

•
\n

13.

—

—

26.

1
—

—

1

------ -

2_ 3

How often do you as a pastor, without your prior consent,
receive your salary after the tithe had been deducted?
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•
rCSI

j

1

2

3

How often are your church members made aware of the finan
cial state of their local mission and of the Nigerian Union
Mission?

28.

1

2

3

How often are your church members made aware of the financial
goals efttdr local mission and of the Nigerian Union Mission?

29.

1

2

3

How often do you as a pastor receive information on the f i 
nancial state of your local mission and of the Nigerian Union
Mission?

30.

1

2

3

How often do you as a pastor receive information on the fi
nancial goals of your local mission and of the Nigerian
Union Mission?

31.

1

2

3

How often do you as a pastor inform your church members that
their local mission and the Nigerian Union Mission are to be
financially self-supporting in order to attain "conference”
status instead of their present "mission" status?

NOTE:

From questions 27 to 31, "local mission" refers to the S.D.A. Church in
East Central/South-East Nigeria*

Tour Comments*

APPENDIX B

KEY TO THE COMPUTER TALLY OF RESPONSES
TO TYPE I I I QUESTIONNAIRE

CATEGORIES OF ANSWERS TO EACH QUESTION

l

r
5
i

i
1

4
i

)

Percentage of Responses
in this category

Number of Responses
in this category

Percentage of Responses
in this category

Number of Responses
in this category

Percentage of Non
responses in this
category
Number of Non-responses
in this category

1
2
f

QUESTION
NUMBERS
l..-i——.
..■—.
.-... tr

1* - There were 31 questions.
There were 50 respondents.
Questions 1 to 12 have five categories of answers to each question.
Questions 13 to 31 have only three categories of answers to each question.

COMPUTER TALLY OF RESPONSES TO TYPE III QUESTIONNAIRE

1
PCT.

15
8
1
1
10
0
1
30
22
37
10
2
28
13
16
6
24
36
19
35
15
26
2
38
44
19
18
21
19
21
28

30.0
16.0
2.0
2.0
20.0
.0
2.0
60.0
44.0
74.0
20.0
4.0
56.0
26.0
32.0
12.0
48.0
72.0
38.0
70.0
30.0
52.0
4.0
76.0
88.0
38.0
36.0
42.0
38.0
42.0
56.0

11
13
6
0
10
1
5
12
10
6
6
2
17
29
23
32
25
13
27
15
31
24
17
3
1
3
21
15
18
15
17

22.0
26.0
12.0
.0
20.0
2.0
10.0
24.0
20.0
12.0
12.0
4.0
34.0
58.0
46.0
64.0
50.0
26.0
54.0
30.0
62.0
48.0
34.0
6.0
2.0
6.0
42.0
30.0
36.0
30.0
34.0

7
14
20
1
8
2
6
3
8
0
15
26
5
7
9
11
0
0
4
0
3
0
30
8
4
23
8
11
10
12
3

14.0
28.0
40.0
2.0
16.0
4.0
12.0
6.0
16.0
.0
30.0
52.0
10.0
14.0
18.0
22.0
.0
.0
8.0
.0
6.0
.0
60.0
16.0
8.0
46.0
16.0
22.0
20.0
24.0
6.0

13
5
13
6
10
0
12
1
5
3
4
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

26.0
10.0
26.0
12.0
20.0
.0
24.0
2.0
10.0
6.0
8.0
12.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

5
NO.

PCT.

3
6
5
40
10
45
25
2
4
4
15
14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6.0
12.0
10.0
80.0
20.0
90.0
50.0
4.0
8.0
8.0
30.0
28.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

1
4
5
2
2
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
5
3
3
3
2
2

2.0
8.0
10.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
2.0
4.0
2.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
2.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
.0
.0
2.0
.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
10.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
4.0
4.0
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

NO.

■
__________CATEGORIES OF ANSWERS TO EACH QUESTION
2
3
4
PCT.
PCT.
NO.
PCT.
NO.
NO.

APPENDIX C
COMMENTS BY RESPONDENTS

In.Type I Questionnaire, no space was provided the respondents
(presidents of missions) for their comments because only statistical
figures were requested from them.
wrote down any comments.

For this reason, none of them

Type II and Type III Questionnaires made

provision for the pastors' comments, some of which will be
reproduced below because they amplify some terse answers to certain
questions.
Although the comments will be classified according to the
two types of questionnaires mentioned above, some of them relate to
the general topic of church giving and not to a particular
questionnaire.

In reproducing only the comments relevant to the

subject of this project, some slight re-wording and syntactical
corrections will be made in some of them where necessary, for the
sake of clarity; otherwise, they will be left as they are:

For

reference purposes, the comments will be numbered in one series.

Comments on Type II Questionnaire
Some of the comments pertain to the insight gained by the
respondents through the mere fact of the questions themselves, without
any expatiation, by the writer, on his intention in asking the
questions.

These comments run thus:
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1.

"I thank you very much for this system suggested; I have
never done this before; and I feel that this idea will
bring many to tithe paying."

2.

"In fact, in my new district, I have been trying to
encourage tithe paying among church members, and some
of them are proving to be faithful. I do appreciate
your educative and encouraging plan to establish faithful
tithe paying among members for the furtherance of God's
cause in both East Central State and South East Nigeria.
Thank you."
One comment explains why a particular question could not be

answered:
3.

''As a district pastor looking after fifteen churches which
are scattered from five to seven miles away from the
district headquarters, it is not easy to ascertain the
number of members who handed in money marked as tithe in
every month of 1973 and 1974, especially since the church
clerks do not take concern about keeping the records of the
members' financial activities. Therefore silence is golden
with respect to questions C and D. I am sorry for this."
One comment concerns the matter of faithfulness in .tithing,

and runs thus:
4.

"The failure of members to pay a faithful tithe arises from
family difficulties."

Comments on Type III Questionnaire
Some comments explained more fully certain facts dealt with
in some questions:
5.

"Church officers and members do not buy the Church Manual
because they cannot read English books."

6.

"We don't issue receipts for tithes, but we issue cards
bearing twelve entry spaces for each month of the year."

7.

"With reference to questions 25 and 26, workers agree that
tithes are to be deducted at the office of the local mission
treasurer, while the balance is to be paid to the individual
workers. This is a uniform plan which has been operating
in the East Central State for decades."
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8.

"In reference to questions 11 and 12, we do not have local
church bulletins and so we do not distribute printed
information on the total weekly and cumulative tithes and
offerings to our members. But, the Secretary, while giving
his weekly reports, reads this to the hearing of our
members."

9.

"As regards question 23, this is done when there is no
efficient, faithful member of the church to take over the
work. You very well know that some learned and intelligent
church members may not pay regular tithe, but are able to do
any church work properly."

10.

"In view of the fact that the particulars asked for in
questions 27 to 31 are necessary for the financial uplift of
this mission, I suggest that the mission be advised to make
these available to all SDA workers wherever they may be,
while I will endeavour to do all I can to correct wherever
I went wrong. Items 6 to 9 had been restricted in the past
to only ordained workers, and now to only all workers. Do
you have any advice on this also? Thank you for having the
burden of this mission at heart."

11.

"The local church has only one Church Manual, and most of the
members don't know how to read. Therefore, I call meetings
to teach them the contents of the manual.
Some of the children who go to school have no income from
which to pay the tithe, but they are taught to do so, and how
to do so. They are baptized after they have vowed to tithe
when they earn any income."

12.

"Our people are not yet mature, and so how much each member
has paid as tithe each week is not announced. Our people are
of the low income group; and unemployment abounds, and there
are no rich farmers or business men. But as I look at your
numbers and what you have requested, I think that there will
be improvement if a new emphasis is made in the line of
instruction and administration. May the Lord bless your
project."

13.

"All that I know about the tithe is that the financial
background of some of our people is very poor. Also, most
of our baptized members are children and old people."

14. , "Some of these items here, Such as bulletin and church
notice-board, do not obtain here due to mass illiteracy.
May God help you succeed in this project, because it may
improve the financial standing of the Nigerian Union Mission."
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Two comments sound like grievances:
15.

''Personally, I would like the East Nigerian Mission to become
a conference. But I am appealing to you, if it is your wish
and that x>f others or of your committee, to consider the
East Nigerian Mission workers scale of salary, for no one
likes to work hungry. Our salaries are too poor, especially
the last grades on the salary scale. Thank you for
collecting tithing information from us for improvement."

16.

"Because of weakness in tithe paying our mission still
remains a mission and not a conference, and also workers
are very very poor-— even poorer and poorer."
A set of comments expresses regret at the financial situation

of the church:
17.

"Many people in our church are attracted by the world and its
wealth, and through that the enemy of truth plants the spirit
of covetousness in them in order to put a hindrance to God's
work."

18.

"The Nigerian Union always refers to the SDA Church in East
Central— South East Nigeria as a large and hard-working field.
But with all of our large membership, we are not faithful in
tithe paying. If we should pay our tithe according to our
membership, we,would soon become self-supporting."

19.

"if every one of us pays his tithe well, we shall not have
any trouble. It appears that everybody does not want to give
God in full what is His. So, we are to be faithful in tithe
paying."
Two comments present the effort being made to improve the

weaknesses...in the church:
20.

"The whole aim of the churches in East Nigerian Mission is
to work very hard in order to become self-supporting. Often
this has been made the objective in the minds of leading
members."

21.

"My comment is that I am trying to educate our members to
know the contents of the SPA Church Manual."
There were forty comments on the whole, and from them, only the

twenty-one above were found relevant to this project.

APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON TITHING IN S. D. A. CHURCH OF FAST NIGERIA
Dear Pastor
I wish to thank you for completing the questionnaire I sent you early
enough for me to include its result in my doctoral project report* In this
analysis of the result of the questionnaire which I am sending you for your
information (and comment, if possible) only the most important discoveries are
included. Keep the analysis for your use. Please, if you have any comment,
write me immediately by a ir mail* Once again, thank you very much for your
help to me. May the Lord bless you and prosper you in His work.
Your brother-in-Christ,

X J.dguLo
S, I , Anuligo

Andrews University,- Garland Apt A-5
Berrien Springs, Michigan 1*9103, U.S.A.
________________________________________ June 23, 1975________________

1* Only 30 per cent of the present church officers in a ll the churches of the
East Nigeria Mission give the tithe regularly. But a ll church officers
should give the tithe regularly*
2.

38 per cent of the present church officers were not regular tithe givers
before they were nominated to office* No non-tither should ever be nomin
ated, let alone elected, to church office*

3, Only 51* per cent of the church members in a ll the churches of the East
Nigeria Mission.give the tithe fa irly , regularly, that- is , three-quarters of
the time to a ll the time* Although every member should tithe regularly,
yet, for us to have a viable church in East Nigeria, at least 73 per cent
of the members in each of our churches should tithe fa irly regularly.
ll* Only 20 per cent of the candidates for baptism tithe regularly before bap
tism, Barring teenagers who do not farm or eam money, every baptismal
candidate should begin to tithe regularly, before -being baptized,
5* Only 2 per cent of the church officers own the Church Manual.

Since the
book is for the use of pastors and members, at least the church pastor
should study it with a ll the church officers immediately after they are
elected to office*

60 About 20 per cent of a ll church members do not know that there is a Church
Manual* Every baptismal candidate should be told about the book, THe
elders and deacons, as they help the pastor in visitin g members should help
to teach them what is in the book,
7,

lit per cent of the church members who tithe seldom or never receive any
receipts* Every member who tithes should be given some form of receipt
weekly or monthly»

8, Only 20 per cent of the churches publish cumulative figures of tithes and
offerings received weekly or monthly. Every church treasurer should at
least post th is information monthly on the inside of the church door for
members to examine. Names of tithers should never be displayed.
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9. Only 26 per cent of the churches set annual financial budgets at the end
of each year.for running the church the next year, and only 12 per cent
assign members quotas to contribute towards the.annual budgets Allchurches
should prepare annual budgets .and each-member should be assigned a propor
tionate quota to contribute towards the budgeto
.10. Only 30 per cent of the churches effect membership transfers regularly.
All churches should keep membership record up to date by keenly following
the movement of the members from place to place as stipulated in the Church
Manual.
11. Only 38 per cent of the pastors regularly visit members who are weak in
tithingo All pastors should do this regularly because of its quality of
helping to discover and to relieve adversity in families, and at the same
time build a high spirituality among the members. Church elders should be
trained by the pastors to help them in visiting.
12. The Sabbath School offering is vezy high in proportion to the tithe (often
as high as one-third to one-half the tithe). Taking into account that we
ar8 a Mission,” and need to build our church to the ’’conference” status,
the total Sabbath School offering should be about one-tenth of the tithe.
13. The pastors, in preaching and teaching about tithes and offerings,
emphasize the believer's duty too much. A teaching or sermon on tithes
fend offbrings.which emphasizes'the?landlord-tenant relation between God
and man leads to fear in the heart of man, Effective teachings on tithes
and offerings should greatly emphasize the love-redemption relationr.between
God and man, for it elicits gratitude from man. On this basis of gratitude,
man gives wholeheartedly.
lit. The duty of the pastor to teach the church members is very important. But
he cannot do this alone, so he needs to train the elders and deacons and
deaconesses to help him. The church treasurer and the church clerk are to
be trained to keep accurate records, and the pastor should examine these
records regularly. Only hand in hand will the pastor, the church officers,
and the church members do God's work well#

APPENDIX E
THE SUGGESTED PROGRAM FOR A "LIBERALITY EMPHASIS WEEK"

AIM:

To teach the principles of Church Giving to church members.

PLAN:

A series of sermons, talks, group workshops, and open
discussions will be held in a local church in Nigeria on
certain days of one week (at the beginning of each quarter)
earmarked and prepared for in advance.

Every adult church

member should be encouraged to attend.

The Liberality

Emphasis Week should be conducted once every quarter.

From

the week following the first presentation of the program, the
church pastor should begin to check on its effects on the
local church's giving pattern.

At the end of the year, the

pastor should tabulate the results of the year's giving and
compare it with the previous year's record; he should then
report the results to the head office of his local field.

This

program is experimental; therefore, its results will suggest
future improvements that could be made to it in order to pro
mote liberal giving among church members.

The church pastor

or a visiting SDA pastor is to conduct the program in a church.

DAYS:

The days of the week to be engaged are:
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday.
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Saturday, Sunday,
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Daily Schedule
First Saturday:

Morning Worship
Sermon on Tithing.
Afternoon (3:30 p .m. to 5 p.m.)

Sunday:

Wednesday:

Friday:

First 30 mins.

Break congregation up into
small groups. Each group should
appoint a leader and a secretary.

Second 30 mins.

Each group discusses the
morning's sermon and supplies
questions and comments.

Third 30 mins.

Open discussion of questions,
answers, and comments.

Afternoon (3:30 p .m. to 5 p.m.)
First 45 mins.

Presentation of the subjects
Labor, Family Budget, and the
Undershepherd Plan.

Second 45 mins.

Open discussion of the
presentation through questions,
answers, and comments.

Evening (6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.)
First 45 mins.

Presentation of the subjects
Church Officers, Annual Church
Budget, and the Church Manual
(especially as regards giving).

Second 45 mins.

Open discussion of the pre
sentation through questions,
answers, and comments.

Evening (6:30 p.m . to 7:30 p.m.)
First 30 mins.

Brief encouragement towards
financial support for church
programs.

Second 30 mins.

Personal Testimonies on
liberality and its effects.
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Second Saturday:

Morning Worship
Sermon on the support of the needy.
Afternoon (3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.)
First 30 mins.

The groups formed the previous
Sabbath discuss the morning's
sermon and supply questions and
comments for open discussion.

Second 30 mins.

Open discussion through questions,
answers, and comments.

Third 30 mins.

Filling of questionnaire on the
effects of the Liberality
Emphasis Week (with spaces for
comments and suggestions) by
all church members who attended.
Close with a call for personal
commitment to the principles
learned and a dedicatory prayer.
(The results of the questionnaire
above should be tabulated by the
pastor who conducted the program,
and copies sent to the head office
of the local field and to the
pastor of the church where the
program was conducted.)
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VITA

The author of this project report was born into an
Anglican family in Nigeria.
at the age of two months.

He was baptized into that denomination
His mother died quite early, but his

father lived only to see him through the secondary school.
In 1954, the writer entered the Meteorological Services of
the Nigerian Government.

He remained there until 1966, and rose

in rank to the executive post of Assistant Meteorological
Superintendent.
Through several coincidences of providence, the writer
became a Seventh-day Adventist in 1958 during an evangelistic
drive led by Pastor C. D. Henri (now a vice-president of the
General Conference of SDAs) in Nigeria.

When the writer resigned

his lucrative post in 1966, it was in order to prepare himself
well for the gospel ministry.
The writer's wife, a registered nurse and a certified midwife,
stood by him throughout their sojourn in England and the United
States.

She worked full-time while he canvassed during some,

summers and did other odd jobs occasionally.

Thus, both of them

struggled along,through his B.A.•(Theology) degree at Newbold
College, and his M.A. (Biblical Languages), M.Div. (Theology),
and D.Min. (Church Organization and Management) degrees at Andrews
University.

Throughout the writer's preparation for the gospel ministry,
his wife and he had no financial assistance from any source, yet
they remained debt-free.

The Lord crowned these their blessings

with three lovely children— two sons and a daughter.

